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Abstract 
Computers are becoming an ever increasing part of our daily lives both at work and at home. 
This has led researchers to investigate humanised interfaces as an attempt to provide naïve 
users access to information technology. A natural aspect of humanised interfaces is the 
incorporation of anthropomorphised entities that can act as agents (personae) on behalf of 
users. Although considerable work has been carried out on many aspects of computer 
generated personae research tools in this area are scarce and there have been few attempts to 
approach the concept of an anthropomorphised interface as a whole rather than as a persona 
addition to standard work packages. This thesis analyses past work and identifies key 
requirements for future personae interfaces. It then goes on to present a novel approach to 
producing a unified persona interface that incorporates many of the disparate capabilities of 
earlier approaches. This novel approach is then tested objectively and subjectively before 
being used to undertake a series of experiments both on site in the University of Edinburgh 
and at sites across Europe in order to identify constraints and bounds for personae interfaces. 
The results from these experiments are statistically analysed and conclusions are drawn that 
form a kernel set of constraints for persona interaction. A method for automating the 
application of this kernel set of constraints is provided and an initial foray into intelligent 
persona dialogue control is presented. Final conclusions from this work are presented and 
relevant future work is described. 
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Glossary of Terms 
ActiveX A Microsoft method for distributing programs in Web pages. 
AIFF An Apple corporation audio file format. 
ANOVA Analysis of Variance Procedure. A standard statistical test. 
ANSI American National Standards Institute. 
API Application Programming Interface. 
ASCII American Standard for Computer Information Interchange. 
AVI A Microsoft audio and video file format. 
CGI Common Gateway Interface - a standard method for running 
server side programs in Web pages. 
CLIPS C Language Inference Production System. 
COM Component Object Model. 
CORBA Common Object Request Broker Architecture - a method for 
distributing software objects on the Web. 
DLL Dynamic Link Library. 
DM Dialogue Manager. 
DTMF Dual Tone Multi-Frequency. 
ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute. 
FO The lowest order formant in a voiced sound. 
FSM Finite State Machine. 
Grapheme A textual representation of a phoneme. 
HMD Head Mounted Display. 
IV Independent Variable. 
Java A distributed byte-code intrepreted computer language. 
LISP A list processing language. 
LTS Letter-to-Sound rules 
MAPI Microsoft's Multimedia API. 
MFC Microsoft Foundation Classes. 
Microsoft A windowing system designed by Microsoft. 
WindowsTM 
MIME 	 Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions - allows multiple forms of 
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media to be sent in an ASCII style stream. 
MPEG Moving Pictures Expert Group. 
MRPA Machine Readable Phonetic Alphabet. 
MSAPI Microsoft Speech API. 
OLE Object Linking and Embedding. 
OOV Out Of Vocabulary 
OS Operating System. 
PERL A scripting language commonly used for string mnipulation. 
Phoneme A theoretical discernable linguistic sound. 
PSTN Public Switched Telephone Network 
RAM Random Access Memory. 
Registry A central repository for Operating System information. 
SAl A Subsumed Agent Instance of a SAM. 
SAM A Subsumable Agent Module. 
SE Subsumption Engine 
SIS Separate Idendity Space. 
TCP/IP Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol - the underlying 
protocol for Internet communication. 
TTS Text to Speech. 
URL Universal Resource Locator. 
Viseme A visual lip shae required to utter a particulr phoneme. 
VRML Virtul Reality Modelling Language. 
WAV A Microsoft digital sound format. 
WOZ Wizard of Oz experimental technique whereby an experimenter 
takes the 	role 	of replacing a computer's task with 	human 
endeavour. 








Computers have changed the way we live. Firstly by reducing the cost of what were 
previously human intensive computation tasks and secondly by discriminating against those 
who cannot adapt to this new tool. An office job is difficult to hold down without at least 
some knowledge of computing. This is not a huge disadvantage to computer use as long as 
the situations in which the computers are being used are specialised and individuals can be 
trained to utilise them. However, things change considerably once computers start becoming 
a household requirement. 
The main impetus to computers in the home at the present time comes from the Internet, 
home shopping and the personal computer. These three aspects of home computing provide 
the technological capability, the financial incentive and the affordable means to provide 
computer-based services to non-technical people in a domestic environment. The technology 
is available and in some cases is actively being used but it does have a significant drawback, 
the user interface. Such systems are still very much based around the needs of current 
desktop computer users, even though the greatest sector of the possible market is outside this 
group. 
"Usability of virtual interfaces is the central theme of this thesis" 
The second reason to drive change in the user interface of current computers is based on 
their very success. Computer hardware becomes increasingly powerful as every year passes 
and personal computers take advantage of this by running more sophisticated software and 
more impressive interaction. The best example of this is the growth of the graphical user 
interface (GUI) that in recent years has made various forms of computing more accessible to 
non-technical users. This has been achieved by allowing users to exchange cognitively 
intensive tasks such as the command line interface to a visuo-spatial one involving a point 
\ 
	
	and a click with a mouse. Instead of the user having to adapt to the computer's language, the 
computer has moved some way towards adopting a more human approach to tasks. Another 
important feature of GUIs is that they present a standard form of interface irrespective of the 
Chapter 1 	 Introduction 
program being used. This allows the user to adjust initially to the form of interaction itself 
rather than a particular application, aiding the ease with which users can move onto a 
different task. The question remains, how does the user interface next evolve? 
As Basden and Hibberd (1996) point out there are many problems with current graphical 
user interfaces (GUIs). Too often the user is thinking about how to use the interface rather 
than the specific task in hand. They argue that this is because they tend to emphasise the 
syntax of user actions. To qualify this statement they break user interaction up into three 
distinct levels: 
• Lexical : actions such as pressing a key. 
• Syntactic: choosing a menu or operating a slider, etc. 
• Semantic : the task the user is trying to achieve through the use of the syntactic and 
lexical actions. 
It is worth noting that the descriptions used for Basden and Hibberd's levels of interactions 
are taken from the linguistics field. Although there is an obvious conceptual link, this 
research has remained purely graphical in nature. However, they have drawn on a novel 
concept in user interaction that derives its existence from a philosopher in the 1960s. Polyani 
(1967) asked us to imagine that we are in a dark cave with only a stick to guide us. By 
touching the stick against the floor and walls we can indirectly sense our environment 
through the sensations that arrive at our hand on the stick. At first we are acutely aware of 
the sensations arriving at our hand and the feel of the stick. Soon, however, we 'forget' 
about the stick and begin interpreting our environment directly. For the purposes of sensory 
perception the stick has become part of the individual. It has become proximal. The same 
process of proximalisation occurs when a novice learns how to drive a car. At first it is 
difficult to remember to change the gears whilst working the pedals and turning the steering 
wheel. However, after some practice the steering wheel becomes proximal and no conscious 
thought is required to move the hands in order to turn the car. The steering wheel is the 
perfect interface since the driver can concentrate on the tasks in hand (avoiding collisions, 
following a route, etc.) without the need to continually think about the car's interface. 
Once an ideal interface is found a method for identifying what is wrong and inefficient with 
other less optimal interfaces can be defined. Norman (1990) examined in depth why 
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interfaces fail. A poorly designed tool demands and absorbs the user's attention while in use 
whereas a proximal tool does not. A badly designed interface is perceived as being entirely 
separate from the user where a proximal interface seems an integral part. Therefore, a non-
proximal interface can be thought of a being distal. While any interface can become almost 
second nature (with enough practice) a proximal interface readily lends itself to being an 
almost transparent conduit between the user's desires and the task space being manipulated. 
For example, the steering wheel in a car is a good proximal interface whereas the gear shift 
is not. Not only do gearboxes change between makes and models of car but the changing of 
gears is not part of the task in hand (that of directing the car to a new place) but is a task 
required to prevent the engine from stalling. Operation of the gears requires conscious 
thought as well as being distinctly separate from the task in hand. A proximal interface 
becomes involved and is not conscious part of the control process. 
When considering computer interaction (rather than automobiles) an initial difficulty 
encountered is the vast range of different uses to which computers are put. Restricting the 
study to novice and general users who may not have the time or opportunity to learn 
complex systems while remaining aware of the fact that complex abstract problems rather 
than simple spatial ones need to be solved, then it is possible to focus on home users of non-
technical status who are using their computers for particular tasks rather than viewing them 
as general purpose resources. Of course, using a modern day washing machine can be 
considered to be an interaction with a computer so the examination can be further refined to 
include only interactions with large information spaces. This brings the examination into the 
realms of searching for information, home shopping, video on demand and other such 
possible electronic services. Of course the range of interactions available via such interfaces 
is enormous and this is part of the problem. Each task that the user may wish to carry out 
might well have a different interface. Considering the vast array of multimedia capabilities 
and novel immersive interfaces, such as virtual reality, which are possible due to the 
increasing power of personal computers, the difficulty in providing a proximal interface 
becomes apparent. The task is therefore to create a unified interface that can exist across the 
multimodal diversity of multimedia and extend into the immersive world of virtual reality 
while also making interactions less obtrusive and simpler. 
Such an effort may seem daunting if it were not for the fact that the most important 
consideration for a graphical computer interface has nothing to do with the computer. The 
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most important consideration is the user. Gone are the days when users have to adapt to a 
computer's ways. It is time for the computer to conform to the user. The only way to achieve 
this is to better understand what users want from a productive user interface and how users 
respond to them. 
This subject is too diverse for a single thesis therefore a specific approach is proposed. 
Human evolution has come up with an answer, an interface so subtle that it allows 
maintenance of the most complicated social integration yet known, human society. On an 
everyday basis, humans interact with each other on a level of abstraction that the best 
computers would be hard pressed even to begin to operate. Humans provide key feedback to 
each other at every stage of any interactive proceeding and prompt one another should any 
information be required and, if all of this fails, may even speak to one another. By 
harnessing the natural interface shared by all humans it may be possible to bring complex 
abstract tasks within a social sphere thereby making them inherently proximal. 
The human brain lends considerable resources to the task of facial recognition and 
subsequent decoding. A quizzical expression is all that is required to inform a speaker that 
what has been said has not been understood or that further information is required. Add to 
this expressions of mood with a wry smile and the importance of the human face in daily life 
is hard to deny. The solution to the increasing proliferation of computers into technologically 
phobic sections of society is however, unlikely to be simply the addition of facial 
characteristics. Too often users end up interacting with a system's interface rather than 
performing their required action or task. If the interface can be moved into a social 
interaction rather than a technological one it may be possible to make the interface a channel 
of communication rather than an interaction in itself. Though it is recognised that it is far 
from trivial to adapt a computational machine into a social actor. 
"The separation of interaction from action is required to produce really 'human' 
interfaces." 
Information technologists have primarily viewed the computer as a tool for data processing. 
However, many people perceive new interactive media interfaces in such a way that they are 
poorly described by such a metaphor (Reeves and Nass, 1998). Therefore a new metaphor of 
interactive agents (Kay, 1990) has arisen whereby the user grants the computer agency over 
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some set of tasks which are then carried out autonomously. Such developments have led to 
the creation and study of autonomous collaborative agents that are not merely granted 
agency but incorporate interactive dialogue methods that enable task refinement rather than 
immediate specification. It is hardly surprising that once computers begin to interact in a 
human-like dialogue fashion there is a tendency for system developers to anthropomorphise 
such agents. 
The tendency to anthropomorphise is a common human trait, as characters in children's 
books such as Wind in the Willows or Peter Rabbit, and leads to a natural tendency for 
designers and developers to use human descriptors for technological capabilities. However 
common this behaviour may be, some specialists vehemently oppose labelling computer 
software as intelligent (Shneiderman, 1998) feeling that encouraging such a belief in naïve 
users is disadvantageous. Although emotive responses are evident on both sides of the 
argument there is a great need to study how changes in computer agent interfaces modify 
users' belief in the system. 
"A sea change in thought is required and a conceptual natural fuzziness is needed to 
advance interfaces to the next generation." 
The importance of individuals' beliefs in a computer system is nothing new. The famous 
Turing test (Turing, 1963) which predates modern digital computers foresaw the need to test 
for true artificial intelligence (Al). Such strong Al as it has come to be known, whereby 
researchers attempt to create some form of real intelligence has given way, mostly through 
lack of success (Minsky, 1991), to weak Al. Such an approach attempts to develop 
believable intelligence. Instead of arguing over philosophical descriptors for intelligence and 
getting bogged down in a theological quagmire many researchers are attempting to build 
systems that exhibit intelligent behaviour to ease forms of technological user fatigue. Such 
an approach requires a closer understanding of how users perceive machine intelligence 
rather than how the researchers define it (NASS, et al., 1993). 
"Rigorous statistical testing is required." 
Perception of machine intelligence is a much debated subject bound up in semantic 
arguments about human intelligence which sometimes leads to a confusion (Isbister, 1995) 
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that psychologists somehow apply psychometric testing methods to computers (Robson, 
1983). This results in some researchers dismissing psychometric based research into 
intelligent interfaces as being irrelevant. How this can be the case when non-biased 
participant populations are required in order to assess interactive issues is unclear (Robson, 
1983). Even so, Gardner (1993) attacks psychometrics for being blindly empirical. This may 
well be a case in point when arguing semantics over the definition of intelligence. 
Unsurprisingly Gardner does not dismiss or suggest a valid alternative to psychometric 
testing based around sound correlated statistics. It is true that testing of an individual to 
determine their I.Q. is open to such criticism since a general statistical indicator can be 
widely erroneous in particular cases. However, carefully managed experiments utilising 
unbiased samples of the general public provide the most powerful possible indicator of a 
system's true usability (Coolican, 1994). 
Negative criticism of I.Q. testing does not discount psychological practice. Psychometrically 
testing an experiment's participant population in order to reflect the abilities of the larger 
general populace is perfectly valid since across a population the results will be largely 
indicative of the general case. Psychometrics as a correlate indicator, to distil a valid 
population sample, is standard practice and aids avoiding type I statistical errors through 
dependent variable confusion where an effect is found where none is really evident. 
Standard psychological methodologies are particularly valid in view of work which shows 
that humans have a tendency to interact with their computers in a fundamentally human 
social manner (Nass at al., 1993). That is, they tend to observe many social niceties that are 
not required when interacting with a machine. 
A leap from an observation that humans interact with their surroundings in a fundamentally 
social manner to the conclusion that users make no distinctions between humans and 
machines is still ill founded. Much work is required to discern which human interaction 
factors are important to users when utilising intelligent agents. Some researchers who 
disagree with the use of statistical testing advocate the use of another staple of 
psychologists' methods - that of the post experiment interview. Sternberg (1981) states as 
support for the use of interviews that many psychologists conduct them and seem to believe 
their results, despite the notoriously low validity and reliability of such process. This seems a 
rather poor validation for such a methodology. Interviews are commonly used by 
psychologists as an explorative technique such as post-experiment statistical searching 
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around variables other than the dependent one. This is a perfectly valid approach for 
identification of factors that are then rigorously tested with a specific experiment but is no 
substitute for a correctly primed and executed statistical investigation (Coolican, 1994 and 
Robson, 1983) 
In this thesis chapter 2 reviews work that is directly relevant to anthropomorphising 
computer interfaces. It defines what is currently described as virtual reality (VR) and 
discusses its problems. Further to this the more generalised multimedia desktop metaphor is 
shown to be a discontinuous step from VR immersive concepts. The anthropomorphising 
approach is introduced and early medical analysis which predates computers is discussed 
with its relevance to modern day systems. A range of background issues ranging from 
cartoon production rules to high level artificial computer faces are discussed with particular 
reference to their relevance to computationally low cost systems. Central requirements to 
computer facial provision such as speech synthesis and recognition as well as intelligent 
dialogue control are presented and various methods that have been produced for achieving 
this are reviewed. 
Chapter 3 discusses the development of a novel subsumption approach to interface design 
that can be completely bound within dialogue parameters. This unconstrained approach 
incorporates virtual reality, text-to-speech synthesis, speech recognition and other more 
traditional multimedia content. By making the interface itself bound by the dialogue rather 
than vice versa it is possible to move onto examining how the entire interface could be 
incorporated within a social dialogue, thereby becoming proximal in itself. A central tenet of 
this thesis is that by binding the interface to the user rather than having interaction 
predetermined by a programmer, complex computer use will become inherently simpler for 
novice users. 
Chapter 4 describes the development of the 3D capabilities of the system. Particular 
attention is paid to developing an animation algorithm that is suited for persona 
representations. All developments are purposefully made generic so that the 3D module can 
be used for as wide a range of purposes as possible. Key issues relating to 3D personae are 
discussed and a range of personae meshes are developed and presented. 
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Chapter 5 describes the development of the various subsumption modules used to populate 
the proximal dialogue system designed in chapter 2. Both technical and human computer 
interaction issues are tackled with relation to providing a cohesive dialogue based interface 
on a mode-by-mode basis. Each subsumption module design has implications for others and 
therefore a simplified system structure is devised and suggested although the coding of the 
subsumption engine in chapter 2 discourages the explicit definition of the hierarchy for an 
interactive interface. Therefore, although a particular approach is adopted for the purposes of 
experimentation within this thesis it is trivial to change the order in which modules appear 
within the framework. This is shown in chapter 7 where the system becomes more fluid with 
a view to providing a truly dialogue based interface. 
Chapter 6 introduces a series of usability experiments that test particular outstanding 
questions relating to anthropomorphised interfaces. These experiments are then carried out 
using the dialogue bound system designed in chapters 3, 4 and 5. The results of these 
experiments are then used to feed back into the dialogue and social interaction constraints 
utilised in the system to aid its use by novice users. 
Chapter 7 represents a shift in focus from experimentation to enabling of the technology. An 
expert system is introduced which helps bind the interaction implicitly within limits that are 
derived as the result of both the experiments described in chapter 5 or other background 
work outlined in chapter 2. A demonstration knowledge base is built that incorporates key 
points from background literature with a view to providing a pathway towards a truly mixed 
initiative interaction. Limitations outside the control of the author of the system are 
discussed and key points that can be tackled are examined. 
Chapter 8 discusses the lessons learned from both the experiments carried out and the 
system as a whole. A critical examination is carried out and the system designed is compared 
to available toolkits that have recently been released. Conclusions that have been arrived at 
as a result of developing the system and running the experiments are presented before finally 








The merging of several forms of both passive and interactive media within one interface as 
required by modern computers means that either computer users have to become more 
expert or the interface has to become simpler. The concept of proximal interfaces is an 
attempt to rethink the way in which users interact with machines. Whereas before, the 
science of human computer interaction centred around explicit definitions of functional 
requirements, the proximal designer sees power in the implicit. The explicit conscious action 
is replaced with an unconscious reference that contains enough implication for the computer 
to infer the required task. This is a daunting task without a doubt. More so if computers must 
be able to both provide interaction in 3D spaces as well as 2D desktops. Rather than merely 
building a desktop system with 3D virtual reality capability it is worth examining the 
interface requirements across all bounds, both the technological and the psychological. 
Therefore this thesis will work outwards from the novel 3D to the traditional 2D desktop 
metaphor. 
2.2 Definition and Breakdown of Virtual Reality' 
Virtual Reality (VR) is the term applied to the provision to the user of a graphical 
representation of a three dimensional Euclidean space (i.e. a Virtual Environment) ill real 
time coupled to some manipulator that enables movement of the rendered viewpoint. 
However, even this basic definition is under attack within current VR research circles. The 
utilisation of non-Euclidean spaces such as Riemann space is creating interest in 
mathematical and physical sciences but even more basic questions are being asked by artists 
moving into the field. The definition of reality is becoming unbound. Such philosophical 
musings by the artistic fraternity do not interest this thesis which is concerned with the 
technological and cognitive constraints of the virtual interface. However, even the 
technology of traditional VR is in difficulties. The most widely known VR bi-directional 
interface is the head mounted display (HMD) which consists of a headset which presents a 
'Virtual Reality is firstly an oxymoron and secondly a science. 
it 
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right or left stereo field to each eye and contains a positional sensor that feeds back into the 
virtual environment (yE). Difficulties with the accuracy and mechanical or electrical delay 
of positional sensors used in HMDs coupled with the computational delay in rendering the 
viewpoint produce a lag between a user's movements and their corresponding virtual 
representation. More generally, this is the period of time between some change being 
effected on the VE and that change being reflected on the display device (Bryson and Fisher, 
1990). Bryson (1993) separated the definition of lag into two principal types of temporal 
degradation - Update Rate (the frame rate of the visual display device) and Transport Delay 
(the period of time between a measured input and the effect of that input being represented 
on the display device). The overall system lag (the cumulative effect of both these delays) is 
affected by a number of contributing components (Atkin, 1993) - Sensor Delay (the delay 
incurred in sensing the real environment), Processing Delay (the delay in calculating the 
current state of the virtual environment), and Rendering Delay (the delay incurred by the 
display of the virtual environment). For a serial sequentially dependent system the overall 
lag can be represented as a summation of the delays involved; 
System Lag = Sensor Delay + Processing Delay + Rendering Delay 
The overall system lag is the prime motivator for component optimisation since its effects 
are seriously detrimental to the usability of the virtual environment. A prime aim for 
traditional VR is, through the use of immersive displays (such as HMD5), to provide a true 
sense of presence, the belief that the user inhabits the virtual environment (Sheridan, 1992). 
In a somewhat ironic turn of events for the engineering science of virtual reality the very 
metric now popularly used to equate the effectiveness of such technologies is this seemingly 
unquantifiable notion of presence 2 . Even so, it has been shown that frame rates below 15 Hz 
(a lag in excess of 66 ms) can significantly diminish a user's sense of presence (Barfield and 
Hendrix, 1995). Unfortunately, the unquantifiable nature of presence means that it is 
perceived to differing levels across participant populations and is therefore a questionable 
metric. However, cognitive effects are capable of being objectively measured (rather than 
purely subjectively measured by user appraisal) if they are dependent on some quantifiable 
task. It has thus been found that humans are extremely sensitive to visual lags and as a result 
2 The notion of presence as a metric for virtual reality technologies is akin to the concept of 
good art. It seems to make a lot of sense while also being indistinct and undefinable. 
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performance is severely degraded when a VE suffers from undue lag. Lags of between 30-
120 ms (dependent on task) can degrade user's performance (Held and Durlach, 1993). 
Humans can consciously detect visual latencies of around 100 ms and will only tolerate lags 
to the order of 200 ms (Singhal and Cheriton, 1995). Degraded user performance on given 
tasks becomes relatively inconsequential when considered alongside user's reports of motion 
sickness when using immersive technologies (Money, 1970). This is largely thought to be 
due to visual and vestibular sensory disparity (Oman, 1993) and is generally referred to as 
the Vestibular Ocular Response (VOR). It has been shown that humans can consciously 
detect lags due to head tracking sensor delay of greater than 5 ms and that delays in excess 
of 30 ms can produce motion sickness effects. In addition to the Vestibular Ocular Response 
it has been found that non-uniform visual lag is a contributing factor (Ulianoet al., 1986). 
Since the delay in reading electro-mechanical sensors is relatively constant (as compared to 
overall system lag) this implies that graphics renderers and processors with a constant frame 
rate should be chosen in contrast to variable frame rate versions (Hawkes et al., 1995; 
Heiman, 1994). However even if motion sickness is overcome then stereo displays have a 
problem with visual fatigue. It seems that unless new projective systems become readily 
available (and cheap) then immersive VR will remain an expensive research tool for 
occasional use (National Academy of Sciences, 1995). Although virtual reality in the 
traditional sense is indeed proximal the definition and practice is breaking down. 
2.2.1 Proximal Desktop Virtual Reality 
There is a growing interest and research into non-immersive systems which are commonly 
called either Window On World or Desktop yR. Unlike immersive technologies, Desktop VR 
systems have to coexist with other desktop media which creates a whole new range of 
problems. How can immersive behaviour (rather than immersive sense of presence) be 
maintained while other media is vying for attention? Is the multimedia environment or the 
virtual space the centre of control? How can such a diverse interaction as Desktop VR with 
video interaction, text, hypertext mark-up language (HTML) and whatever other media is 
present be encapsulated in a proximal package? Multimedia can exist within inside virtual 
reality as is defined in the Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML) standard (ISO, 
1997) or virtual reality can be encapsulated inside other media as in the MPEG-4 3 standard 
3 MPEG-4 is a media streaming format that can contain multiple objects within a video style 
broadcast. Each object is merged into a final moving sequence within the user's decoder. 
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(ISO, 1999) but in each of these cases the user is not in complete control of the desktop 
interaction. MPEG-4 is a broadcast medium which places the user as a viewer, albeit with 
some interactive capabilities. VRML defines the interaction as predominantly an immersive 
one. Multimedia within VRML merely returns to an immersive system and as a whole is not 
optimally desktop oriented (viewing a video in a 3D world on a desktop is not an optimal 
solution for examining the media concerned). Neither definitions allow the user complete 
freedom to decide between immersion or desktop or to move fluidly between the two. VR as 
an integral part of multimedia systems is becoming more common through the use of VRML 
plug-ins to web browsers. However, research into the coexistence of VR with multimedia for 
both desktop and immersive applications is currently rare and frequently overlooked in the 
push for greater immersive capability. This is unfortunate since the prevalence of desktop 
VR plug-ins for Web browsers means that this is the dominant form of VR interaction 
available to users. 
The visual aspect of human interaction with computers has become increasingly virtual and 
less constrained due partly to extensive research into a number of different modes of 
communication and new methods of user control. These range from simple typed commands 
through graphical user interfaces to speech synthesis and speech recognition. These last two 
areas are particularly interesting since they attempt to allow a computer to communicate via 
human modalities. Although this field has been addressing an extremely difficult task, there 
have been continuing successes, from speaker dependent continuous recognition systems 
(Ballantyne, 1991) through to large vocabulary user independent systems (Huang, 1989). 
Other interesting aspects of these fields have also been developed, namely speaker 
verification (Logan, 1991). These advances in technology make use of much of what 
linguists have learnt about how humans communicate and allow for advanced user 
interaction where the computer has an ear for the users requests and a voice to respond. 
A visual representation of a human character that brings together these capabilities within a 
visual media context provides a well known proximal metaphor (that of simply interacting 
with another person) and has been the goal of considerable research. Extensive work has 
been done to construct both parameterised models of human faces that use minimum sets of 
variables (Parke, 1982) as well as extremely concise facial articulation models that take 
account of the skull, muscles and skin (Lee et al, 1995). Using such synthesised faces 
together with text-to-speech synthesis and speech recognition systems for an interface is a 
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recent development. Technologies where non-verbal and verbal communication coexist in a 
facial multimodal interface have been the subject of much research. A significant result of 
this coming together of various technologies has been the implementation of phoneme based 
talking personae (Waters, 1993 : Katunobu, 1995 : Ball, 1995) (computer generated 
graphical representations of humans) that can interact with a user. Research is progressing 
on both the development and use of such synthetic personae. 
2.3 Facial Research 
The field of facial interaction has undergone much research in the past. Psychologists have 
delved deep into both the methods for facial recognition and the social importance of the 
face. The notion of Chomskyite deep structure (Chomsky, 1969) which involves the concept 
that certain aspects of language are universal has been investigated in facial meanings by 
many researchers with some limited success (Ekman and Freisan, 1978). More interestingly 
there have been many advances in research into what people require in a pictorial 
representation in order to perceive it as a face as well as work on which aspects of a face 
make it attributable to a single person. There is no doubt that the human face has special 
significance as is shown by Tanaka and Farah (1991). They carried out experiments whereby 
they simply inverted objects and asked users to try to recognise them. User responses were 
more greatly impaired on faces than any other type of stimuli, thereby implying faces are a 
special case. There is also evidence that humans have face perception abilities at birth 
(Johnson, 1992) thereby predisposing them towards facial stimuli and making them respond 
much more favourably towards them. 
2.3.1 Animated Speech 
In order to link a graphical representation of a face with synthesised speech the problem of 
lip and face animation must be addressed. Some of the earliest images of animated speech 
were created by Demeny in 1892 with a device he called the Phonoscope (Destandes, 1966). 
The device utilised photographs of the lower portion of the face mounted on a disc that was 
rotated fast enough to exploit persistence of vision. Traditional animation such as that used 
in Disney cartoons relies on hand drawn images of the lips (Thomas and Johnson, 1981) 
which are sketched alongside a precise phonetic time line extracted from pre-recorded 
speech. This technique is highly laborious and requires rules of thumb (heuristics) on the 





2.3.2 Disney's Heuristics 
Since charicature animation holds greater real time potential for current day systems than 
realistic simulation, validity testing of animation decisions are difficult to quantify. 
Animators traditionally follow a set of heuristic rules that "feel right" (Parke, 1996). Thomas 
and Johnson (1981) elicited and distilled twelve principles of animation which apply to 
Disney Studios animation productions. These heuristics have since been accepted as the 
central tenets required for believable computer character animation (Lassiter, 1987). 
1,2. Squash and Stretch : When an object deforms, its volume relative to the viewer, 
should remain the same. On collision, objects should compress in the direction of the 
impact while during unconstrained motions of reasonable speed volumes they should 
stretch in the direction of travel. These effects should be reduced or amplified 
according to the required perception of elasticity of the object. 
Anticipation : Due to the compressed nature of action in animation sequences, 
audience prompting can aid the viewer's ease of perception. The general rule of 
thumb is that unless something is meant to be a sudden surprise event for the on-
screen character they should present some form of cueing for the coming action. This 
can be a simple recognisable expression or physical gesture but is more commonly 
undertaken as gathering up in the opposite direction to the final movement (for 
example as in a character leaning and then taking a couple of steps to the right before 
hurtling themselves as fast as possible off to the left). This anticipatory cueing is often 
used for visual surprise when it is not carried out successfully. For example when a 
character pre-emptively gathers themselves up to escape from the path of a falling 
piano only to have initiated the move too late. 
Staging 	This is possibly the most commonly transgressed Disney heuristic in 
computer animation (Parke, 1996). The location of the characters and objects relative 
to the camera in a scene has to be carefully staged to convey some reason or set-up 
some event. The staging should be simple and the reasoning clear. Making the staging 
too dynamic merely because it is computationally simple is a problem evident in many 
computer animations. 
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5,6. Follow-Through and Overlapping Action : A character that moves as a rigid body 
will be perceived as such by the viewer. As a character starts to walk the arms 
generally lag and then follow through with the motion. This imparts a sense of fluidity 
to the character. To complete the sense of natural fluidity a following action should 
begin before the preceding action has finished. By overlapping events, movement is 
perceived as continuous rather than as a series of discrete actions. 
7,8. Ease-In and Ease-Out : Unless animated characters are robotic in nature they do not 
behave as if capable of infinite acceleration and deceleration. Rather than calculate 
Newtonian effects, animators will more generally ease movement in and out thereby 
approximating real world movement. Computer animations can handle this 
automatically but care must be taken to avoid linearacceleration which is perceived as 
unnatural by the viewer. Cosine non-linear easing gives a more natural inertial effect 
(Parke, 1996). 
Arcs : Most natural looking movement moves in arcs. The standard methods for 
describing 3D arcs are by B-splines (Bartels, 1987), Hermite (Foley et al., 1993) or by 
Bezier curves (Bezier, 1972). However, interpolated parametric curve movement is 
generally too regular to be natural in effect (Parke, 1996) and therefore requires 
adjustment by hand. 
Secondary Motion The animator must be aware of secondary motion on characters. 
For example, the motion of floppy ears on a dog as it moves its head. This is easily 
covered by relationship rules in automated computer animation. 
Exaggeration : Animated motion should exaggerate movement that helps cue intent 
and direction to the user. Scenes where motion is not exaggerated are viewed as being 
dull and uninteresting. 
Appeal : A standard Disney rule of thumb is that all characters must appeal to the 
viewer in some manner. That is not to say that they have to be "cute" (though Disney 
obviously utilises this aspect heavily) but they should be in some manner interesting to 
watch. 
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The most common form of facial animation is based on key framing. Key framing can be 
used with digitised files of real captured facial expressions where intervening frames are 
computed by interpolation (Parke, 1972). This method is inefficient since the large number 
of facial expressions and independent aspects of facial movement result in an extremely data 
intensive solution. Parametric models (Parke, 1982) reduce the storage requirement for data 
sets by specifying parameters for aspects of the face. These parameters are then interpolated 
rather than the captured model itself. The parameters chosen are selected largely on an ad-
hoc basis (Waters and Levergood, 1993) although this does depend on the level of control 
required for the subsequent application. Such an ad-hoc approach cannot be used for true 
facial simulation since there is no objective link between the parameters and the face being 
modelled. In addition, within the wider domain of animation purely ad-hoc approaches 
ignore linguistic and psychological issues which impact the viewer. In order to avoid 
subjective bias when modelling, a number of researchers produced anatomically 
pararneterised models for facial animation (Platt and Badler 1981) and simulation (Platt 
1980). Such anatomically based models are based to varying degrees on muscle action over 
skull and jaw structures (Waters 1987) and allow subtle editing of a range of facial 
expressions (Waite 1989). Not all muscles directly translate to recognisable facial movement 
in the context of expressions and so Magnenat-Thalmann et al (1988) drew attention to the 
abstract nature of muscle action when considering facial animation. Such abstraction relates 
closely to Ekman and Friesan's Facial Action Coding Scheme (FACS) (1978) and allows 
muscle based parameterised models to utilise a series of control procedures in order to 
rationalise the synthesis of facial expressions based on medical observation. Keith Waters' 
and Thomas Levergood's DECface (1993) system abstracted muscle groupings along the 
lines of FACS but also allowed the automatic synchronisation of lip movements and 
synthesised speech real time. Plain ASCII text input was used to synthesise speech and 
calculate the lip shapes required to match the audio stream. In the run-time facility the 
graphical display of the lips is adaptively synchronised with the audio waveform giving the 
viewer an impression of a computer generated talking persona. Waters and Levergood point 
out the scientific advantages of computer generated faces over the use of video footage of 
real people. Computer generation enables the creation and precise control of repeatable 
facial actions. Such precision and repeatability can enable researchers to study how humans 
interact not only with computer personae but with other people. Indeed, the DECface system 
and variants thereof have been used by many researchers for this purpose (Pelachaud, 1994). 
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DECface utilised two dimensional texture mapping in order to enhance the realism of the 
facial modelling. There is no doubt that good quality texture mapping enhances the realism 
of the animated model (Nahas, 1988; Williams, 1990; Choi, 1991) and that even coarse 
geometries can produce powerful visual imagery (Oka, et al. 1987). What is less clear is 
whether such realism is a positive attribute for a computer interface. It is important to 
ascertain which aspects of anthropomorphism enhance interaction and which are superfluous 
or even hinder usability. 
Key framing requires a complete face posture for each possible key position (Bergeron, 
1985) thus requiring large data sets even for a moderate number of expressions and 
visemes4 . Parametric methods utilise fiducial nodes that are moved with respect to all  
accompanying script of phonetic and emotional timings. Even muscle-based anatomical 
models are based around scripted actions. However, human face-to-face interaction is a 
continuous flow of information, action and reaction. Even DECface's reduction of advance 
scripting to single sentences is impoverished in comparison to a real person's ability to be 
interrupted, directed or corrected at any moment. There is a considerable body of linguistic 
research on how humans take turns in conversation. A common concept in turn taking theory 
is that of Transition Relevance Places (TRPs) (Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, 1978). A 
TRP is some form of linguistic (or otherwise) event that signals that a particular turn may be 
complete. At such a juncture another speaker may, possibly, take over. Such work has 
largely centred around the analysis of real group discussions and how participation flowed 
between the individuals. Such polite interactions are in stark contrast to arguments or 
directing where rules on interruption are frequently flouted. As the urgency to complete a 
task increases, the politeness rules are used less and less. Even though Reeves and Nash 
(1998) present considerable evidence that humans interact with their computers in a 
fundamentally social manner, the boundaries of when users will be polite and when they will 
ignore their computer's supposed feelings requires investigation. To rely on heavily 
formalised conversation through the sole use of TRPs in order to allow advance scripting of 
a synthetic computer persona seems rash in the face of anecdotal evidence and begs at least 
some investigation. Indeed, Levinson (1983) states that only some 5% of the speech stream 
is delivered in overlap in face-to-face communications. At first hand this may not seem like 
much but within the context of human-computer interactions the distribution of any overlap 
4A viseme is the lip shape corresponding to the utterance of a particular phoneme. 
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in the time domain is critical to system design. The removal of the ability to overlap 
conversation through advance scripting may lead to undue frustration on the part of the user. 
Before such scripting can be accepted even at sentence level research must be carried out on 
how acceptable this is. 
2.3.3 Artificial Computer Faces 
The recent growth in interest in artificial computer faces is not merely a graphical whim but 
could ultimately allow hearing impaired people to lip read (McGrath, 1985). This is not the 
only advantage, since people with normal hearing also use all available visual information in 
verbal communication, especially if the signal to noise ratio is poor. 
In English, lip reading is based on the observation of around forty five phonemes (Walther, 
1982) which is a useful starting point since the aspects of facial movements that hearing 
impaired people utilise in order to understand speech are precisely what is required to 
produce an artificial talking persona. All artificial facial animation systems produced so far 
have relied on phonetic information in order to calculate the visual movements required. 
Animated talking faces can be used for several purposes. They can be used to provide visual 
stimuli for analytical investigations of visual and audio-visual speech perception 
(Summerfield, 1989). The systems used for such stimuli must be highly configurable and 
controllable. Computer graphics can meet these demands where video recordings of 
speakers cannot. Also, there has been research into using such animations in bandwidth 
limited applications where facial interaction would still be a boon, such asvideo phones for 
instance (Pearson, 1985). This is of limited use since, with technological progression, 
bandwidth is effectively ever increasing and the first video phones produced with poor frame 
update due to the low bandwidth have already been replaced by ISDN video phones that 
have motion video with improved quality. There has however been increasing interest in 
using animated talking heads as user interfaces but these have been held back by the expense 
of the technology required to implement such systems. Recently, with the increasing power 
of personal computers this difficulty has been significantly reduced. 
For a computer graphics animation it is preferable to have as high a frame rate as possible to 
reduce the appearance of flickering during the playback. Animation is perceived as smooth 
for frame rates in excess of 12 Hz (Piantanida 1993). However, the American National 
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Research Council's report on virtual reality recommends achieving 30 Hz if possible 
(National Academy of Sciences, 1995). This should be the goal of any animation system 
produced. Once it has been decided to produce a facial animation that has a high enough 
frame rate to produce a smooth output the final method for producing the face must be 
designed. There are two main options for doing this with computer graphics - vector display 
or raster display. Vector graphics displays generate only outline diagrams but are 
computationally simple and easy to program. These have been used in the past as with 
Montgomery and Soo Hoo's visual synthesiser (1987). This was reasonable for basic 
perception experiments but is too impoverished visually to be used for a user interface. The 
other option is raster displays. These can model surfaces in reasonable detail and are much 
more visually appealing. Though these were once discounted in the past as being too 
computationally intensive for real time applications several attempts at using this approach 
for animated talking heads have been made with reasonably impressive results. 
2.3.4 Facial Modelling 
Even when it has been decided how to produce the graphical representation of a face and 
how to link visual states with acoustic utterances it remains to be determined how the face's 
underlying model is defined so as to allow it to be deformed into the required visemes 
(visual representations that correspond to phonemes). Brooke's synthesiser (1989), while 
being a vector graphics display system, allowed extensive control of the vector sets used to 
produce its output. Each point in the face is controlled in terms of its position in Euclidean 
space and its movement. Although this gives the control required, the amount of data needed 
is enormous and impractical for a real time raster display system. A solution that reduces the 
data set required is to define a set of empirically defined parameters that controls the 
movement of key points in the face. These parameters can then be adjusted to produce 
different expressions in a pre-specified way (Parke, 1982) allowing precise control of a large 
number of points. However this still requires a reasonable amount of data storage. Another 
method is to base the facial model on the underlying anatomical structure of the skull, jaw 
and muscles (Platt, 1981). This allows for a few variables to produce large deformations in 
the modelled face. The main drawback of this method is that in order to model small changes 
in the face a large number of anatomical controls must be modelled. A compromise would 
be to use control parameters for points where fine detailed movement is required and 
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anatomical structures for large deformation areas. This would offer the advantages of both 
systems while reducing the data sets required for the accurate facial deformations required. 
2.3.5 Facial Animation 
There are three basic recognised methods for producing facial animation (Pelachaud, 1994). 
Firstly there are methods that utilise stored libraries of expressions as either photographs or 
synthetic models. Secondly there are parametric models that use a set of parameters to adjust 
facial features. Finally there are physically-based models that generally use some form of 
elastic spring mesh to describe the skin surface. Whichever method is chosen it is mostly 
common to utilise the FACS (Facial Action Coding System) (Ekman, 1978) to define face 
states used for animations. Each of these grouped methods further refine animation 
complexity, quality and genericity. For real time systems, quality and complexity require 
some compromise dependent on the specific application. Genericity is important for all 
systems since there is little point in developing exhaustive facial inventories if the task has to 
be repeated for every model. 
Stored library methods were initially based around set frame animation. A stored image for 
every possible frame was required. Later systems such as Emmett (1985) and Kleiser (1988) 
utilised interpolation methods so that fewer key frames could be stored with intervening 
images being automatically calculated. Although this does reduce storage requirements 
while increasing the ease with which higher frame rates can be achieved (through finer 
interpolation steps) it does have the drawback of requiring a key frame for every possible 
face state. With non-dependent expressions, such as frowning eyebrows with no smile and 
raised eyebrows with no smile etc., it is evident that the number of composite key frames 
required becomes rather large. This problem is compounded by the fact that any set of data 
is not automatically transferable to other facial data sets. Libraries of this sort are limited and 
tedious to build. 
Parametric models were initially developed as a method for defining face shapes, the 
underlying structure of individual faces rather than expressions themselves. Later systems 
such as those described by Pearce (1986) and Magnenat-Thalmann (1989) separated 
conformation parameters (those that define an individual face) and expression parameters 
thereby allowing expression sets to be used independently of individual faces. 
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Physically-based models were developed largely because of the need for increased realism. 
Parametric models are somewhat arbitrary in terms of which facial variables are chosen. 
Models such as those designed by Platt (1981) and Waters (1988) attempt to more closely 
model the face rather than simply describe it. Deformations across the skin surface are 
calculated by solving dynamic spring mesh equations. This produces a more realistic 
animation at the cost of considerably greater computational complexity. Refinements of this 
method incorporate the modelling of multiple layers of facial tissue (Turk, 1991) giving rise 
to even greater realism. 
2.3.6 Mesh Animation Techniques 
Any of the three modelling techniques could be used in Virtual Reality through deformation 
of virtual objects. Since current day Virtual Reality systems employ grouped polygon 
meshes to describe the surfaces of objects (Wernecke, 1994 Criterion, 1994 Trujillo, 
1996) methods are required that can rapidly (< 1/30 second) animate sets of vertices so that 
deformable models of faces can be realised. 
2.3.7 Computer Facial Animation 
Probably the most famous attempt to produce an animated talking head is the Digital 
Equipment Corporation's face as described by Waters and Levergood (1993). This derived 
from earlier speech synthesis work at DEC, namely the commercially produced DECTaIk 
system (Bruckert, 1983). The main drawback to the DECface system is that it is two 
dimensional, limiting its use in the field of Virtual Reality. It is desirable to have a 3D model 
since there is evidence that a three quarters facial representation (i.e. viewed slightly to the 
left or right) has some perceptual advantages (Bruce, 1987). There is also evidence that a 3/4 
view in 2D is impoverished compared to a full 3D representation (Logie, 1987). However, 
the 3/4 view effect is significantly reduced, or even disappears, if the viewer is very familiar 
with the face (Bruyer, 1989). Since the goal is to increase the proximality for naive users 
with which the 3/4 view effect could be helpful it is evident that a 3D face should be used. 
Once users become expert then the advantages would still be present in VR uses. 
An attempt at facial animation that predates the DECface scheme was constructed in 3D by 
Hill, Pearce and Wyvill (1988) but it required the synthetic voice to be calculated and then 
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stored onto the sound track of a video tape before the computer calculated the facial 
animation frame-by-frame, recording it to the video tape as it progressed. After the process 
was finished and the tape played back the face gave the impression of talking. The obvious 
drawback to this is that it is not in any sense real time and could therefore not be used for 
any type of human computer interface. A later attempt at three dimensional animation was 
produced by Saintourens, Tramus, Huitric and Nahas (1990). They tackled the problem of 
real time animation by pre-calculating the images required and storing them in screen 
memory that could then be sequentially panned in order to produce an animation. Although 
this is an improvement over using video tape this remains a major drawback to the system. 
In order to store the required number of frames in screen memory a massive graphics 
memory must be used. Add to this the problem that the system requires to use the whole of 
this resource for itself and it becomes apparent that such a system is expensive and cannot be 
used in conjunction with standard graphical user interfaces. An added problem is that when 
using a 2048 by 1024 pixel definition graphics card the system can store and display a 
maximum of 24 images per calculated sentence. Since an update of 15 to 30 frames per 
second is preferred, this system allows for a sentence only one to two seconds in duration to 
be uttered without loss of animation definition. This is obviously unsatisfactory. 
The basis for both the DECface and the Hill, Pearce and Wyvill face is the concept of 
visemes (Walther, 1982). A viseme is the visual aspect of an acoustic phoneme (a 
conceptual chunk of speech). It is a mapping of the facial movement requiredto produce any 
one phoneme. This is extremely useful when trying to produce a synthetic talking face since 
most text-to-speech synthesis systems require some knowledge of which phonemes are 
present in a sentence before they can attempt to utter it. A simple phoneme to visenie 






2.3.8 The DEC face algorithm 
DECface provided the first significant attempt to produce real time automated synthetic 
personae. The algorithm breaks down into six distinct operations; three pre-processing steps 
and three dynamic ones. The three pre-playback steps are: 
Input ASCII text. 
Create grapheme string. 
Synthesise speech. 
The operations are carried out in advance of the animation and generated speech files are 
stored on disk. Once playback of the audio stream has commenced three dynamic operations 
are continuously carried out: 
Determine current phoneme. 
Compute current mouth shape. 
Synchronise graphical display to audio stream. 
The basis of the algorithm appears basically sound when considering synchronising the 
graphical display to the audio stream. However, it completely ignores the problem of 
synchronising feedback to the viewer. If a dynamic interaction is taking place and the user 
interrupts or adapts the current task being undertaken, the DECface algorithm cannot 
respond. A further drawback to the system is that mouth deformations are key framed and 
require large data sets. This makes adapting the system to new models a time consuming 
task. Also there is no method for incorporating context dependent facial expressions (e.g. 
smiling at a precise word) into utterances. The authors claim that extending the system to 
three dimensions would be simple but they ignore the increased dynamic nature of Virtual 
Reality systems. Constant movement of the user with respect to the persona would occur 
naturally in a Virtual Reality application. The persona's gaze and phatic responses would 
have to be dynamic to maintain the user's suspension of disbelief and thereby provide some 
level of proximality. Such dynamic capability is totally absent from the DECface algorithm 
and it is not clear how readily the system could be reworked around this shortfall. Finally, 
although much is made of the synchronisation between the graphical aspects and the audio it 
is mentioned that the frame rate varies as a function of the system load. There is no study of 
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how accurate the synchronisation should be. The authors simply state that the algorithm is 
sufficient in most cases. The DECface designers concentrated on graphical synthesis issues 
rather than psychological ones. It has yet to be shown whether increasing visual realism 
rather than interactive issues is advantageous. The authors claim that convincing animation 
of the lips is acheived at 15 frames per second. Even though this achieves the minimum 
required for smooth animation (Piantanida, 1993) it falls well short of the National Academy 
of Sciences (1995) recommendations of 30 frames per second. 
Inserting believable emotion into a synthesised voice is beyond current commercial text-to-
speech systems. However, it may be of interest to insert emotion or phatic communication 
into the visual channel thereby suggesting emotional states to the viewer. Unfortunately, due 
to the key framing and pre-processing requirements of the DECface algorithm such an 
approach cannot be attempted with it. The DECface authors state that the visenie table has to 
be rebuilt for each face set as well as for each voice. There is no abstraction to ease variation 
between faces and voices which would also aid the incorporation of phatic or emotion states 
into synthesised dialogue. 
2.4 Extra-linguistic aspects 
Another drawback to earlier synthetic face systems is that they make little use of extra-
linguistic (gestures and facial movements) and paralinguistic (emotion and attitude) prompts. 
This is unfortunate since the inclusion of these aspects is paramount if a personable 
interaction is ever to occur. An advanced conversational interface requires both extra-
linguistic communication and conversational content. The conversational content is tied to a 
particular application and as such can only be looked at in relation to data retrieval. How the 
virtual persona can coexist in a multimodal user interface and utilise database and other 
forms of information retrieval while maintaining suspension of belief has been distinctly 
under researched. 
The extra-linguistic content has a stronger basis in contemporary research and is partly 
dependent on linguistic parameters and partly on the information being imparted. If it is 
assumed that the required extra-linguistic parameters are contained within any information 
retrieval system being used then the research can concentrate on how the extra- linguistic 
behaviour is modelled and parameterised. The first problem concerning extra-linguistic 
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behaviour relates to which gestures and movements portray what types of information. The 
literature in this area is considerable and would have to be the basis of a future literature 
search. If it is further assumed that these gestures and movements are stored in some type of 
database rather than being intelligently synthesised then it is still to be ascertained how these 
types of behaviour should be modelled. 
2.5 Facial Taxonomy 
There is little utility in producing artificial animated faces unless they are in some manner 
based on real facial movement. This is not to say that an animated face must look real but 
rather that the movement of the artificial face should be sufficiently representative of a real 
face that the viewer can suspend belief. Not surprisingly, human facial effect has been the 
subject of long standing research. 
2.5.1 Duchenne's Taxonomy of Expressions 
Although Henry Gray's Anatomy, first published in 1858 and now in its 38th edition 
(Williams & Warwick, 1995), has been widely recognised as the seminal anatomical medical 
reference text for the past century it did not illuminate the importance of facial expressions. 
A mere four years after Gray's first edition a Frenchman, Duchenne (1862), published a 
taxonomy of muscle actions required to produce facial expressions. Rather than use 
traditional illustrations as in Gray's he utilised the new technology of photography (Figure 
Figure 2.1 : Duchenne 	tb his prlIllar\ subject 1 - lie (Ad 
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By stimulating facial muscles through the use of electrodes, Duchenne systematically 
identified and grouped the muscles required to produce recognisable expressions. The 
discomfort of attaching electrodes to someone's face coupled with the time required to 
correctly expose a Victorian photograph (of the order of several minutes) made such 
experimentation very difficult, if not somewhat unethical by today's standards. It seems that 
it was perversely' fortunate that Duchenne's principal subject (as pictured in Figure 2.1) 
was afflicted with almost total facial anaesthesia. 
Duchenne's list of identified facial expressions is shown in Table 2.1. A decade later, after 
Charles Darwin had published his widely recognised "Origin of the Species" Darwin 
published a lesser known work that demonstrated the universality of expressions and their 
continuity in both man and (other) animals (Darwin, 1872) thus bolstering the worth of 
Duchenne's experiments. Although later, and somewhat more humane, studies have refined 
this work the pioneering experimentation on the perception and communication of human 
facial affect undertaken by Duchenne is still the central basis for realistic facial animation 
today. Although this is the case, arbitrary subjective naming of facial expressions is not 




Intentness of Mind 
Pain 




























Table 2.1 : Facial expressions identified by Duchenne. 
2.5.2 FA CS Expression Coding 
Intricate studies of the skull and muscles have been required in order to fully understand 
how facial expressions are formed. Although variations in the skull affects the general shape 
of a face the only bone that is used to form expressions is the mandible. The vast majority of 
facial movement is produced through the action of contracting muscles. Figure 2.2 shows the 
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muscles identified in Duchenne's study with their correct medical names (Duchenne used 
names such as muscle of joy, of crying, and of lust. etc.). 
Duchenne neglected certain facial expressive muscles such as the levator palpebrae 
superioris which raises the upper eyelid and other less significant muscles. This is hardly 
surprising considering the difficulty in attaching a surface electrode to such inaccessible 
muscles. Identification of further muscles would possibly improve realism but would 
undoubtedly increase complexity in a system which is already extremely intricate. If precise 
simulation is required then designers have 110 choice but to accurately model all the muscles 
until reality is represented accurately. However, if animation is the goal then further 
possibilities exist. 
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Figure 2.2 : Adapted from Muscles of the Head, Face and Neck'. Gray's 1901 
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edition incorporating muscles identified in Duchenne's work (updated to modern names). 
It should be noted that the physical nature of the face naturally lends itself to parametric 
processing in that each individual muscle can be viewed as a separate variable. 
Unfortunately the complexity of matching the excitations of individual muscles to palpable 
physical results is exacerbated by the interdependencies between particular musclegroups as 
well as the difficulty in modelling the effect that the resulting muscle movement has on the 
dermis. 
The most common solution to reducing the complexity of facial animation is FACS. Ekman 
and Friesan (1978) credit Duchenne's work as inspiration for their Facial Action Coding 
Scheme (FACS) in which facial movement is grouped into action units. Individual units 
define a single voluntarily movable muscle or a group of muscles that produce a 
recognisable expression. By separating individual muscle control capability and grouping 
involuntary muscle dependencies the system (outlined in Table 2.2) reduces the complexity 
to a series of excitable action units (AU). 
Inner Brow Raiser Chin Raiser Lip Bite 
Outer Brow Raiser Lip Puckerer Cheek Blow 
Brow Raiser Tongue Out Cheek Puff 
Upper-Lid Raiser Lip Stretcher Cheek Suck 
Cheek Raiser Neck Tightener Tongue Bulge 
Lid Tightener Lip Fiinneler Lip Wipe 
Lips Together Lip Tightener Nostril Dilator 
Nose Wrinkler Lip Pressor Nostril Compressor 
Upper-Lip Raiser Parting of Lips Lid Droop 
Nasolabial Furrow Jaw Drop Eyelid Slit 
Lip Corner Puller Mouth Stretch Eyes Closed 
Cheek Puffer Lip Suck Squint 
Dimpler Jaw Thrust Blink 
Lip Corner Depressor Jaw Sideways Wink 
Lower-Lip Depressor Jaw Clencher 
Table 2.2 : FACS Action Units (AU) 
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Unfortunately not all of the defined action units are mutually exclusive. For example, the 
cheek puff and brow raiser actions could be simultaneously invoked whereas the cheek puff 
and cheek suck could not. There is ambiguity that could only be resolved by a full muscle 
model as before. Also, as with Duchenne's work, each action unit is hardly an action at all 
but an observed final static state. FACS provides muscle based animators with a set of 
distinct actions which, in conjunction with Duchenne's taxonomy of facial expressions, 
provides most of the information necessary for realistic animation. However, positive 
correlations between individual units are not covered and neither is conflict resolution. 
Associative neural behaviour is such that once the zygomatic major and minor muscles are 
contracted, forming a fake' smile, then there is an increased likelihood of the oribicularis 
oculi being moderately contracted to wrinkle the corner of the eyes forming a real' smile. 
Such relationships and resulting facial behaviour would be used at the animator's discretion 
and skill in noting this relationship. An automated animation system would require this rule 
to be either explicitly or implicitly stated. 





2.6 Low-Cost Systems 
Reducing the computation required and thereby the cost of synthetic personae is becoming 
possible due to a range of recent developments. Virtual personae methodologies specifically 
designed for automated service dialogues over low bit rates such as Welsh (1987) allow the 
use of personified interfaces over public service telephone networks (PSTN) to home 
consumers. The more recent growth of the Internet has allowed the development of 3D 
animation systems that use a time-based linear interpolated frame approach which is similar 
in function to the VRML 5 2.0 animation extensions (Pesce, 1995). Such approaches allow 
these algorithms to be utilised in World Wide Web applications through the use of Java 
(Flanagan, 1996) thereby opening.the possibility of widespread use of such interfaces by 
home consumers. 
Although, with increasing computation power, graphically improved facial representations 
can be produced by using texture mapping and anti-aliasing techniques (Heckbert, 1986), 
making the face some type of charicature or exaggerating particular aspects of the face can 
also aid recognition since the exaggerated aspects can relate to those sections of the face that 
are remembered in the process of recognition (Mauro, 1992). This could help the production 
of a real time system since the modelled face does not have to be completely realistic, 
thereby saving on computing power. It just has to have enough characteristic features to be 
recognisable. The rendering of such a charicature face is important since the least 
computationally intensive VR shading for geometric shapes is a constant shading model. 
This approach applies a single illumination value across whole polygons on a per polygon 
basis (Foley et al., 1993). A facial representation based on the wire frame model shown in 
Figure 2.3 but rendered with a constant shading model is shown in Figure 2.4. 





Figure 14 : Flit shaded facial model 
This approach is computationally simple but provides a poor approximation to curved 
surfaces. Even if a compromise of utilising a finer mesh with a constant shading model is 
used then Mach banding (Ratliff, 1972) increases the perceived intensity change at viewed 
edges due to lateral inhibition in the light receptors of the eye. This aids neural edge 
detection through the known behaviour that excited receptors inhibit their neighbours in 
proportion to the intensity of light they receive. A receptor that is detecting an illumination 
edge will be more greatly excited than other receptors viewing an identical intensity away 
from darker areas due to their lesser inhibition from their lower illuminated neighbours 
(Figure 2.5). Although mathematically there is a linear improvement in granular image 
quality as polygon density is increased, the perceived increase in quality is minimal due to 
Mach banding. 
Figure 2.5 Mach banding effect. Peaked dashed lines are perceived intensity and straight 





To avoid Mach banding the stepped variation in illumination can be avoided through the use 
of an interpolation shading such as that described by Gouraud (1971) or Phong (1976). Both 
of these methods interpolate the light intensity across polygons in relation to the calculated 
values at each vertex. Phong shading allows more faithful reproduction of specular shading 
models (Foley et al., 1993) but Gouraud shading (Figure 2.6), which is computationally 
simpler is a good approximation for real time applications. 
Another possible problem to be considered is how the face is illuminated and its general 
luminance. There is research, such as that by Johnston. Hill and Carman (1992) which shows 
that faces should be lit from the top in order to help recognition of the representation as a 
face. As an example, Figure 2.6(1) shows a face that has been lit from below whilst Figure 
2.6(i) is the same face lit from above. The face takes on a very different appearance to the 
user. Even if it is not entirely evident what the change is, people still perceive the face quite 
differently. It is apparent from this that even simple variables in a modelled representation of 
a face have to be examined closely as to their effect. 





2.7 Cognitive aspects 
There are further cognitive aspects to be taken into account when designing a facial based 
user interface. The context of the interaction should not be solely dependent on the face used 
- for example, an old face when the system is providing user assistance and a young face 
when the system is undertaking the required task. Older people have greater problems of 
learning the context for a new face (Wahlin. 1993). This situation can be even worse if the 
user suffers from some degenerative state of mind such as Alzheimer's disease (Hodges. 
1993). With an ageing population these are aspects of interface design that cannot be 
ignored. 
Another useful cognitive concept for persona interfaces is schemas, or frames, as described 
by Minsky (1977). These are conceptual states which can be used in particular situations. 
People's awareness of the current frame (or situational task in hand) is heightened if known 
cues from that task type are presented. These can be used for a great many situations that 
must be modelled such as smiling, frowning or nodding at specific junctures. More complex 
concepts that incorporate sequential events can be coded as scripts or activity schema 
(Schank, 1977). These could be used to model actions or gestures that the virtual persona 
should carry out. Other cognitive cueing aspects can also be important. For example, the 
work by Reynolds and Pezdek (1 992) seems to show that hair and eyes are of greater 
importance for recognition of new faces than the nose, mouth and chin. Therefore computer 
personae should have well defined eyes and hair and should not appear excessively 
simplified as in Parke's (Figure 2.7) original parameterised model (Cohen, 1993). Though 
the extent to which a computer persona can be simplified is open to question. Interestingly 
Madsen (1969) noted that simplicity in cartoon animation is a positive aspect sincerealistic 
lip synchronisation is considered forced and unnatural' by viewers. He states that the aim of 
cartoonists is to create a visual shorthand that passes unchallenged by the viewer. The 
algorithm for cartoon lip synchronising described by Madsen depends heavily on hand 
synchronisation and animator discretion and is not readily machine codeable. A machine 
codeable form of lip animation 'shorthand' may make visually simplified personae more 
appealing to users. If this is the case then it might be that, like cartoons, exaggerated lip 
movement (as in the Disney heuristics) cues may be required. 
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Figure 2.7 : Parke's original parameterised face. 
Ali important cognitive aspect of using virtual personae is the social dimension. Many 
researchers postulate that such interfaces will be easier to use or at least fun. The proximal 
user interface aims of this thesis also lean towards the notion that social interaction, both 
visually and verbally, will aid the overall interaction and make it less distal. There are some 
researchers who have presented experimental results lending weight to the possibility that in 
some situations users can behave towards interactive media in the same way as they do 
towards humans. Reeves and Nass (1998) present media as existing within the human social 
environment in exactly the same way as other people do. They cite studies showing that 
young children confuse the physical effect of television equipment movements on the 
screened artefacts. For example, if a television is turned upside down what will happen to 
the popcorn container on the screen? Young children answer that the popcorn will spill out. 
The authors take this as evidence that the children cannot discern between reality and media. 
However, they do not take the opportunity to ask the children if they think they can take the 
televised popcorn and eat it. To leap from a specific causal misjudgenient to a generalised 
statement about human miscomprehension of the physical world is misleading. Users may 
well behave towards media in a fundamentally social manner and if so then virtual personae 
should aid computer use by bringing it more closely within our social realm until it possibly 
becomes totally proximal. This is not to say that users will be unable to separate virtual 
actions from real world actions. Piaget's work on the origins of intelligence in children 
(Piaget, 1952 & 1969) utilises a simple test whereby individuals are asked to draw the water 
level in a half filled tilted glass (Figure 2.8). The task is commonly completed incorrectly by 
roughly almost half the population. To use this result as evidence that a significant 
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proportion of the human population does not know that tilting a glass far enough makes the 
liquid contents spill out seems presumptuous at best. Specific misconceptions do not 
invalidate general understanding. 
4--~ 
(b) 
Figure 2.8 (a) Incorrect and (b) correct responses for drawing the 
water level in a half filled tilted glass. 
If an individual attributes social graces to a computer that does not necessarily mean that 
they are unable to use a personified computer as a machine. The bounds of this behaviour 
and its implications for system design require significant research. 
2.7. 1 Psycholinguistic Issues 
There are many psychological as well as user interaction reasons for using a computer 
synthesised face (Benoit, 1990). For example, linguists are interested in effects of increasing 
the intelligibility of synthesised speech by including facial cues. However, hearing impaired 
people can increase their understanding of vocal communication through the use of visual 
speech (Risberg, 1982). It is important to note however that purely visual information with 
no audible content is too impoverished to provide full speech intelligibility (Dodd, 1977). 
Speech is generated in two ways, through vibration of the vocal cords for voiced sounds, and 
air turbulence in the case of whispered sounds. Voiceless sounds are produced when the 
vocal cords are open, relaxed and not vibrating. For example, the sounds t (as in to) and d 
(as in do) differ only in that the vocal cords vibrate during the d posture but not during the 
Posture. (Parke & Waters, 1996). The facial posture required for both of these sounds is 
identical (Nitchie, 1979) demonstrating that the visual channel contains less phonetic 
information than the acoustic channel. This is not a reason to disregard visual information 
since there is evidence that the visual channel can almost completely replace the audio 
channel if laryngeal timings are provided (Rosen, 1979). However, in normal bi-modal 
communication where hearing people have both the audio and visual channels but are 
present in a noisy environment (signal to noise < -20 dB) then the presence of the speaker's 
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face significantly aids understanding. Though in optimal acoustic conditions (signal to noise 
> +10 dB) the visual channel seems largely useless (Erber, 1969) as an informant for audible 
speech. 
This is not to say that the face is linguistically redundant. Linguists have not only researched 
the audio-visual aspects of speech but have also looked at how verbal communication forms 
part of the overall whole of human social interaction. Work by Scherer (1980) looked at 
conversation as a multi-channel communication phenomenon. He points out that although 
conversation consists of both verbal and non-verbal signs in a highly structured relationship, 
many researchers have concentrated excessively on the purely verbal aspects neglecting 
non-vocal attitudes such as gaze, facial expression, gestures, body posture and movement. 
Scherer notes that these important aspects of communication are often studied in isolation 
and not as an integrated part of conversational modelling. The conclusion to this study is that 
all of these aspects of communication must be considered in a multi-channel context in order 
to correctly understand (and model) human social interaction. This being said, it is still 
important to examine which particular channels of communication express which aspects of 
social interaction. Methods for judging this have been developed, such as those by Ekman et 
al. (1980). They examined methods by which judgements can be made via single channels of 
communication. In particular they looked at the ability of individuals to judge another 
person's emotional state, attitude or personality from a single channel of communication. 
They found that no single channel was most important across attributes judged and situations 
observed. The results of these experiments imply that it is important to supply as many 
channels of communication to a user as possible in order to simulate human social 
interaction as accurately as possible. Many of these channels of communication, namely 
gaze, facial expression, some gestures and movements, can be carried via facial interaction. 
2.8 Vocal and Visual Speech Synthesis 
A natural outcome of linguistic research is the science of speech synthesis, the production of 
speech sounds from the phonetic transcription of a message (Stella, 1985). Although text-to-
speech synthesisers have become popular recently it is a fallacy to believe that speech 
synthesis grew out of the multimedia capabilities of computers since the earliest mechanical 
synthesisers date from around 1780 (Flanagan, 1973). The common denominator of both 
early mechanical and modern electronic speech synthesisers is the concept of the phoneme, 
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the distinct elements of speech which a language can combine to form individual words 
(Nolan, 1986). The rapid development of computers did however give rise to automated 
text-to-speech (TTS) synthesisers (Klatt, 1987). The most common method for producing 
computerised speech synthesis utilises linear predictive coding (LPC) (Atal, 1985) to store 
samples of speech which can be concatenated in some manner to produce an utterance 
output wave (Atal, 1985). The resulting speech is generally of good quality (Stella, 1985) 
and pitch, through adjustment of the F0 values, can be subtly adjusted dependent on context 
(Prevost, 1993). 
Concatenation of discrete phonetic units is not sufficient to create real sounding speech since 
the vocal tract does not instantly change from one state to another. The boundaries between 
the phonetic segments are blurred by coarticulation effects (Kent, 1977). Coarticulation 
effects can be dependent on preceding or following phonemes and affect not just the 
acoustic properties of speech but also the visual. This is not surprising since speech is rather 
a set of movements made audible than a set of sounds produced by movements (Stetson, 
1928). Waters (1987) proposed an initial approximation for visual coarticulation effects 
whereby the current viseme is modified by the following and preceding phonemes. This 
approximation is not sophisticated enough to model coarticulation effects that can occur up 
to five phonemes preceding or following a viseme (Kent, 1977). More complex visual 
coarticulation models have been proposed (Pelachaud, 1991) based around the deformability 
of individual visemes and contraction periods of mouth shaping muscles (Bourne, 1973). 
Though such careful attention to visual coarticulation would undoubtedly increase the 
realism of visual synthesis it is less clear what level of visual coarticulation is required to 
maintain reasonable suspension of belief to allow general usability of such systems. 
2.8.1 Vocal Speech Synthesis 
Speech is traditionally viewed among engineers as being a collection of audio frequencies 
across a bandwidth ranging from a few hertz to around 10 kHz. Even this frequency domain 
definition is open to task based interpretation as is the case with public switched telephone 
networks (PSTNs) which limit the speech upper bandwidth to 3.3 kHz. Linguists on the 
other hand have classed speech in the time domain separating every possible speech sound 
into a set of phonemes. Each phoneme can be mapped to a corresponding viseme mouth 
shape that is required to utter it. Although the number of distinct visemes which are 
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identifiable in normal speech is less than the number of identifiable phonemes (McGrath, 
1985) visemes are used when lip reading (Walther, 1982) or in noisy environments. 
Artificial speech synthesis usually consists of a letter to sound (LTS) system and a 
synthesiser. An LTS system generally coverts ASCII text into a grapheme (a symbolic 
representation of a phoneme) transcript via the use of a lexicon of known transcribed words. 
Words that are not contained in the lexicon are converted using a set of grapheme rules for 
building phonetic representations from common sound patterns in the language concerned. 
Such rules are only general and are a best approximation in any given situation. Quality of 
synthesis is greatly enhanced by increasing the entries in the lexicon. However, lexicon 
entries are not only language dependent but vary considerably with dialect. This makes the 
building of synthesisers which are capable of performing as a variety of speakers a tedious 
exercise since lexica may contain upwards of 10,000 word entries each. 
The synthesiser component of a TTS system typically accepts the grapheme stream and 
produces synthetic speech. Klatt (1987) identified three classes of speech synthesiser; 
formant based, articulation based and concatenation systems. A formant synthesiser 
produces a speech waveform by means of grapheme-dependent adaptation of a digital filter 
model of the vocal tract. The Klattalk (Klatt, 1982) and DECtalk (Bruckert, 1983) systems 
are examples of formant based synthesisers. Concatenation systems stream stored segments 
of real speech in accordance with the input graphemes. 
One of the difficulties in concatenating pre-recorded segments of speech is re-mapping the 
pitch so that sentences sound natural (e.g. raising the pitch at the end of a question.). The 
most common method for achieving variations in pitch is to store the speech segments as 
linear predictive coding (LPC) (Atal, 1985) parameters. The pitch of the speech can easily 
be altered by adjusting the lowest order formants. Sudden changes in formant values 
between segments can be smoothed out by a low pass filter to reduce unwanted artefacts in 
the synthesised speech. Although this produces a smoother sounding waveform the speech 
still sounds unnatural. This is because phoneme concatenation suffers from the problem that 
the greatest variation occurs during the transition between phonemes. As the vocal tract 
changes shape to accommodate the next sound complex variations in the frequency domain 
occur making each transition between every possible pair of phonemes different. However, 
each phoneme, by definition, has a relatively stable period while the particular target sound 
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is being uttered. This has led to the adoption of diphone-based synthesis systems which 
concatenate the transitions between the stable periods rather than the phonemes themselves. 
Olive's Utter system (Daelemans et al., 1996) is an example of an LPC based diphone 
concatenation system. 
Unfortunately, LPC synthesis introduces artefacts into the waveform during re-synthesis 
from the stored parameters. This has the effect of giving the speech a 'gargling' sound. This 
can be reduced to some extent by also storing the residual difference between the re-
synthesised speech and the original recording and adding it back in during the sentence 
synthesis. The Festival system (Dusterhoff and Black, 1997) utilises this method. However, 
even residual excited LPC contains undesirable artefacts. Ultimately, concatenation of 
unprocessed stored speech segments can be undertaken with newer algorithms such as 
PSOLA (Donovan and Woodland, 1995). Although such systems produce unrivalled quality 
of speech synthesis they are covered by patents which seriously restrict their widespread use. 
In addition to this, PSOLA style systems have considerable disk storage requirements. 
English largely consists of 45 recognisable phonemes (Walther, 1982). A diphone based 
system requires N2 samples where N is the number of phonemes in the language. Therefore 
an English diphone PSOLA system requires 2025 stored units. Since English phones are of 
the order of up to 250 ms in length a 16 bit sample at 20 kHz would require 10 Kilobytes 
storage. Therefore an entire diphone set for a single voice is of the order of 20 Megabytes 
storage. This is much greater than non-residual based LPC systems which require around I% 
of that. When considering networked services where a character's voice would have to be 
downloaded the reduction in bandwidth requirement derived from LPC may outweigh any 
issues associated with loss of quality of synthesis. 
If vocal speech synthesis requires such large data sets due to complex coarticulation in the 
vocal tract do visual synthesisers also require huge data sets? Due to the same coarticulatory 
effects, viseme animation suffers from the same problem that phoneme concatenation does. 
However, unlike the spectral complexity as phonemes move from one to another, viserne 
animation does not sufficiently benefit from the use of visual diphones since interpolation is 
relatively simple. It may even be possible to model coarticulation effects for the lips as an 
approximation to those modelled by the text-to-speech synthesiser as they may be close 
enough. Although onset variations between lip postures on words such as 'spew' and 'sped' 
(The w and the d shapes forming as the s is pronounced) would be missing, it may be that 
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such precision is not required for persona - particularly if they are cartoon or charicature 
based. 
2.8.2 Speech Recognition 
Although speech recognition is not as central to the provision of synthetic personae as 
synthesis, it remains of prime concern with regard to their usability. Bristow's Electronic 
Speech Recognition (1986) provides a thorough overview of the field. A succinct analogy of 
the relationship between recognition and synthesis is provided by Bristow; "Speech 
synthesis is like squeezing the toothpaste out of a tube while recognition is like trying to put 
it back in again.". Speech recognition is too complex a field to be fully covered in this thesis. 
It will suffice to discuss general forms of speech recognition and their consequences for the 
usability of synthetic personae. Some issues arising in speech recognisers however directly 
relate to their general usability in personified interfaces. In order to ascertain the technical 
issues that relate to personified interfaces it is useful to examine both an academic system 
and an optimised commercial system designed for real world applications. 
2.8.3 SPHINX-11 
There has been considerable progress in the general usability of speech recognisers, in 
particular through the increased proficiency of large-vocabulary speaker independent 
continuous speech recognition (Pallet et al., 1993). A prime example of such a recognition 
system is Sphinx-11 developed at CMU (Huang et al. 1993) which incorporates numerous 
improvements over earlier systems enabling increased recognition performance with larger 
speaker-independent vocabulary sets. Indeed the Sphinx-I1 system achieved the lowest error 
rate in benchmark tests at the November 1992 ARPA spoken language technology 
evaluations. However the main difficulty in increasing recognition accuracy derives from the 
"curse of dimensionality" (Duda and Hart, 1973). This is not a problem solely confined to 
speech. Other pattern recognition approaches (Novak and Rifler, 1997) for many real world 
problems, including speech recognition, are limited by the fact that the worst case 
deterministic complexity grows exponentially with the number of variables. Therefore, the 
only way to reduce the exponential need for computing power is to relax the certainty of the 
final answer. With regard to pattern recognition, it becomes apparent that an increase in the 
number of additional features in a model may not lead to any measurable decrease in error. 
However, careful selection of speech parameters and the manner in which they are 
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implemented have led to successive decreases in recognition error rates. One such example 
of a judicious selection of variables to use in Sphinx-11 was the use of senones (clusters of 
similar sub-phonetic Markov models) which reduced the error rate by up to 15% (Huang et 
al., 1993). 
2.8.4 Microsoft WHISPER 
Whereas Sphinx-11 is primarily a research recognition system it is not in the most usable 
form for naive users. Huang etal. (1994) based their Microsoft Whisper system on Sphinx-11 
with a view to increasing its computational efficiency and its usability. One aspect by which 
they distinguished their commercial system from the earlier research work was by diluting 
the pure aim of speaker independence by introducing speaker adaptive parameters to allow 
for variations in dialect and accents. Similarly, increases in recognition of noise was vital 
since with a 64,000 word dictionary, an unconstrained dialogue will produce in excess of 
1.5% out of vocabulary words. By increasing the ability to correctly reject an unknown word 
rather than supply a second guess the usefulness of the system is enhanced. Through 
compression coding of the acoustic models that reduced the model size by 35% the Whisper 
system reduced the required RAM required by a factor of 20 and increased the recognition 
speed by a factor of 5. The framework was further specialised to aid commercial use with 
the adoption of context free grammars (CFG). These are restrictive to the user but are simple 
to code and are efficient to execute. By constraining the user to grammars such as "put X on 
Y" rather than "put it on top" the system is less friendly to naive users but compensates for 
this by increased recognition accuracy and faster response. 
2.9 Dialogue Engineering 
The designers of Whisper (Huang et al., 1994) foresee the emergence of an advanced speech 
interface that will change today's dominant GUI paradigm. They point out however that a 
new model for building user applications will be required in order to make the interface 
transparent, natural and easy to use. Although a persona-based system would meet many of 
the necessary requirements, a methodology for creating interactions is required that 
engineers the usability of dialogue interfaces rather than arrive at them in a hit and miss 
manner (Nelson, 1993). 
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Such a methodology has already been developed for designing automated telephone 
dialogues for use with speech recognisers over the telephone (Jack et al., 1992). Using a 
finite state machine approach with the recognition of keywords dictating the transition 
between states, basic dialogues can be devised that allow the verbal navigation of menu 
structures. Considerable research has also gone into the study of user responses to such 
telephone dialogue based services (Jack, 1993 and Foster, 1992). Many of these have used a 
Wizard of Oz (WOZ) methodology (Foster, 1992) that enables researchers to simulate 
speech recognition technology in a controlled manner. Such a methodology allows precise 
variation of recogniser abilities, both real world and future projected, and thereby enables 
analysis of user's responses to variations in recogniser accuracy and capability. In order to 
validate this methodology Love et al. (1994) used factor analysis on users' responses to 
telephone dialogues. Factor analysis is a statistical technique which aims to provide 
hypothetical constructs to explain relationships between experiment participants' scores on 
tests. Love et al. used factor analysis on the responses from questionnaires with 7 point 
Likert scales (Poulson, 1987) to build a usability model that can be applied to new dialogues. 
Their model, shown in Figure 2.9, split usability into five factors; quality of interface 
performance, cognitive effort and stress, conversational model, fluency and transparency. 
For each factor they suggest three keywords or statements that can be used to group users' 
responses to that particular aspect of the service dialogue. 
Conversational Model 	Fluency 
- Voice - Voice Clarity 
- Tone Prompts - Politeness 
-Friendliness - Knowing what was 
expected 
Performance 	 Cognitive EffoStres 
Quality of Interface 
- 
 Service 
Efficiency 	 Usabilit - Speed of Service 
- Reliability 	 - Stress 	perienced 
- lmpro'ement needed 	 - Concentration Needed 
I Transparency 
- Ease d Use 
- Prompt Helpfulness 
- Degree of Fluster 
Figure 2.9 : Service Usability Factor Structure (Love et al., 1994) 
Automated dialogue analysis is not confined to telephone systems. With the advent of 
multimedia computers spoken dialogue analysis has been applied to complex computer 
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interaction issues (Furui, 1995). Furui expounds a segmental model for computer dialogue 
systems (1994) that places an expert system at the heart of the user interface (Figure 2.10). 
He points out that true dialogue interaction with a computer is neither mere dictation nor the 
verbal navigation of simple menu hierarchies. Analysis of the task in hand is required in 
order to direct the dialogue in a meaningful manner. Furui does however present his model 
with the caveat that it is "neither necessary nor useful to try to use speech for every kind of 
input and output". He thereby places spoken dialogues within the context of multimedia 
systems in general. He also touches briefly on virtual reality (Furui, 1995) and places it 
alongside speech in an inclusive multimedia paradigm. 
Such a model requires some understanding of language in order to provide analysis of the 
task in hand. Language analysis through the use of techniques such as natural language 
processing (NLP) has been studied both from a scientific and application basis but still has 
some way to go before it is of significant use in real world applications (Shirai, 1994). There 
are however a number of ways in which careful dialogue engineering of both vocal and 
alternative media prompts can maximise usability by minimising the limitations of speech 
synthesis and recognisers. 




Speech 	H Recogniser Language  Maser 	 Expert System H Text Generator  H Text-b-Speech Sythesiser 






Figure 2.10 : Voice control structure (Furui, 1995) 
Firstly, poor prosody models in current synthesisers frequently result in failure to transmit 
meaning (Sorin, 1989). Prompting through other media channels can minimise this and it has 
been shown that isolated word responses for speech recognition depend strongly on the 
prompts given by the machine (Basson, 1992). Methods for evaluating multimedia dialogues 
in order to improve their prompting performance are split into two distinct categories by 
Furui (1991). The first category is for task evaluation methods that create a measure capable 
of evaluating the complexity and difficulty of tasks. Although these are promising research 
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issues he dismisses them as not good enough for real world applications. The second 
category is for technique evaluation strategies whereby both subjective, such as the factors 
by Love et al. (1994), and objective methods are formulated and then used to evaluate 
techniques and algorithms. This Furui argues is the only realistic approach to real world 
problems and requires the constant improvement of the human-machine interface since 
"recognition systems having the minimum recognition errors are not always the best". 
Increases in the naturalness of the error tendency are more desirable than mere decreases in 
error rate. 
2.9.1 Persona Dialogues 
With the transference of dialogue engineering techniques to multimedia interactions it is not 
surprising that a considerable effort has centred around personae interfaces. Ball's "Peedy 
the Parrot" (1997) is a prime example of dialogue engineering of an earlier natural language 
processing version (Ball et al., 1995). This natural language processing (NLP) system was 
based on a long history of NLP interfaces (Cohen, 1992 and Walker, 1989). Such systems 
fall into two distinct categories; knowledge intensive understanding and natural command 
language approaches. Knowledge intensive understanding techniques attempt to fully 
comprehend utterances by building rich semantic models. They are therefore reminiscent of 
strong artificial intelligence approaches that have been demonstrated over time to be almost 
impossible in practical terms to construct (Minsky, 1991). Natural command language 
systems on the other hand restrict the problem by defining an application-specific subset of 
language. The phoenix system from CMU (Ward, 1991) utilises such an approach by 
parsing utterances in order to fill slots in predefined case frames. The WHISPER system 
(Huang et al., 1994) further refines this approach by only using context free grammars. Ball 
(1997) argues that natural language processing systems are "impractical to extend". As an 
alternative he devised a programming approach that utilised a dialogue script covering all 
possible foreseen interaction sequences. Such scripting is heavily based on the finite state 
machine approaches used for telephone dialogue systems. Ball however identified a key list 
of requirements that persona based dialogues require; 
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The persona must react promptly and appropriately to both verbal and other events. A 
character that demonstrates awareness of its environment is likely to be more believable. 
Timing of dialogue is especially important. The script must be able to describe the 
desired interaction timing and to react to the pacing of the user's responses. 
The author should be able to list a number of possible new dialogue initiatives and have 
the choice of conversational direction at a particular time controlled by constraints and 
chance. 
• Verbal responses will seem more natural if they include linguistic variation and stay 
within the personality and mood of the assistant. The script should allow both 
probabilistic and contextually deterministic control of phrasing. 
Inappropriate repetition of dialogue is disconcerting and should be detected and avoided. 
During persona monologues users need to be able to control the pace and direction of 
the dialogue through verbal cues. 
Contextual awareness of recent dialogue is required in order to provide a convincing 
persona. 
Persona response to unrecognised input is vital to provide valid user feedback and 
maintain suspension of belief. 
Such a list of general heuristics may aid qualitative analysis of persona interfaces but 
provide little in the way of concrete solutions. Ball himself admits this in part by drawing 
attention to the difficulty in controlling the conversational initiative. Humans utilise a range 
of non-linguistic signals to detect another party's interest or otherwise. Computer personae 
are handicapped by being unable to access this type of information. Although Ball 
acknowledges this he is unable to suggest a viable solution. 
2.9.2 Persona Initiative 
Due to the lack of paralinguistic information available to computer programs it is difficult 
for personae interfaces to take initiative in dialogue and thereby create a life-like 
performance. In order to humanise computer dialogues a review of linguistic research on 
human conversation provides key areas for exploitation. The key area of research that relates 
to initiative in computer dialogues is mixed initiative interaction (Novick, 1988). Although 
mixed initiative computer dialogues have been studied for decades (Carbonell, 1970) it is 
only more recently that conversational initiative has been primarily focused on as allowing 
the computer to "take the conversational lead" (Walker and Whittaker, 1990). This is not to 
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say that a finite state machine dialogue that has slots for pre-selected turn taking satisfies this 
criterion. Van Lier (1988) requires that the turn taking be negotiated rather than passed by 
rote or other pre-selection. Fanty et al. (1995) break conversational initiative down into four 
components which they demonstrate via theoretical scenarios each scheduling a telephone 
service appointment. Scenario I is where the computer has the choice between making two 
possible statements; "I can make an appointment for you. Which day?" and "I can schedule 
an appointment for you. Available days and times are...". The choice the computer makes 
heavily dictates how the conversation may proceed. If the first is taken the conversation is 
relatively open and more natural. If the second is chosen then the user is more constrained 
and although recognition of responses may be simpler due to known possible responses the 
dialogue is less realistic and forces users to interrupt if they want to input information. The 
second scenario presented by Fanty is where the initial unconstrained choice has been made 
by the machine and the user responds in a number of ways; 
Answer A : Tuesday. 
Answer B.• Tuesday at 11.30 am. 
Answer C I need an appointment in the evening. 
Answer D . So I have to wait to get this service? 
Answer A merely follows a constrained dialogue path that will result in a longer and more 
tiresome conversation than would have occurred if the computer had chosen its second 
choice in scenario 1. In answer B the user takes the initiative by augmenting the information 
asked for in order to advance the conversation. This is acceptable as long as the recogniser is 
capable of accepting the extra information. In answers C and D the user has to varying 
degree disagreed or misunderstood assumptions made by the computer. In answer C, "what 
day?" refers to during the day and in D that an appointment is necessary at all. It is highly 
unlikely that a recogniser would be capable of parsing such sentences for such a dialogue 
application and the utterances would be listed as unrecognisable (OOV). Scenario 3 is where 
the computer initially enquires as to the task as in "Would you like to have an 
appointment?". This determines the task while initiating the user into possible dialogue 
constraints that are to follow. The computer is still free to adopt a constrained approach by 
suggesting possible courses of action or to leave the conversation open. Such a scenario is 
only relevant when the appointment booking task is not the only one available. The 
advantage in this scenario is that the computer maintains control of the conversation topic 
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but transfers control of the outcome to the user. The final scenario is that when the initiative 
is truly mixed and quite subtle; 
Computer 	..I  can schedule an appointment for you. Which day? 
User 	: Tuesday. 
Computer 	: What time on Tuesday? 
User 	: In the morning. 
Computer 	: A 	- What time on Tuesday morning? 
B - What about 9:30 a.m. Tuesday morning? 
This scenario demonstrates initiative on the part of the user who answers in such a manner 
that the possible appointment time spans a period. In answerA the computer merely repeats 
the information known to elicit further response whereas in answer B initiative is taken to 
utilise the information given and take control of the conversation. Scripted finite state 
machine dialogues cannot have this level of detail since even in small dialogues the range of 
possible initiatives rapidly becomes very large. Linguists have studied to great depth how 
initiative is taken in human dialogues and how to infer meaning from subtle verbal cues 
(Grice, 1989). However, for the purposes of computer dialogues Novick and Sutton (1997) 
distil three factors of importance that relate to initiative models; choice of task, choice of 
speaker, and choice of outcome. Dialogue initiative can be taken by the computer, or user, 
on any of these three key issues thus altering the conversation as required. 
2.9.3 Predefined Initiative 
The traditional manner for creating interactions incorporating forms of initiative are based 
around simple finite state machine responses whereby any computer dialogue initiative is 
predefined by the system designer. Similarly, any user initiative also has to be foreseen in 
order for the designer to provide the means for a valid dialogue response. The difficulty in 
providing a reasonable depth to such a dialogue while also maintaining a particular level of 
usability due to recogniser constraints has led to the development of a range of dialogue 
standards for the automated response telephone industry. One such industry standard is the 
Ameritech Phone Based User Interface Standard (Schumacher et al., 1995) which is 
evolving as an ANSI standard (1992). Although such standards are very rigid with defined 
prompts for menu structures being "to do x press y", the amount of real consumer research 
that has been done to arrive at these standards means that they are an ideal starting position 
for multimedia dialogue research. In fact much multimedia dialogue research concentrates 
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on the visual dialogue and not a verbal one. Many of the telephone dialogue standards are 
based around the recogniser constraint of only having Dual Tone Multi-Frequency (DTMF) 
as input to the system. This may at first seem remote from issues of modern multimedia 
dialogues but it has significant similarity to multimodal interactions, particularly when 
telephone dialogues with mixed DTMF and speech input are examined. It is not 
unreasonable to expect a persona interaction to allow voice and keyboard input or to present 
a user with a verbal menu structure at points in an ongoing dialogue. Even study of the 
standards for dialogues for screen phones with software controlled soft keys (ADSI, 1992) 
has validity for persona design since soft key 'shortcuts' in a dialogue can be viewed as 
acting in a similar fashion to keyword responses with an isolated word or word spotting 
recogniser. Interface standards heavily utilise the concept of a user mental model (Carroll 
and Olson, 1988) through which a user interacts with the system. Although the designer may 
have a well-formed concept of the way in which the system works, a novice user may 
approach the system in a different way. It is important when designing dialogue interfaces to 
remember that the user is interacting with their mental model and not directly with the 
system itself. Therefore it is important to attempt to build an accurate mental model in the 
user's mind but also be aware of common misconceptions. If the system behaves in a 
manner that is not consistent with the user's mental model then either the user alters their 
model to compensate or, if early assumptions in their reasoning are at fault, they become 
confused. Either way the usability of the system is decreased either partially or drastically as 
the case may be. To reduce the likelihood of this happening dialogue standards tend to 
provide three levels of rules; requirements that have strong evidence to support them, 
recommendations that have enough evidence to be desired practice in all situations where 
there is not good reason otherwise, and good practice which are rules that occur in less 
specific or highly conditionalised situations. 
2.10 General User Interface Principles 
There are a number of general user interface principles that apply to telephone dialogues 
(Ameritech, 1992). It is important to consider the user's needs, abilities and limitations and 
that the user's goal is to accomplish a task and not just to use the application. A good 
example of this is in persona systems is the retraction made by Microsoft after they included 
their Microsoft Agent technology (Ball et al., 1995) (the infamous paper clip) in Office '97. 
When users asked for help their aim was to solve a document formatting problem rather than 
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interact with a dialogue-based persona interface. The designers thought that the Agent was 
novel and possibly 'neat' but they ignored the fact that a user editing a document is perfectly 
adept at scrolling down a list of alphabetical options to find a solution since they require this 
skill to use the word processor in the first place. Scrolling down a list results in less user 
fatigue and annoyance than negotiating a lengthy dialogue hierarchy. Microsoft downgraded 
the level of presence of their persona agent in subsequent releases due to widespread 
condemnation from users. A summary of the European Telecommunications Standards 
Institute's (ETSI) human factors guidelines for automated telephone services (1996) is 
shown in Table 2.3. 
Further general design principles include using terms that are consistent with the user's 
background knowledge rather than the technical developer's and being aware of the 
frequency of use and environment in which the system will be used. Long verbose prompts 
may help the novice but would become rapidly annoying to a frequent user. If the 
environment is likely to be very noisy then speech recognition will provide poor results 
whereas if the user is likely to use a mobile phone then DTMF input would be ergonomically 
difficult. 
Ease of learning The system should not violate user expectations 
but build on past experience. 
User control The user should control the pace of dialogue. 
Consistency and The 	system 	should 	be 	both 	internally 	and 
reliability externally consistent with both itself and other 
dialogues 	in 	the 	way 	in 	which 	it 	provides 
prompts and receives input. 
Feedback redundancy it is better for the user to have too much feedback 
rather than too little. Feedback should be given 
on each user input with any feedback given being 
possibly incorporated into the next prompt. 
User guidance material Printed 	material 	about the 	system 	should 	be 
available for the user. 
Usability testing It is vital that systems be tested for usability since 
no 	matter 	how 	stringent 	the 	guidelines 	the 
complex 	nature 	of 	dialogues 	and 	human 
behaviour is such that unknown issues can arise 
or problems be overlooked. 
Table 2.3 : ETSI human factors guidelines for telephone dialogues. 
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Schneiderman (1986) argues the importance of putting the user in control. Although this is 
can be difficult for a predefined finite state machine (FSM), dialogue technologies such as 
dial-through (DTMF interruption of prompts) and talk-through (verbal interruption of 
prompts) allow some sense of user control. Other simple techniques that can be achieved 
with FSM dialogues are to provide some form of feedback for every user action, encourage 
the user to explore the dialogue through simple error recovery procedures and undo 
operations, and support different interaction styles that allow more prompting for novice 
users and skipping dialogue for experienced ones. In order to allow novice users to progress 
easily towards being experienced ones, consistency is important. Being consistent allows 
users to build a reasonable mental model that will not be frequently contradicted by the 
system; similar interaction components should have similar appearance and behaviour; high 
level functions such as help should always have the same behaviour irrespective of context, 
and specific procedures should remain standard across all tasks and not be context 
dependent. Finally, utilising a common metaphor aids the user in producing a valid mental 
model of the system (Dutton et al., 1999). Both telephone and persona dialogues represent 
conversations and should be couched as such to bound the extents of any limitations of 
available technologies. 
2.10.1 FSM Dialogue Design 
A number of issues relate to finite state machine dialogue design. Many of these are specific 
to DTMF and rotary dial input but some also relate to persona interactions. These are 
particularly associated with voice input and output. The limitations of any available 
recogniser can restrict both the system's availability and usability. Therange of issues cover 
single speaker versus speaker independent, discrete or continuous utterance speech, small or 
large vocabulary, and context dependent or independent recognition. Each of these issues 
influences the usability, dependent on the capability of the recogniser used. A few extra 
desirable characteristics are key word spotting, talk-through capability and finally, another 
source of input as back-up (Ameritech, 1992). The ETSI (1996) and ANSI (1992) dialogue 





Use of defaults Available information should be collated so that the 
user is prompted as little as possible. 
Multiple languages Language selection should be the first option available. 
Menu hierarchy Less than 4 levels should be used. 
Menus No more than 4 context dependent choices. 
Skip and scan If more than 4 context dependent choices are required 
then present method for user selection and then list. 
Prompt wording "To achieve X do Y" is preferable to "Do Y in order to 
achieve X" since the required action comes once they 
have affirmation of the prompt. 
Table 2.4 : ETSI/ANSI dialogue design guidelines. 
The Voice Processing Corporation (1991) have determined that the initial prompt should 
always identify the system being used. This initial prompt has been widely accepted by the 
industry. Further refinements of standards have been made by various researchers and 
organisations. Eigen and Youngs (1982) found that request prompts should begin with the 
word please not merely for politeness but to cue the user that a request is coming. Such 
recommendations for telephone dialogues are directly applicable to persona systems. 
However, Ameritech guidelines for dialogue design (1992) sometimes differ from what 
would be desirable for a persona interface. Personal pronouns such as in "Please tell me your 
number" should not be used for telephone dialogues but would be desirable for a personified 
interface. Most of the guidelines apply equally well to persona systems such as not blaming 
the user for an error. The avoidance of personal pronouns in telephone systems helps nourish 
a user mental model that is centred around interacting with a computer rather than a person. 
This helps lower user expectations of recognition capabilities and therefore lessen fatigue 
due to possible errors (Deffner, 1992). It is not clear though how the personification of 
dialogues will affect user expectations of the system. A further limitation of personified 
agent interfaces is that they generally require speech synthesis since the very reason for 
using artificial personae is so that the system language is unbound. Cooper (1987) warns 
against freely using speech synthesis in dialogues since they are frequently described by 
users as "evil and sinister". 
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2.11 Artificial Intelligence Initiative 
Using predefined initiative restricts the advantages that a virtual persona provides by being 
unbound in the visual channel. Methods for providing intelligent interaction from computers 
is nothing new. Artificial intelligence grew in popularity in the 1960s with grand ideas about 
how easy it would be to create intelligent machines. There were some notable success as 
with Winograd's SHRDLU system (1972) that was capable of understanding a complex 
range of English language about a limited domain. However as time passed, aspirations 
diminished and dreams of computers such as HAL from Arthur C. Clarke's 2001 (Clarke, 
1968) faded into naïve blushes. However such lofty goals are far from vanquished. Bill 
Gates enthuses that "eventually we'll be able to speak to our televisions, personal computers, 
or other information appliances. At first we'll have to keep to a limited vocabulary, but 
eventually our exchanges will become quite conversational" (Gates, 1995). Such goals 
cannot be achieved without some form of artificial intelligence. 
2.11.1 Connectionist Initiative 
Research into artificial intelligence (Al) has, in the past, been largely separated into two 
camps; symbolic and connectionist (Minsky, 1991). Artificial connectionist intelligence is 
attempted by modelling the behaviour of groups of biological neural cells by mathematically 
modelling cells themselves such as in Hopfield (1982) style networks or by representing the 
response of bodies of neurons by statistical or other means as in Kohonen (1982) maps. The 
most common form of connectionist system is the neural network. 
An artificial neural network is an array of artificial neurons that are models of the neurons 
found in animals' nervous systems. A biological neuron (a representation of which is shown 
in Figure 2.11) receives its inputs via a number of dendrites which act in either an excitatory 
or inhibitory manner in response to chemical transmitters from other neurons. The neuron 
activates and fires an electrical pulse if the summation of the inhibitory and excitatory inputs 
achieves some threshold level. The electrical pulse is carried along the neuron's axon to a 
number of boutons that are contiguous with other neurons' dendrites. The boutons release a 
chemical transmitter substance, the amount of which depends on the rate of firing of the 
neuron. This chemical transmitter acts via the synapse on the dendrites of other neurons. 
Interactions at synapses, which may involve changes in sensitivity of cell membranes, are 
assumed to underlie learning. 
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Figure 2.11 : A schematic overview of a biological neuron 
Artificial neural nets began in 1943 when Warren McCulloch, a neurophysiologist, and the 
logician Walter Pitts developed a simple model using variable resistors and summing 
amplifiers that represented the activity and the synaptic connections between neurons 
(McCulloch & Pills, 1943). Each artificial neuron adjusted the importance of its input in 
relation to the number of times it was activated. In this way the neuron sensitises itself to 
particular inputs. McCulloch and Pills showed that such models of neurons, when in a 
network, can learn frorn a number of training cycles so that they respond in a particular 
manner to a range of inputs. 
The growth of digital computing rapidly advanced the study of artificial neural networks 
since it is simpler to produce and alter large networks in software rather than hardware. This 
in particular allowed researchers from many disciplines to produce artificial neural networks. 
In 1982 John Hopfield, professor of biology and chemistry at the California Institute of 
Technology, drew attention to two properties of neural networks: Firstly, that such a system 
enters one of a set of stable states if started in a similar state and, secondly that such states 





Figure 2.12 : The Hopfield model 
In the Hopfield model (Figure 2.12) each artificial neuron has a number of inputs each with 
a transmittance Tn. If Tn is zero then this input is disconnected from the neuron. The 
fundamental difference between the McCulloch and Pitts model and the Hopfield one is that 
the connection and transmittance between two neurons is bidirectional. Each neuron (Vii) 
fires if the sum of the products of the transmittance (Ti) and the connected neuron (Vi) is 
greater or equal to a threshold level. For example, in Figure 2.12: 
V0 = 1 if 0 TV>=Uo 
V0 =OifTJ' <U0 
Each artificial neuron fires asynchronously at its own rate. Hopfield also proposed the notion 
of energy (E) of the net and that the net always moves towards the lowest possible energy 
state. To incorporate this the algorithm is adjusted so that the change in energy due to the nth 
neuron (Vn) changing it's state is dE. The neuron is only allowed to change state (dV) if the 
overall energy (E) is reduced. Therefore dE must be negative. Although this forces the 
network to settle into a stable state it introduces a problem that each neuron can only adapt 
by moving to a lower energy state. This is a significant drawback as neurons may lock into a 
localised minima even though they are close to a lower minima solution but movement 
between them requires a temporary increase in net energy (Aleksander and Morton, 1990). 
Hinton and Sejowski (1986) suggested a way to circumvent this problem by introducing 
concepts derived from Boltzmann's equation describing the motion of molecules of gas in 
relation to their temperature. Under this refinement of the Hopfield algorithm the network is 
given an arbitrary temperature which allows it to overcome certain energy differences. A 
form of simulated annealing (reducing the temperature each cycle until it eventually attains 
zero) is also introduced so that the network can still settle into a stable state. With these 
adjustments the network has a greater chance of finding true minima instead of local ones. 
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where T is the current temperature of the network. 
Although Hopfield networks demonstrate true unsupervised learning, where they only 
require to be informed of whether they are correct or not during their learning phase, they do 
have some drawbacks. The main problem they have is that they are highly parallel and very 
large networks are required in order to learn anything useful. Couple this with the problem 
that parallel processing on sequential computers is tediously slow and it becomes apparent 
that Hopfield networks are not suited to many real world tasks. While the Hopfield network 
can discriminate between almost any pattern given sufficient size the number of connections 
increases exponentially with the size of the network resulting in the system getting very 
complicated very quickly (Lee et al., 1994). Other forms of connectionist systems have 
shown promising results in distinguishing features from poor quality data (Aleksander and 
Morton, 1990). However, all connectionist methods rely on a certain level of vagueness in 
their associative power (Minsky, 1991) which although an advantage in many applications 
means that when used for logical operations they lack precision and reliability. Davies and 
Logie (199 1) go further and state that they have not only failed to live up to expectations but 
there is evidence that they may actually be unable to learn certain logical concepts in the 
reasonable future. Norris (1991) demonstrates this very point by showing how current day 
neural networks are unable to solve a simple connectedness problem (Figure 2.13). Present 
day networks are unable to reliably answer the question "are there two lines in each picture 
or one?". 
r  0  0 ra 





2.11.2 Declarative Initiative 
Declarative Al methods attempt to represent knowledge by utilising a set of rules or 
statements about the world or task at hand. By making precise statements and following 
rules further logical statements or actions can be made. This area of research grew out of 
formalised methods for game playing (Feigenbaum and Feldman, 1963). Such declarative 
systems can describe precisely how any particular action or statement was arrived at by 
following the logic it used from its initial conditions through to its final output. Such systems 
are capable of complex use of language within their domain (Winograd, 1972). This is a 
distinct advantage from the point of view of dialogue-based systems over general neural 
methods which are fuzzy in their reasoning and may have random initial conditions and 
complex, unfathomable paths to their final state. Not only this, but declarative systems 
follow precise logic whereas it may sometimes be difficult to know whether a neural 
network has learned the problem correctly. 
This does not mean that declarative Al has solved the problems of machine intelligence. 
Defining intelligence through statements has problems. These are largely due to the 
indefinable nature of many seemingly intelligent actions. A good example is riding a bicycle. 
Writing the rules required for riding a bicycle is difficult because people have trouble 
verbalising the process through which they keep their balance. Simply put, if you can't 
precisely define the nature of the problem then you can't arrive at a solution. Neural 
networks do not suffer from this problem since they learn solutions and do not require their 
programmers or users to be able to precisely define what the problem is. They only require 
to be told if they got the solution right or wrong. 
2.11.3 Initiative without thinking 
Being able to build systems that are logically traceable is a distinct advantage. Discarding 
this ability for dialogue systems should not be taken lightly. Therefore it is important to look 
more closely at the precise problem, helping users. The way in which computers were 
utilised and deployed in the past has changed significantly. Computing has become 
decentralised and personal. The Internet is potentially a vast resource of valuable data if it 
were only possible to find the particular gem of information. 
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Searle's Chinese room (Searle, 1980) poses a thought problem that may help solve the 
problem. Consider a person hidden in a room with a slot in the wall. Through the slot the 
person receives slips of paper with Chinese writing on them. Upon looking through 
numerous books which are also in the room the person follows rules which allow an answer 
to be written down, also in Chinese which is then slipped back out through the slot to a 
recipient outside. Though the person in the room has no knowledge of Chinese, the poser of 
the questions outside the room receives valid, seemingly intelligent answers in 
grammatically correct Chinese. Discussions about whether this negates strong Al do not 
matter since the focus here is in weak Al, the ability to at least mimic intelligent behaviour. 
Being able to find all the possible answers that could be asked in the Internet and possessing 
some method of translating between input and the contents it would be possible to 
successfully produce a system that behaved in a seemingly intelligent manner (Turing, 
1963). The goal therefore is to present the information intelligently rather than encapsulate 
intelligence itself. 
2.11.4 Expert Systems 
A significant result of research into artificial intelligence has been the development of expert 
systems. Expert systems are defined as computer programs that implicitly reason with 
representations of knowledge that are defined explicitly within a knowledge base (Jackson, 
1990). Expert systems, unlike many Al programs, are designed to solve real world problems 
through heuristic inference methods. The building of an expert system is centred around the 
task of knowledge elicitation from some domain expert (Buchanan et al., 1983). Although 
this means that explicitly defined knowledge can be incorporated into an expert system, in 
practice domain experts have difficulty describing the rules they follow in order to make a 
particular decision (Feigenbaum, 1963). This is referred to as 'the bottleneck problem' and is 
the largest single obstacle to expert system design. This is not to say that useful expert 
systems are impossible to build. MYCIN, an expert system designed to assist physicians not 
expert in blood infections, has been a notable success (Shortliffe, 1976). 
The ability to provide an expert system solution is bound in the ultimate case by whether the 
problem is definable in predicate calculus (Winston, 1984). If this is the case, and the syntax 
of the calculi can be simplified to reduce the number of inference rules required, then an 
expert system may be used to provide specific solutions. Expert system solutions are 
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generally provided through the application of only a single inference rule; resolution 
refutation (Robinson, 1979). The best known shell for building expert systems with 
resolution refutation is PROLOG (Jackson, 1990). However, predicate calculus has 
problems with probability theory which is common in real world applications. Later forms of 
expert system such as CLIPS (Haley, 1991) allow the inclusion of 'certainty factors' that 
apply probability to inference rules thereby encapsulating some of the uncertainty from the 
real world. There are a large number of commercial expert systems available which are too 
numerous to mention. CLIPS has the distinct advantage over these that NASA released it 
free of charge for academic use and therefore any expert system use in this thesis will be 
based around the CLIPS engine. 
2.11.5 Expert Persona and Agent Systems 
In recent years there has been a growing interest among researchers in knowledge-based 
social systems for learning environments (Walker et al., 1997). This has led naturally to the 
development of animated pedagogical agents (Rickel & Johnson, 1997 : Stone & Lester, 
1996). Since it has been shown that students perceive such animated agents as helpful, 
credible, and entertaining (Lester & Stone., 1997) there has been an increase of interest in 
the social cues required to provide such interactions effectively. These have ranged from 
simple deictic believability (Towns et al., 1998) to full mixed initiative problem solving 
(Lester et al., 1997). Mixed initiative problem solving persona research is moving in the 
direction required for automated anthropomorphised services. However, these systems are 
highly specific and do not attempt to provide solutions with genericity of application. This is 
largely to do with the level of specificity with regard to domain knowledge required to 
provide a pedagogical interaction. 
The specificity-genericity mixed initiative spectrum spans from domain knowledge 
pedagogical systems to open interactive dialogues that put the user back in control. The 
difficulty in building large scale systems with enough genericity to be unrestrictive and 
enough specific capabilities to be useful has led to the adoption of agent frameworks 
(Wooldridge & Jennings, 1994). Such frameworks are highly reminiscent of object based 
programming paradigms (Agha, 1986) in that they seperate the complex whole into simpler 
constituent parts. In order to distinguish between object-based paradigms and agents a 
number of notions of agency have been adopted; autonomy (Castelfranchi, 1990), social 
ability (Genesereth & Ketchpel, 1987), reactivity and pro-activeness. Although many 
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researchers pick and choose one or more of these notions in order to qualify their work as 
agent-based, some researchers lean towards a stronger definition of an agent. Shoham (1993) 
believes that mentalistic aspects such as knowledge, belief, intention and obligation are 
prerequisites for defining an entity as an agent. Whichever view is taken it is difficult to 
draw a line between where subdivided framework stops and individual agency begins. This 
is a taxonomical problem that has been faced by biologists for some time and more recently 
by researchers in robotics. This is not a trivial semantic game. It is difficult to examine a 
large complex organism and deduce how its constituent parts work (Braitenburg, 1984). The 
functional definition of sub-entities in a classification system alters how individuals think 
about them and ultimately how the complex whole is broken up to be dealt with. Braitenburg 
offers a solution that robotics has inherited from biology; that of subsumption. To build a 
large complex system merely involves building a series of subsumed entities that perpetually 
go about a default task unless instructed otherwise by a superior. This simplifies system 
design in that any single entity grants autonomous agency to any entity it has subsumed 
without the difficulties in behavioural inheritance that is central to object based paradigms. 
If a subsumption-based agent hierarchy is carried to its logical conclusion then the definition 
of agent would be simplified to any entity that is directly subsumed (e.g. a mail delivery 
boy's legs are agents of action (running) with regard to the boy himself but to the sender of a 
letter it is merely the boy who is granted agency). Thus it may be possible to circumvent the 
terminological problem associated with agents while simultaneously increasing the 
proximality of any subsumption based dialogue system. To this end a subsumption 
controlled agent system would have to be developed such that the user may grant agency. 
(i.e. indirectly subsume from a root node hierarchy) to any available entity that may in turn 






This chapter has covered a range of background issues which relate to the provision of a 
personified interface. The literature search has touched on a wide variety of disciplines 
which highlights the need for a development framework that can be used to bring these 
many diverse technologies together. Research and development into personified interfaces is 
hampered by the requirement for a grounding in speech synthesis, recognition, dialogue 
engineering and computer graphics. it is evident that a suitable framework that allows 
experts from disparate backgrounds to input their knowledge into a unified interface would 
be a valuable addition to the field of personified systems. If such a framework was designed 
in a modular manner it could be populated by building blocks designed by relevant domain 
experts. These building blocks together with the framework devised could be used as an 
invaluable toolkit for further research. 
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CHAPTER 3 
A Novel Design for the Investigation of 
Proximal Anthropomorphised Interfaces 
3.1 Introduction 
This thesis could have focused on a number of persona issues ranging from new algorithms 
for facial animation to social affect. However, the initial aim is to provide a toolset or 
workbench so that a range of persona related studies can be carried out. This workbench 
should be designed so that the long term goal of a proximal social dialogue based interface is 
realisable. Given the advantages outlined in the closing sections of chapter 2 concerning 
subsumption agent frameworks it is reasonable to use such an approach from the outset as 
the basis for the workbench. 
3.1.1 System requirements 
There are a number of issues that have been raised in chapter 2 that need to be kept in mind 
when designing the subsumption framework. In these points the user can be either the end 
user of a predefined interaction or the designer of a specific interface. 
The interface has to be easily managed by the user's mental model. 
The adoption of subsumption means that the user can visualise the interface 
as a series of building blocks. 
The hierarchy of the interface should be manageable by pure dialogue alone. 
The method of action of the interface should enable rather than restrict the 
user. 
The adoption of a hierarchy independent approach allows the user to grant 
agency to any building block and then subsume from there. 
3.1.2 Initial definitions and constraints 
In order to produce a subsumption-based agent system a descriptor for an agent within the 
subsumption system is defined as a subsumptive agent module (SAM). In order to simplify 
the conceptual process in granting a SAM agency either by the user or by another SAM the 
subsumption process is defined as being independent of hierarchy. Any SAM can load any 
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other SAM (including itself) and any SAM can replace any other SAM so that an interface 
cannot be tied logically, rather than functionally, to a particular set of agent modules. 
G1mmnersve mode. 
2D Desktop mode 	1 	 I 
SAMs in Web page mode  
Desktop shell / 
Immersion shell ActiveX shell 
Interface Module Layer 
Subsumption Engine Layer 
SAM 0 	SAM, 	 ISMç1 
Subsumption Agent Module Layer 
etc. 
Figure 3.1 : Overview of SAM system framework. 
In order to achieve a workable system that can handle hierarchy independent subsumption a 
separate subsumption engine is proposed. This should be separate from the perceived 
program that a user would traditionally run so that the interface could be abstracted from any 
functionality designed. This approach allows numerous situational procedures to be 
produced without any functional impact occurring on the design of the SAMs. For instance, 
there may be an immersion program that gets run by users when they want to wear an HMD, 
a desktop program for more traditional 2D or 3D window on world interaction and an 
ActiveX wrapper for when SAMs are required in situ on a web page. From this initial 
definition of the system it is possible to build a simple hierarchical representation of what the 
overall system design should look like (Figure 3.1). 
3.1.3 Usability Issues 
There are a number of prime usability issues that have to be kept in mind when designing an 
interface (Whiteside et al., 1988). Since a generalised framework is being devised rather 
than a specific interface the implications that the underlying structure have for final built 
systems should be examined. 
The speed of performance of the activity. 
Since social interactions are being investigated the speed of performance is not a 
factor in the same way as it is in systems for enabling aircraft control for instance. 
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systems is envisaged to be equally important across all modes of social interaction. 
If the system is so slow as to make a social dialogue unsustainable then the system 
has failed. Therefore the system's subsumption engine should be optimised for 
speed while also being directed through verbal dialogue (re. B in 3.1 .1). 
The incidence of errors while performing the activity. 
Errors are an integral part of using speech recognition and therefore the ANSI and 
ETSI standards for telephone dialogues specifically mention error recovery. If 
these are to be incorporated automatically then an expert system with the ability to 
examine the incidence of errors in an active dialogue and take a relevant course of 
action will be required. 
User's ability to recover from errors that occur. 
This is unknown at the design stage and data will have to be gathered from 
objective experiments. 
The magnitude of the users' task in learning to use the system. 
Users' retention of learned skills. 
The reduction of these aspects of the usability of the system is a prime aim of this 
thesis. It is envisaged that by making the system social it will engenderproximality 
from an early point in use. Also, since social interaction is a required skill external 
to the system the skills required to use the system should be retained. 
Users' ability to customise the system to suit their way of working or the situation of 
The ease with which people can reorganise activities supported by the system. 
These usability aspects should be covered by careful use of polymorphism 
whereby he user should be able to customise and rearrange the system as required 
by granting agency in any order. 
Users' satisfaction with the system. 
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3.2 SAM Modular Design 
In order to make the system manageable, each Subsumptive Agent Module (SAM) should be 
simple to build, quick to incorporate into an existing system, fast to load and based around 
available technology so that ready-made tools can be used to develop new agents. There are 
a number of 'object' technologies that disregard the inheritance concept in object paradigms 
that could be used. However Microsoft's ActiveX/OLE and CORBA are the most common. 
Unfortunately, both of these require considerable computing overhead both in processing 
and RAM and are therefore unsuited to a subsumptive paradigm. It is paramount in any 
subsumptive system that the core object engine is minimalist since any usable system is 
likely to consist of many interacting SAMs. Both ActiveX and CORBA were not designed 
for deep hierarchical structures but were envisaged as user-centric objects that could be 
dragged and dropped onto one another. Genericity of form rather than diversity of action is 
the driving force behind the development of these technologies. 
A new simple minimalist approach was required that still could utilise standard development 
tools if possible. For this thesis, development was centred around PCs running Microsoft 
WindowsTM so that any resulting system would be widely accessible. With this in mind, 
Microsoft's WindowsTM platform is an API that is made up of a myriad of dynamic link 
libraries (DLLs) that the operating system can load or unload as required by executing 
programs. The advantage to DLLs is that they have a very small management overhead and 
are therefore fast to load into memory. The disadvantage is that the programmer has to know 
which functions are embedded in which DLLs and what the exact parameters are for each 
function. Without this information the DLLs are totally inaccessible. 
The approach adopted was to use DLLs as the basis for SAMs but standardise the access 
functions so that the subsumption engine could automate the loading and unloading of SAMs 
without user supervision. This is similar to the manner in which OLE function mapping 
works. However, OLE function mapping requires machine readable structures and code 
books that are largely unfathomable by experienced programmers let alone naive computer 
users. Although OLE automates much of this work, if a programmer or user wishes to 
interrogate an object with regard to its capabilities or to examine its responses in a human 
readable form then this is beyond OLE's capabilities. Even if it were to be attempted to map 
between the machine readable information and human readable text then this would be 
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pointless for anything less than highly experienced programmers since the object methods 
are obsfucated at best. Therefore, a method for externalising functions that can pass 
behavioural information was required. 
3.2.1 SAM Function Definitions 
A standard set of C functions were defined for use in all SAMs. Where possible machine 
readable tokens were used for fast message passing between SAMs and the subsumption 
engine. All machine readable tokens were defined to be translatable into human readable text 
so that none of the system's structure was indescribable by the system itself. Where machine 
readable tokens could not be used due to non-standard variations in functionality functions 
were defined so that ASCII text could be passed so that the system would operate at its base 
level in a human readable form. The functions defined for standard SAM operation are 
shown in Table 3.1 and described in detail in Appendix A. 
mmOpenObject 	mmAddFile 	 mmDefinition 
mmCloseObject mmAbility mmName 
mmProcessHwndLjnk mmAbilityList 	mmCallbackMessage 
mmLoadFile 	 mmDescription 	mmMessage 
mmLoadString 	mmAddString 
Table 3.1 SAM external definition functions. 
3.2.2 Hierarchical Dialogue Management 
Although it is possible to define a subsumption framework that has human readable form 
throughout its hierarchical structure it is less evident where the dialogue control should 
reside. Control is required to constrain flow within user expectations and to implement high 
level ETSI recommendations. Therefore some form of dialogue manager has to be inserted. 
This could be incorporated into the subsumption engine layer or encapsulated into a SAM. 
System adaptability is increased if the dialogue management is bound within a SAM since 
this allows for different forms of dialogue management to be swapped between or for 
separate branches of the interface hierarchy to be dialogue managed differently. It is 
envisaged though that the most common hierarchy will be where the dialogue manager is 
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granted prime agency by the subsumption engine. The dialogue manager can then grant root 
agency as far as the user is concerned as in Figure 3.2. 
Shell 
Subsurr"ion Engine 
Dogue Manager SAM 	Prime Agent 
S1 JVb 	User Root Agent 	Dogue 
subsumed 
S41v11 	S41v12 User subsumed Agents 	Agents 
Figure 3.2 : Dialogue Manager as prime agent. 
If such an arrangement is assumed as the core use for the dialogue manager then a minimal 
persona system is outlined in Figure 3.3. 
ubsumption Engine 
Dialogue Manager 
Other 	3D 	Other 
Agents Agent Modes 
TT S 
Agent 
Figure 3.3 : Basic Persona system. 
Such a heirarchy places the speech synthesis as a logical extension to the 3D persona within 
the control of the dialogue manager (DM). This allows the DM to control phatic 
communication (winking, smiling, etc.) at specific junctures in a conversation. However, as 
has been shown in chapter 2 text to speech systems (TTS) break text into graphemes which 
can then be mapped to visemes for lip synchonisation. Therefore the TTS system has to have 
subsumption control of the 3D agent as in Figure 3.4. 
Dialogue Manager 




Figure 3.4 : Specificity subsumption. 
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Unfortunately the adoption of directly subsuming the 3D agent under the TTS system results 
in the breaking of the direct phatic control of the 3D persona. Therefore a new concept of 
specificity subsumption is introduced whereby any SAM can interrogate the subsumption 
framework about subsumed SAMs. Once a specific subsumed SAM has been identified from 
the sub-heirarchy of the calling SAM, a handle can be returned that allows specific 
subsumption control. 
3.2.3 Monomodal dependency and conflict resolution 
A further problem arises with the subsumption model when monomodal dependency arises. 
This is where a dialogue hierarchy depends on an agent that has sole control of a particular 
input or output mode. An example is that of a speech recognition agent that takes input from 
the sole microphone on the system. Since recognition may have to be continuous the 
microphone input cannot be shared between agents. Therefore the recognition agent, and by 
dint of subsumption the entire interface hierarchy, becomes monomodally dependent on the 
microphone input channel. For many cases this may not be a problem. However, if multiple 
subsumption (Figure 3.5) occurs then this is a problem. 
S.E. 
Dialogue Manager 
SAM1 	 SAM2 
SpeechRecognition Agent 
Figure 3.5 : Multiple subsumption 
Once multiple subsumption of a mono-modally dependent SAM occurs there is a need for 
conflict resolution. Such multiple subsumption problems are similar in nature to multiple 
inheritance difficulties in object oriented systems. Although the subsumption framework has 
conflict dependency from leaf to root and multiple inheritance has dependency from parent 
to child the similarities may offer a solution. C++ manages conflict resolution through a 
strict series of rules that determine which properties the child object (class) inherits. This 
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requires extensive checking by the compiler and it easy to author multiple inheritance 
classes that fall foul of C++ restrictions (Stroustrup, 1997). Since the subsumption 
framework relies on the automatic inclusion of agents such an approach is unfeasible since 
naive users will not understand the intricacies of why particular dialogues can work and 
others not. Another object oriented language is Java. Java basically ignores conflict 
resolution by banning multiple inheritance. This would result in cases where two distinct 
hierarchies that operate independently would not function correctly if joined. This is 
unacceptable since it would mean that perfectly fine dialogue strategies may work in one 
instance but not another. This would lead to confusion of the user and prevent the take up of 
a simple accurate mental model of the system. Neither C++ nor Javahave conflict resolution 
strategies suitable for modal dependency. Therefore a novel task dependent strategy is 
adopted that allows localised specificity (Figure 3.6). 
Dialogue Manager (SAM) 
	
SAM1 	 SAM2 
SAM3 
Internal conflict sis—SAI3 	
Resolution 	
SA_sis 
Figure 3.6 : SAM dependent conflict resolution. 
Since effective conflict resolution strategies are likely to be heavily modally dependent it is 
optimal to leave the conflict resolution to the SAM concerned. DLLs can be loaded into 
memory with either separately allocated RAM or the same DLL could be called again and 
requested to allocate a separate identity space (SIS) that allows localisation of each loaded 
instance of that SAM (subsumed agent instance, SAT). In such a case where a SAM deals 
with a possible mono-modal dependency (Figure 3.6) it can attempt conflict resolution 
between the SAIs it represents. For example, if a speech recognition SAM was loaded by 
two separate SAMs then it may opt to report recognised words to both subsumption parents. 
This would be a different strategy than that adopted by a graphic viewer SAM. Such an 
agent may find that there is less display colour depth than required and may optimise the 
global palette across all SAIs of the graphics SAM in order to optimise performance. It is 
envisaged that such a localised approach for conflict resolution provides optimal 
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3.2.3 SAM Engine Functions 
The subsumption engine bases identification of each SAM by assigning it an agent identifier 
and a HWND, which is a standard WindowsTM handle for GUI objects, if required. The 
HWND is passed to the ,nmOpenObject function once a SAM DLL is loaded into memory 
and the mmCloseObject function is called just before the engine deletes the SAM from 
RAM. The subsumption engine tests whether the SAM requires a HWND by calling the 
nunDefinition function. This function's response defines whether the SAM requires access to 
the OS or whether its functionality is purely encapsulated within the SAM. This functionality 
has been left extendible so that future SAM specific requirements can be added. If, however, 
the SAM requires a HWND for interacting with the WindowsTM OS then the subsumptioii 
engine inserts a standard ProcessHwnd function into the message stack and redirects all 
messages to the SAM's mrnProcessHwndLink function. This avoids the necessity of each 
SAM incorporating vast amounts of inefficient WindowsTM code merely to access the OS. 
If, however, the mrnOpenObject function fails it should return zero else it should return a 
non-zero 32 bit integer which can be a pointer to internal data SIS that is required by a 
particular SAl instance of the SAM. Since DLL functions only externalise from the loaded 
DLL to the loading DLL and SAMs require to pass messages to the subsumption engine then 
a further rnniCallbackMessage function is called in the SAM prior to the tnmOpenObject 
function. This ininCallbackMessage function is passed a 32 bit pointer to a message function 
inside the subsumption engine that the SAM can then call with the rnrnMessage function 




Interface Module Functions I Subsumption DLL 
I Subsumption Control Engine I 
SAM User Function Maps 
SAM DLL 
SAM Engine Functionsi I SAM User Functions 
Figure 3.7: Functional overview of SAM control. 
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In order for the SAM to be able to process files or functional strings a series of nimLoad and 
mrnAddFile and String functions were defined that would load a new or append another file 
or string definition to the SAM specific definitions internal to a particular instance of an 
agent module. In order for the subsumption engine to know which SAM to load for a 
particular task an mmAbilityList function is defined that returns a comma delimited list of 
MIME capabilities that the SAM can handle. MIME capabilities listed can be standard 
media types as used on the World Wide Web or can be novel functional definitions for 
subsumptive agent use. A further mmAbility function that allows the SAM to return true or 
false to a request for it to handle a particular MIME type is included so that the system can 
interrogate its currently loaded members in turn to see if they can handle a data type before it 
looks elsewhere for a new SAM. The mmAbility function is in addition to themmAbilityList 
function so that capabilities inherent in the ability to handle one data type do not have to be 
explicitly listed in the ability list.This means that when two SAMs exist that can both handle 
a specific data type, the SAM that explicitly lists it in its ability list will probably be the best 
to load since it will not have inefficient extra code that is required for some higher level task 
that is not required loaded into memory. In order to further relate the system to the Web 
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Figure 3.8 Localisation layer 
Rather than deal with the complexities of streaming for all possible data types localisation 
data is associated with each SAM. Before opening a file the SAM requests it from the 
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localisation layer that stores the relative address of each SAM and rebuilds the full address 
on request. If the agent is dealing with data that was downloaded from a remote server then 
the server is again contacted for the new file which is stored in a cache on the local disk 
before being passed back to the calling SAM. 
Requests Information 
Web 
Server 	Fetches Item 
Check Type 
Browse 
Deals with data A\ 	
Sends 1ME code or asks user if 
unknown. 	 '1 
Sends Item data 
Figure 3.9 Web browser to server connection 
There is a possible failing in this approach in that the new data may require a new subsumed 
SAM. If this is the case and there is no suitable SAM available on the local machine then the 
situation is similar to when a standard web browser cannot handle a particular MIME type 
(Figure 3.9). When an unknown data type is encountered the only course of action available 
is to ask the user what to do with it. Since in the subsumed agent interface autonomous code 
can load data types unknown to the user (including NULL types that have no downloaded 
data associated with them) simply asking the user is unsatisfactory. 
Requests Information 
LSubsumPtb0uiD< Web Server 
Sends MIME code back 
Opens agent that can deal 
with MIME type or requests Agent Request 
download of capable agent < 
Agent Download 
Figure 3.10 : Subsumption DLL to server connection. 
Figure 3.10 outlines a solution whereby the onus on what to do with unknown MIME types 
is moved from the user to the information provider via the Web server. By simply re- 
mapping the MIME type instead in place of the server path onto the universal resource 
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locator (URL) the subsumption DLL can request an agent capable of dealing with a specific 
type rather than the data itself. 
e.g. In the case of a bitmap download; 
URL: http://www.ccir.ed.ac.uk/. . ./agentdata/dataf±le.bmp 
becomes; 
TJRL: http://www.ccir.ed.ac.uk/agerittype/image/x-Ms-bmp  
Since Web servers are capable of re-mapping subdirectory paths to common gateway 
interface (CGI) scripts such an approach merely requires a single line inserted into the 
server's initialisation file and a basic PERL script that redirects the path description (in this 
case /image/x-MS-bmp) to the relevant downloadable agent. It is not unreasonable to restrict 
this to cases where the information provider also supplies capable means of dealing with the 
information. The drawback to such an approach is that of security. Although such a large 
area cannot be explicitly covered in this thesis it is envisaged that any security required 
would be covered in the same manner as Java and ActiveX through a series of certificates of 
trust. 
3.2.4 SAM User Functions 
Although an extensive and extendable range of functions were defined for use by the 
subsumption engine a number of human readable functions were required so that users 
would be able to interrogate the individual SAMs directly. Since the MIME descriptors in 
mmAbilily and mmAbiliiyList are easily translatable into human readable form two further 
functions were defined that present semantic meaning to the user regarding these MIME 
types; mmName and mmDescrition. Since a MIME type is an unnatural terminology for a 
user to refer to an object mmName was defined so that each SAM has a user understandable 
name. Since several SAMs could be loaded that can deal with one MIME type the 
subsumption engine can also use the string descriptor to discern between different SAMs 
referred to by the user. The mmDescription function simply provides a user readable textual 
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3.3 SAM Process Control 
In order to allow the interface to be unbound by the media it contains and instead be defined 
interactively by the dialogue the subsumption hierarchy must be adaptable both by 
individual SAMs and by the user. Such an approach should allow true mixed initiative 
interaction throughout the entire interface rather than merely within a specific dialogue. 
User Message Loop Identify SAM 	Create new Instance 
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() ............................... OpenObject 
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Figure 3.11 : SAM process control and messaging. 
The SAM process control methodology that complies with this unbound requirement is 
shown in Figure 3.11. Messages from the user are transparently identical to messages passed 
from SAMs. The subsumption engine (SE) intercepts and translates any messages between 
the SAM and the operating system (OS). This simplifies SAM design by reducing 
unnecessary WindowsTM code. A further advantage is that the SE can map from a standard 
SAM virtual screen resolution of 2000 x 1500 to specific screen resolutions that users may 
have. A final further abstraction was added to allow identical dialogues to be tested with 
different SAMs. Since the dialogue itself defines the SAMs used a preference override file is 
introduced that can supplant one SAM by another for the purposes of experimentation. 
3.3.1 SAM Messaging 
A number of integer and string messages were defined for communicating between SAMs 
and the subsumption engine. An overview of the integer constants that define messages is 
given in Table 3.2 and a full description is given in Appendix A.2. Some of these functions 
obviously mirror SAM engine functions (e.g. smAddFile, smLoadFile, smAddString and 
smCloseA gent) but apply to subsumed agents modules. The smMessageNewA gent function 
requests the SE to open a subsumed agent module that can deal with a particular data type. 
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The sinMessageA gent function returns an agent handle to the SAM that can be used to pass 
messages to it via the SE. Since subsumed SAMs do not have the handle of their parent they 
can use the snMessageParent constant to pass required messages up the hierarchy. 
smAddFile smLoadFile 
smCloseAgent SmMessageWord 
sm MessageNewAgent SmMessageParent 
smClickedChild SmSetClickString 
smAddString SmGetFile 
sm RequestHinstance SmGetlDrect 
smGetlD 
lable 3.2: SAM messages 
User interactions which are not covered by the standard set of SAM messages are 
accommodated via string messages. These messages allow the SAM messages to be readily 
used as human readable form since they are already strings. The most commonly foreseen 
messages are handled directly by the subsumption engine in order to further simplify the 
coding of SAMs. Windows OS messages are intercepted by the SE and an smClickedChild 
message is sent to every immediate subsumptive parent in the interface heirarchy. Since 
messages are passed leaf to root it is up to individual SAMs beyond the immediate parent to 
propagate the behaviour if they are activated by the receiving of such a message. Since the 
s,nClickedChild message is an integer constant and it is more useful to have a string message 
passed for dialogue efficiency, a new message stnSetClickString is defined. This can be used 
by a parent subsumption agent to associate a string with each subsumed agent. Thus each 
SAM does not need to maintain an associative table that maps between agent handles and 
semantic tokens. Finally, some subsumptive SAMs may have the requirement that they can 
pass one of many possible strings. For this a further message srnMessage Word is defined 
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3.3.2 Experiment Considerations 
Since a primary aim of this work is to investigate user interactions through experimentation 
with user's responses it is important that the system is capable of operating across a wide 
range of possible experimental conditions. 
Peer to Peer Collaboration 
Currently the Web is based around a client server architecture but that is not to say that 
future technologies will do the same. An framework for allowing experiment design that 
breaks the client server model has been incorporated to prevent restricting future 
experiments or requiring a later redesign. 
The standard method for communicating between machines on the Internet is via a 
Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) socket (Arnett et al., 1995). By 
allowing this basic method of interaction between peers on a network, future distributed 
hierarchy models could be accommodated. In order to permit this type of connection, agent 
objects are allowed to request a file send or a stream allocation between ports on any 
machine which has an Internet address. As information is sent down the socket, the 
subsumption engine initially sends a MIME header to allow the receiving machine to select 
an appropriate agent to display the data. This method allows seamless peer to peer 
integration with the MIME type selected agent hierarchy defined for the client server model. 
Also, it allows stream based data passing which is an important requirement for a networked 
Wizard of Oz methodology (Foster et al., 1992). 
web server 
Shell 	 Shell 
	
SubsumptiLn Engine 	 Subsumptin Engine 
Collaborative SAM 	 Collaborative SAM 
SAM AS 	M 	 SAM S 	M 
Figure 3.12 : Subsumption system used as collaboration tool 
An advantage of the peer to peer socket connection framework allows teamwork or multi- 
user interaction experiments to be designed by introducing a collaborative agent (Figure 
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3.12). Such an agent could take many forms ranging from a white-boarding system to a 
collaborative shopping environment. 
Server basis for speech based experiments 
As this thesis is concentrating on home based naive users it is important that any experiment 
apparatus is capable of being used in home style settings. Therefore an interactive television 
context was chosen as the most likely acceptable domestic entrant technology to use for 
experiments. For laboratory based experiments where the participant is to believe they are 
using, for example, some future voice command driven interactive television service a single 
machine wizarded system can be used where all files are stored on a local disk. A relatively 
inexpensive PC-TV converter can then be utilised to convert the desktop to the participant's 
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Figure 3.13 : Basic single machine experiment 
This method is not capable of being used on a networked systems. In order to closely match 
the behaviour of the World Wide Web, experiments have to be largely server based. This is 
possible through the use of Common Gateway Interface (CGI) (December, 1995) which is 
the standard method for server based programs on the Web. Such a CGI server set-up is 
shown in Figure 3.14. When the Web server receives a document request it redirects the 
response from a program located in a secure network area. This program can prompt a 
wizard for a response based on the behaviour of the participant or can return a pre-specified 
response dependent on the nature of the experiment. Experiments can be set up in this way if 
they are based on some type of object detectable user event such as mouse clicks or if a 
speech recognition engine is being tested. 
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It is assumed that such a network scheme will increase participants belief in the technology 
since they are separated from the wizard in a manner that is consistent with a connection to a 
remote server. 
(Wizard Subject 
/ 	 User Input 
CCI Program Run 
T / Request for IIJn 
Server Recieved Request 
E / 	Response 
_ Wizard 'I  N N1 E / _ requested T/  for input I I> Program 
Responds 
/ 
Response Recieved and displayed 
Figure 3.14 : CGI based server experiment 
One drawback to wizarded experiments is that they are constrained to interfaces where 
participant's attitudes are not unduly affected by observable differences between the wizard's 
and the simulated technology's response times. This is not generally a problem for speech 
since recognition technology is such that wizard response times are superior to that 
achievable by a machine and can therefore be adjusted accordingly. However, the CGL 
server basis for experiments does not immediately allow networked WOZ speech 
recognition since the participant's machine has to have a recognisable input to send a request 
for a response from the server. 
One answer to this problem is to produce an agent object that records input from the user 
and sends a request for response to the server once it has captured a section of speech 
bounded by silence. This is particularly applicable to simulating isolated word recognition 
technologies. However, word spotting or interruptible services cannot be constructed in this 
way due to possible lack of bounding silences and feedback errors. 
In order to allow truly extensible experimentation and to enable simulation of both word 
spotting and interruptible services a continuous audio stream methodology (Figure 3.15) 
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Figure 3.15 : Peer to peer wizarding with Server connect 
The audio stream agent can both send or receive audio streams. In order to allow intelligible 
speech to be relayed across the network a minimum continuous bandwidth of 8 k-bits/s is 
required. This bandwidth allows telephone quality speech, mono 8 bit, 8 kHz sampled data 
to be passed continuously between the participant's machine and the wizard's. 
Twin rolling buffers are used to store nK samples with each buffer being transmitted as the 
other is being filled. This gives an initial recognition delay of n / 8 seconds in addition to any 
network delay. The size of the buffer n is chosen to be as small as possible but has to 
accommodate the degree to which a particular multimedia experiment allows the 
participant's machine to roll the buffers efficiently due to processing constraints. Smaller 
buffers have to be rolled extremely quickly to avoid excessive audio stream disruption due to 
gaps appearing between segments as the client machine swaps buffers. This is generally not 
a problem with Pentium based client machines and a typical multimedia application. 
3.4 Subsumption Engine Design 
The subsumption engine is built around a C++ class hierarchy so as to encapsulate localised 
code and provide a simple mapping between the subsumption hierarchy and the program. 
Each SAM class instance holds its local memory storage (subsumption instance storage, 
SIS) as well as any local pointers that are passed back to the actual SAM DLLs in order to 


















x, y, width, height; 
*SVIflext, *SJ4last, *SJparent; 
Pointers to DLL external functions... 
e.g. mt (WINAPI *sAIvIAddString)  (long,HWND,LPSTR); 
long (WINAPI *SM4openHwndLink) (HVThTD); 
public: 
Mapping functions to DLL external state 
interrogation functions. 
e.g. float XangleO{ .... }, void TopO{..} 
Subsumption Engine managment functions.. 
void new child(sam *s) ; 
void remove child(sam *s) 
void ReAdjustSize() 
void DoKidsO; 
DLL external function mapping functions... 
e.g. mt AddString(LPSTR str) { ... } 
Each SAM class holds the SAMdata 32 bit pointer which was passed back to the 
subsumption engine (SE) from the mmOpenHwndL ink function. All function calls to the 
SAM DLL are accessed via class member functions which append the SAMdata to every call 
to maintain instance integrity. Other SE managed characteristics such as the size and 
position of the SAM on the virtual screen are held in the private data. Unlike C++ class 
inheritance the SAM class hierarchy has to be dynamically allocated as SAMs are loaded 
into and unloaded from memory during the course of a dialogue. Therefore an explicit linked 
list is kept that preserves the subsumption hierarchy in memory. A linked list is required for 
the whole list of SAMs as well as the subsumptive relationships. The relationships between 
subsumed SAMs is stored via a second children linked list which is defined as a C structure 
since it has no functional requirements. 
For reasons of clarity comments for the benefit of the reader have been encased in square brackets 
when in C or C++ code. 
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struct children 
class sam 	 *achild; 
	
struct children 	*next, *last; 
Figure 3.16 shows the relationship structure for a root SAM (SAM0) that has been given 
agency directly by the user via data type association that opens two further subsumed SAMS 
(SAM1 & SAM2) of which one then later opens a further subsumed agent (SAM3). 
By explicitly separating the stored SAMs from their subsumptive relationships the SE can 
efficiently search available SAMs for functionality without the need for depth or breadth 
first approchaes. In particular, it allows the efficient handling of each SAM's OS message 
loop and garbage collection in succession. Since both sets of linked lists maintain both 
forward and backward relationships SAMs can be dynamically removed by simply re-
mapping the linking relationships over the resulting gap. 
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Figure 3.16 : Representation of SAM hierarchy. 
Also, interface event passing is defined as being from leaf to root. This means that a user 
clicking on a SAM initiates local events first which then cascade back up the hierarchy. This 
results in user events being passed along a series of one to one relationship mappings 
making the cascade and any resulting reaction as efficient as possible. Operating system 
events, such as resizing a window, on the other hand have to pass root to leaf due to 
subsumed dependency. Although it is necessary for such events to cascade over a series of 
one to many relationships it is envisaged that such root to leaf events will be infrequent as 
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3.5 Subsumption Shells 
The subsurnption engine is realised as a WindowsTM DLL and therefore requires some 
program to load it into memory before SAMs can be utilised. The program that loads the 
subsumption DLL is merely a shell program that calls the interface functions (see Appendix 
A.3). The subsumption shell programs allow the core subsumption engine, and therefore all 
of the developed SAMs, to be used in a range of discrete forms of interaction. These forms 
of interaction range from fully immersive head mounted display use to standard graphical 
window based program interactions. A specific shell program was written for each case 
where a specific form of interface is required. For example. Figure 3.17 shows a Web 
browser loading a page that contains the ActiveX subsumption shell. 
*' 
SIp 	R.h.th 	Ho,.e 	Seh 
	
Add-, J D \P* \e.\. 	Nn G. Lr, 
Weleonie to the Angus web site! 
-J 
Figure 3.17 The base facial schema Angus' displayed in the web ActiveX SAM. 
The ActiveX subsumption shell allows SAMs to be used within web pages. The Web page 
displayed in Figure 3.17 loads the ActiveX subsumption shell and grants prime agency to the 
3D persona system by dint of the MIME type associated with the file angus.vmx'. The 
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<html ><body> 
<HR><p align="center" ><object id=iemimel 
type= app1ication/xo1eobj ect" 
classid="c1sid:EC0E213352B7.11DoA18c-0020Ap'26D200" 
align=hlmiddletl border= 11 5" w±dth="200" height="200"> 
<param name="tIRL" value="angus .vmx"> 
</object></p> 
<HR> 




This chapter has described a novel approach to compartmentalising functionality related to 
specific disciplines or interaction modes. The subsumption approach was adapted from a 
technique developed in the field of robotics. Its application to software design goes against 
the instinct of many programmers. Rather than concentrate on optimisation so that code only 
executes when necessary the subsumption framework operates on the premise that code 
always operates unless instructed not to do so. The framework concept concentrates on 
maintaining the coherence of the interface along dialogue lines. The methodology values 
simplicity of control and fluidity of interface hierarchy over clock cycle optimisation. 
Further to the transition of the subsumption concept from hardware to software a number of 
interactive issues had to be resolved in order for this framework to be adopted. The initial 
hurdle overcome was to develop an engine layer that enforced the framework methodology. 
This subsumption engine handles operating system messages and hierarchy control. It also 
introduced the concept of specificity subsumption in order to manage cases where the 
interface hierarchy is not a direct mapping of the functional hierarchy. Finally a method for 
solving mono-modal dependency was introduced. Due to the complex nature of conflict 
resolution a solution of local internal resolving of dependencies between instances of 
individual SAMs was adopted. Although solving these issues enabled a functional 
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CHAPTER 4 
3D Agent Module 
4.1 Introduction 
Once the subsumptive framework has been defined and shells written, a range of 
subsumptive agent modules are required to populate the dialogue hierarchies. Since the aim 
of the study is anthropomorphised interfaces the first SAM to be covered will be the 3D 
module with anthropomorphised characteristics. In order to produce a virtual persona 
capable of working as part of a multimedia application on desktop hardware a minimised 
facial animation system was devised. It was decided to design the animation system on a 
time based linear interpolated frame approach which is similar in function to the VRML 2.0 
animation extensions since such an approach would allow any resulting persona algorithm to 
be utilised in World Wide Web applications. These animation extensions to VRML 1.0 are 
based on event specified time dependent motion and have been made extensible in order to 
allow other languages such as Java to interact with 3D modelled environments thereby 
allowing any algorithm to be readily portable to VRML applications. Due to the demands 
placed on processing power by complex 3D environments and the considerable context 
switching that can occur in multimedia interactions complex algorithms such as Lee, 
Terzopoulos and Waters' (1995) were avoided. Even reduced parameter methods such as 
Parke's (1982) require a level of numeric calculation that is costly in real time on low 
specification desktop machines and difficult to adapt to constantly adjusting computation 
resource. Therefore, reduced methods of facial animation were considered. Also, in order to 
further optimise the system for desktop machines, photo-realistic texture mapping (Heckbert, 
1986) was avoided and Gouraud (1971) shaded polygons were used instead. Also, since the 
virtual persona is a generalised facial schema instead of an accurately modelled individual, 
the polygon count could be reduced while still giving the impression of a virtual person, thus 
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4.2 3D Overview 
During the development of the 3D SAM virtual reality technology became the subject of 
intense competition on the PC platform. Two main technologies lead the market for PC real 
time 3D graphics; Canon. Research's Renderware (Criterion, 1994) and Microsoft's Direct3D 
(Trujillo, 1996). In order to avoid being tied to a system which may fail in the market an 
abstraction layer was written into the code so that the SAM could be recompiled with either 
graphics engine (Figure 4.1). All methods for manipulating 3D with a view to creating an 
anthropomorphised interface are managed such that they can be readily mapped to either, or 
other, engines. 
LOW evei I General Definitions 
- > Human Constraints I 
(I) 
I 	Relatable I I __________  Viseme 
Retained I I General to 
Mode 3D a ' I Sific pec fic fi- Phatic cues 
Engine =3 Mappings 
CD Indep 	(Engin\ I i 	Model 
Model I Specific H Specific 
JI 	Modelj I 	Actions External Messages 
Figure 4.1: 3D SAM abstraction concepts. 
Both graphics engines used can support retained mode graphics as opposed to immediate 
modes. Retained mode systems store the full geometries to be rendered and attempt to 
optimise these with all encompassing algorithms. Immediate mode leaves the geometry 
handling and optimisations to the 'user' code which is advantageous in non-standard 
situations where the programmer may have detailed knowledge of how to optimally prune 
the z-tree. For the 3D SAM retained mode was used exclusively for two reasons. Firstly the 
system is dialogue based and is required to handle with high level concepts that the user can 
understand rather than fine geometry detail. Also, it was decided that the system should not 
solely be capable of displaying facial schema but rather be a general 3D SAM. Therefore the 
system cannot attain the level of pre-defined structure required to achieve an efficiency in z-
tree culling that can exceed that built into the retained mode engine. 
Since each engine has particular advantages the ability to load models specific to each 
renderer was incorporated. Since this may mean duplicating development of geometries for 
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introduced so that basic data could be swapped between engines. A basic overview of this 
format that allows constructs from a common subset of capabilities between the two graphics 
engines is given in Table 4.1. 
object [ 	 Create a mesh from data between square brackets. 
Polygons <N> { 	Define a series of N polygons. 




Vertices <Y> { 	Create Y vertices in model. 
x y z 	 Define a vertex at x,y,z. 
} 
Colour N r g b 	Colour next N polygons with r,g,b values 
Place x y z Place position matrix at x,y,z. 
Rotation Rotate position matrix by x,y,z degrees. 
JointPlace Place joint matrix at x,y,z. 
JointRotation Rotate joint matrix by x,y,z degrees. 
Tag 1 Associate numeric value with mesh. 
object [ 	 .... 
I 
Create another mesh attatched in a sub-hierarchy. 
Table 4.1: Independent geometry file format. 
Since geometries for both rendering engines are stored in a machine readable format a 
wrapper file system was created that performed a human relate-able mapping. This allows 
real names and semantics to be attached to coded aspects of the geometries held in the 
retained mode engines. 
Once semantically relevant information has been applied to the geometries, relationships 
between identified aspects may have to be defined. Rendering engines utilise fixed 
geometries that are not necessarily well suited to modelling elastic surfaces such as faces. 
Therefore any complex relationships required by facial modelling systems such as FACS 
that are not definable within the retained mode geometries should be able to be seperated 
into high level actions that are available to the user and low level detail relationships that are 
required for the action system adopted. 
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In order to prevent complete redesign of the system between different geometries general 
definitions were abstracted out and a general to specific model translation layer was 
introduced. The general definitions that apply to all models fall into two basic categories; 
visemes to allow lip synchronisation and phatic cues such as winking and emotion. There 
will however be cases where model specific actions will be required (such as twitching 
whiskers on an anthropomorphised representation of an animal) and these should be allowed 
in some manner. 
4.3 The 3D Virtual Machine 
The main difficulties in providing a fluid animation of a 3D persona on a PC can be 
summarised in a range of key points: 
• Speech synthesis, recognition and frame rate have to be balanced so as to maintain 
suspension of belief. 
• Timing of visual events must be real time. 
• Audio and visual events must be synchronised. 
• Allowance must be made for erratic processing allowance due to process sharing 
between different threads in a multimedia environment. 
The solution to accommodate these issues as far as the 3D persona is concerned was to 
produce a virtual machine that would process the 3D graphics when possible with respect to 
real time. In order to achieve this the standard WindowsTM OS processing queue was 
changed from 
while ( x = GetwindowEvents(&events) ) { 
ProcesswindowQueue (events) 
Render3DScene ( ... ); 
to 
StartTimer ( &OnTimer ); 
while( GetwindowEvents(&events) 
ProcesswindowQueue (events) 
void OnTimer( ) { 
time = GetSystemTimeQ; 
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if (X) 
UpdateConstraints ( ); 
Render3DScene ( ); 
By adapting the queue loop so that the OS places the 3D rendering on a timer it separates the 
need to cull the z-tree on every windows message. The timer can be set for some ideal frame 
rate such as 30 frames per second (33 ms timer). Due to multitasking constraints the OS 
cannot guarantee that the function will be called every 33 ms. Therefore the actual system 
time is fetched before the 3D virtual machine is updated. Once this has occurred a Boolean 
result should be returned stating whether any updates on the world have actually been 
performed. If not then there is no point in wasting computing resource rendering the scene. 
If the virtual world has changed then any constraints applying to the geometries should be 
applied and then the scene rendered. 
The virtual machine was built around the abstraction layout shown in Figure 4.1. Firstly, the 
independent geometry file format was defined to be basic subset of both Renderware and 
Direct3D capabilities as shown in Table 4.1. Both these graphics engines use the standard 4 
by 4 matrix manipulations that are common to 3D graphics (Foley, 1993). 
0 
Scaling / 0 
Rotation 0 
Tx Ty Tz I 
These matrices store localised 3D position, rotation and scaling information. By taking the 
sequence of products that traverse a complete path from the root node any point in 3D space 
(a vertex) can be mapped into the space of a virtual camera and from there projected onto a 
2D viewing plane. In order to provide a meaningful common subset of Renderware and 
Direct3D capabilities that would provide a powerful implementation each geometry node in 
the z-tree was super-classed by two transitional matrices. Using two transitional matrices per 
mesh geometry allows a base position/scaling matrix and a separate joint matrix. Such an 
approach allows any mesh to be rotated and moved with respect to both the virtual world's 
origin and also about a joint origin definable on a per geometry basis. For example, a 
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scanned 3D mesh of a human head could be separated into the skull and jaw sections. The 
jaw section could then have its centre of rotation moved to its correct position without 
altering the vertices in the sub-geometry. This separation of positional and joint matrices is 
the default model for Renderware and can be achieved in Direct3D by explicitly inserting 
the second hierarchical matrix per mesh. However, from the point of view of human 
dialogue control neither Renderware nor Direct3D associate any semantic information with 
meshes. 
4.2.2 VMX files 
In order to associate semantic information with meshes for the two retained mode graphics 
engines chosen an extensible virtual machine (VMX) file format was defined that the virtual 
machine could load on an inmLoadFile or parse from an ininLoadString message. Both 
graphics engines can associate numeric values with geometries within z-tree hierarchies. 
Therefore a load command was introduced which could take either an independent file 
format (3df), Renderware (.rwx) or Direct3D (.x) geometry as an argument. Once the 
geometry was loaded semantics could be associated, via an assoc command, with the 
numeric values stored in the object files. Below is shown the loading definition for the 
"angus" face used in later experiments. 
load angus.3df 
assoc head 1 
assoc top_lip 2 
assoc jaw 3 
assoc low—lip 4 
assoc right_upper_lid 5 
assoc left_upper_lid 6 
assoc right_lower_lid 7 
assoc left _lower _lid 8 
assoc left eye 9 
assoc right—eye 10 
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4.2.3 Virtual Skinning 
A major problem with standard retained mode packages is that the geometry meshes are 
viewed by default as being fixed. While this is perfectly fine for the majority of uses when 
attempting to model organic objects the fixed geometry assumption is limiting. When 
considering modelling human faces the most obvious example is the jaw. The mandible is 
the only separately movable hone evident in the face (excluding small bones in the ear) from 
the skull. 
Skull 
k ¶ 	Upper Lip 
Lower Lip 
Jaw 
Figure 4.2 : Mouth sub-objects in the Angus' schema model. 
Figure 4.2 shows the sections of the mouth for the angus model. Rather than model the lips 
entirely elastically the centre sections of the upper and lower lips were sub-sectioned as if 
they were discernible objects like the mandible. This was done to simplify the computation 
required to animate the virtual persona by reducing the individual vertex manipulations to a 
minimal set. 
There are a number of computationally expensive algorithms for stretching a common 
surface over a number of mesh geometries (Foley, 1993). However, in order to minimise 
computation requirements a direct matching action in 3D space was introduced so that two 
vertices in separate meshes in a hierarchy could be mapped to the same point. This was 
introduced as part of the constraints section of the 3D SAM virtual machine with a new 
command being added to the VMX definition so that vertices could be matched (skinned). 
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The new match command inserted a new 'skinning point' in a linked list in memory, Each 
time the UpdateContraints function is called the linked list is traversed and all vertices are 
matched up such that vertex I in object I is mapped to the local space occupied by vertex 2 
in object 2. In order to achieve this the match command creates a series of structures that are 
traversed by a skin_points function that is called every frame from the UpdateConstrainis 
function. 






struct skin_point* next; 
The code for matching all known skin points is shown below. 
void skin joints (vdata *data) 
struct skin—point * sp ; 
for(sp = data- >first skin; Sp; sp = sp->next) 
D3DVECTOR src, dest; 
DWORD vcount,.ncount, face_data_size; 
sp->child->builder->GetVertices (&vcount, NULL, 
&ncount, NULL, &face data size, 
NULL); 
D3DVECTOR *verts = new D3DVECTOR[vcount]; 
if ( Iverts) continue; 
sp->child->builder->GetVertices (&vcount, verts, 
&ncount, NULL, &face data size, 
NULL); 
src.x = verts [sp->child point] .x; 
src.y = verts {sp->child point] .y; 
src.z = verts [sp'->child point] .z; 
delete verts; 
II Transform from parent to world space. 
sp->child->jointframe->Transform(&dest, &src) 
/1 Transform from world to child space. 
sp->parent->jointframe->InverseTransform(&src, &dest) 
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II Set the new vector position for child mesh... 
sp- >parent- >builder- >SetVertex (sp- >parent point, 
src.x,src.y,src.z) 
The vertex matching commands required for the simplified facial schema are given in Table 
4.2 
Head to Lip match head 90 top—lip 9 	Jaw to Head match jaw 27 head 64 
match head 92 top_lip 1 match jaw 9 head 214 
match head 96 top_lip 11 match jaw 10 head 215 
match head 98 top_lip 16 match jaw 11 head 217 
match head 	100 top_lip match jaw 28 head 65 
21 match jaw 12 head 216 
match head 91 top_lip 10 match jaw 13 head 217 
match head 93 top_lip 5 match jaw 27 head 64 
match head 97 top_lip 15 match jaw 9 head 214 
match head 99 top_lip 20 match jaw 10 head 215 
match head 	101 top_lip match jaw 11 head 217 
24 match jaw 28 head 65 
match head 79 top_lip 6 match jaw 12 head 216 
match jaw 13 head 217 
Lower Lip to match low_lip 29 jaw 26 	Head to Jaw match head 80 jaw 19 
match low lip 22 jaw 24 match head 81 jaw 20 
Jaw match low_lip 15 jaw 22 
match low lip 3 jaw 18 
match low—lip 6 jaw 6 
match low—lip 4 jaw 16 
match low _lip 5 jaw 2 
match low—lip 2 jaw 17 
match low—lip 11 jaw 21 
match low—lip 18 jaw 23 
match low lip 25 jaw 25 
Table 4.2 : Vertex matching for the simplified facial schema. 
As can be seen from Table 4.2 even the simplified facial schema with sub-sectioned lip 
models to reduce the need for direct vertex manipulation the model requires 38 vertices to be 
matched for skinning purposes between every rendered frame. All vertices could be adjusted 
every frame in order to produce the full range of visemes. However, such an approach would 
require very large data sets and a large number of vertices to be adjusted every frame. This 
would be particularly involved for large polygon models and would decrease the usefulness 
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demonstrated in Figure 4.5 where the vertices at the corners of the mouth are moved inwards 
and upwards as the jaw opens. 
Figure 4.5 With proportional adjustment 
Other vertex dependencies can also be defined in order to further refine the elastic 
impression given by the model. Increasing the number of vertices adjusted in this manner 
will have a corresponding increase in the computation required to render each frame. 
However, the complete model (see Figure 4.6) utilises 38 matched vertices and only 2 
proportionally adjusted vertices (those at the corners of the mouth). This is in comparison to 
the 83 vertices that would have to be adjusted in each frame for a fully elastic 
implementation. In addition to reducing the vertex manipulations required by 50%, a further 
advantage is that these proportional adjustments can be used to provide semantic 
pararneterisation of the face. 
Figure 4.6 : The final simplified facial schema (Angus model). 
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4.2.4 Reduced Complexity Facial Modelling 
Although the vertex skinning gives the impression of a single continuous object with no gaps 
evident between sub-objects there are further problems. Figure 4.3 shows the sub-object that 
represents the jaw and the top lip object denoted by B. In (i) the skull object has been wire-
frame rendered so that vertex A on the jaw object can be seen as being separate but 
contiguous to a similar point on the skull. In (ii) the jaw has been skinned and the skull 
Gouraud rendered so that the matching between objects is evident. 
;CT 
(i) 	(ii) 
Figure 4.3 Detail of jaw model 
Although the vertex matching efficiently melds disparate objects into a continuous whole 
Figure 4.4 demonstrates a problem with attempting to model an elastic surface with discrete 
objects. A series of images of the jaw in successive states of opening are shown. As call be 
seen the matched vertices at the corners of the mouth do not behave as if part of an elastic 
surface. 
I4c - . 
Figure 4.4 : Matched Vertex Jaw 
Although this is a problem, a compromise between full elastic vertex modelling and the 
vertex matching can be achieved through the introduction of linearly proportional 
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4.2.5 Parameter/sat/on of the model 
Rather than use large data sets to animate vertices between visemes the linear proportional 
adjustment used for the vertices at the corners of the mouth was extended so that a set of 
specific mappings (see Figure 4.1) could be defined. This set of mappings allow the visemes 
and phatic cues to be model independent as well as providing and specific proportional 
adjustments that are required. The parameters chosen for the base facial schema are an 
interdependent sub-set of the prime muscles of the face as shown in Figure 2.2. The 
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Figure 4.7 : Muscle parameterisation of the face 
Although the reduced parameter set does not give the full control that a one-to-one mapping 
would, the core basic actions of the face are covered. This was judged to be reasonable 
compromise for the base facial schema used. Even though most muscle groups are used in 
some form, several are unused by the parameter set. 
Orbicularis Oculi : Tightly closing the eyes through the action of this muscle causes 
heavy wrinkling of the skin which is difficult to represent on the base facial schema. 
/ 
Temporalis 
Palpebral section of 	:1  
Zvgomaiic minor 	Z_minor 
2vgomatic major 	Z_major 
daequenasi  
ifasseter 	Masseter \/ 
• 	 - 	 . Buccinator.  
Riso,ius 	Risorius 
1 	
-•- -•- I P/at isma 
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• Buccinator : The movement of this muscle requires modelling of the cheeks that is not 
evident in the base facial schema. 
• Mentalis: There is little point in allowing for the action of this muscle on such a facial 
schema. 
• Temporalis : The action of this muscle is the exact opposite of the masseter. These 
muscles extend and retract the jaw. This action can be achieved by a single parameter since 
variables, unlike muscles, can operate negatively. 
• Platyisma: A muscle that raises the skin of the neck has little reasonable effect on the 
state of the face. 
The muscle level group of parameters is defined as the first level descriptor layer. This first 
level of parameterisation is defined along with its resulting action on the face model. These 
parameters are directly related to the action of the muscles on a particular face and are 
therefore model dependent. In order to describe these model specific parameters the VMX 
descriptor language was extended to allow variables. Also, an aspect descriptor was defined 
so that values could be linked between differing data sets. For example, the horizontal 
position of the vertices that make up the corners of the mouth might be linked to the angle of 
rotation of the jaw clump. In order to achieve this data set abstraction, aspect identifiers have 
the following form; 
[Type] : [Primary Identifier ]: [Secondary Identifier]: [Property] 
The type argument defines whether the model aspect belongs to a variable (var) or an object. 
If there is no type argument the parser treats the aspect identifier as a floating point number 
and parses the string definition through the C function atof. If the type argument defines the 
aspect to belong to a variable then the sole following primary identifier holds the variable's 
name. No further arguments are required as variables only have a floating point value and 
require no further descriptors to be identified. If the type is object then the primary identifier 
will be the object's string identifier as defined with the assoc command. If a secondary 
identifier is present the aspect identifier belongs to a vertex. In such a case the secondary 
identifier is parsed as an integer that defines the vertex offset in the array of vertices that 
make up the object's mesh. If the secondary identifier argument is absent then the aspect 
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properly argument will relate to the property of the vertex or object that is being referred to. 
A range of examples is given in Table 4.3 below. 
var: open Variable named 'open'. 
object : jaw: xangle Angle of rotation in the x-plane of the 
object named 'jaw'. 
object : jaw: 12 : xset X plane position of the 12th vertex in the 
object named 'jaw'. 
Table 4.3 : Examples of aspect identifiers. 




Once the variables have been defined the action they have on the model has to be described. 
This is acheived through the link command. 
link Aspectl Aspect2 degree 
The link command places a structure in a link stack that is traversed every time the 
UpdateConstraints function is called. The link command above results in; 
Aspect2 = degree x Aspecti 
Since this linking between aspects of the model is carried out between every rendered frame, 
and the possibility exists that there may be cross dependent links, some form of conflict 
resolution may be required. There are no restrictions on which aspects may be linked 
therefore it is difficult to define the resulting behaviour of complex mappings between 
diverse aspects of the model. Even with conflict resolution, cyclic links would produce 
behaviour that would be difficult to predict and difficult to debug if the number of links is 
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link p q 0.9 
link q x 1.1 
link x p -1.0 
In this example p is indirectly dependent on itself. Conflict resolution could offer some 
manner of managing links where p depends on two contradictory aspects but the cyclic 
nature of self dependency is difficult to resolve. It was decided to adopt the simplest 
approach whereby each link is enacted once per rendered frame. The links are acted in the 
order in which they appear in the VMX file. in this way as each link command is parsed it 
can be added to the base of a link stack that can be traversed top to bottom during each call 
to UpdateConstraints. However, even with this simple sequential parsing it is difficult to 
author a valid set of links that mimic the muscle groups of the face. For example. the 
vertices at the corners of the mouth have to be moved inwards and upwards as the jaw 
opens. They also have to be offset from their initial position in the x and y planes by a linked 
relationship to the masseter variable. For example; 
0 :!~ var:rnasseter< I 
Veex 	 where: 
link var:masseter vertex:xinc 0.4 
link var:masseter vertex:yinc -0.2 
Since the vertex has initial x and y values the masseter parameter has to have an incremental 
effect from this initial position. Therefore the xinc and yinc properties are used that 
increment in the x and y planes. However, this increment of the vertex's x and y position 
will occur at every frame. The state of affairs would be simplified if all the vertices 
positions and object rotations were reset to a default before the link stack was processed. In 
this way the links would not have to describe perfectly the entire state of the face but would 
only have to define deformations from the initial state of the model. This is somewhat 
similar to the muscle action on the relaxed state of the face. If the face model is to be reset to 
its initial state every frame then the entire vertex data set would have to be re-mapped into 
the model. This would considerably increase computation time for each frame and have the 
added disadvantage that any alterations to the face that do not require resetting will have to 
be re-mapped back to their non-default state every frame. A compromise is to only reset 
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by inserting links with floating point aspect identifiers that set the vertex's x and y position 
to its default before the masseter links are inserted on the link stack. Therefore in order to 
reset the jaw's spatial position in the z-plane to zero and the vertices at the corners of the 
mouth to their default positions a series of initial reset links are declared for the base facial 
schema. 
link 0 object:jaw:zset 1.0 
link 0.4 object :jaw:19:xset 1.0 
link -0.4 object: jaw:18:xset 1.0 
link 0.46 object: jaw: 19 :yset 1.0 
link 0.46 object:jaw:18 :yset 1.0 
link -0.56 object:jaw:19:zset 1.0 
link -0.56 object:jaw:lB:zset 1.0 
The properties set in the above links relate to the x, y and z positions in Euclidean space.The 
full range of VMX properties for aspect identifiers in given in the table below. 
xset Sets the X position. xinc Increments the X position. 
yset Sets the Y position. yinc Increments the Y position. 
zset Sets the Z position. zinc Increments the Z position. 
xangle Sets the X plane rotation. xrot Increments the X rotation. 
yangle Sets the Y plane rotation. yrot Increments the Y rotation. 
zangle Sets the Z plane rotation. zrot Increments the Z rotation. 
Table 4.4: VMX aspect properties. 
The rotation properties shown in Table 4.4 have no effect on vertices if applied to them. The 
rotations of objects for a dialogue based interface is non-trivial. All rotations in real-time 3D 
graphics are handled by 4x4 matrices. Unfortunately for ease of use by naive users rotations 
are non-transniutable. Therefore; 
A.B*B.A 
This makes describing rotations a laborious process. It is not a simple case for a sensible 
rotation matrix to be applied to an object if the user gives a command such as "rotate the jaw 
in the x plane" or "turn the head right". Although humans always know what it means to turn 
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one's head right the non-transmutable nature of the rotations means that meaningful 
rotational directions are rapidly lost. In order to maintain some semblance of control for the 
user a matrix winding approach was adopted. 
If the three planar rotation matrices are defined as rX, rY and rZ then the non-transmutable 
matrix problem means that, 
rX.rY.rZ * rY.rZ.rX * rZ.rX.rY etc. 
therefore rX.rY.rZ.rN is unknown. 
Where rN is another rotation about one of the planar axes. However, if the default state of 
the clump before any rotations is stored in a rotational matrix, sayrD, and the rX, rYand rZ 
rotations are wound on in strict order. Then the addition of a new rotation, say about the x 
axis frN,9,  can be safely applied if. 
rC = rD.rX.rN.rY.rZ 
where rC is the final object rotation. As long as the new planar rotations are inserted in the 
same order from the default frame then the rotational behaviour will be consistent and 
meaningful to the user. Therefore, each of the post default x, y and z offset rotations are 
stored separately and every time a new rotation about a plane p occurs the corresponding 
stored planar rotation is modified and then the sequence of offset matrices are applied to the 
stored default state in order. 
rP = rP.rN pthenrC = rD.rX.rY.rZ 
So far the described links have been translated into a single link stack on a one to one basis. 
However, the action of some variables or aspects may apply to many parts of the model. 
Therefore a link stack of the form shown in Figure 4.8 was devised. 
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First Link 	Aspect 	AsPect 20 j 
AsPect1( j- AsPect 2(1) 
.07 Aspect 1(--. t2(mH Aspectl(m,) 	 etc 
One to many relationship 
ASP8Ct1(p-y_* ASPect 2() 
Standard Link Stack 
Figure 4.8 : The link stack. 
The left hand column in Figure 4.8 describes the standard one-to-one relational mapping link 
stack. Link rn has a further dimension of dependent aspects and describes a one to many 
relationship of the type that is required by the muscle variables. To describe such one to 





object: jaw: 19 :XjflC -0.0015 
object:jaw:18:xinc 0.0015 
object: jaw: 19 :yinc 0.00050 
object:jaw:18:yinc 0.00050 
object: jaw: 19: zinc 0.00025 
object:jaw:18:zinc 0.00025] 
The full complement of muscle groups can be defined in this way. Although the muscle 
variables give complete mappings from specific models to the model-independent 
definitions the muscle names are hardly in everyday common use. Since the system is 
designed to be dialogue controlled at every level a second layer of semantic mappings was 
added (see Table 4.5). 
c lose_right_eye R_Orb_Ocul i 
close_left_eye L_Orb_Ocul i 
raise_right_brow R_Frontalis 
raise— left—brow LFrontalis 
open_mouth Masseter 
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These second layer parameters, like the first layer, were defined such that their action ranged 
from no effect to full action as the variable was raise from zero to unity. This allowed a 
simpler understanding of individual parameter effects 0.5 in the smile parameter resulted in 
half  full smile. For the mapping between independent viseines and the muscle groups three 




Each of these cue exaggerators were defined as variables which map between the muscle 
parameters and the defined visemes. These exaggerator variables allow the degree of lip 
movement to be exaggerated or subdued without having to adjust all the muscle groups' 
degree parameters. 
4.2.6 Action Stacks 
In order to enact visernes and other muscle actions an knowledge stack of known actions was 
created. Each action pushed onto the stack is defined by a defaction structure. 
struct defaction 
char name [MAX CHARS +1] 
instruction *jflst. 
struct defaction *last. 
Each defriclion has an associated string name so that it can be referred to in dialogue (e.g. 
blink, smile, etc.). The dc/action also stores the parsed pseudo-code from a VMX 
instruction. 
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Each possible VMX instruction has a corresponding byte code which is stored together with 
up to four parameters that are cast to void*.  Such a pseudo-code instruction is simple to 
execute through a command switch statement that recasts the void*  parameters back to their 
correct types. This is possible since every VN4X command takes a strict order of parameters 
which can be easily coded into a set of pointers to the referenced aspect of the model. The 
parsing cycle encodes all VMX instructions into their struct representation which is then 
passed for immediate execution. This cycle is only broken by the action command that 
defines a new action. e.g. 
action i 
xset var:open 	10 
xset var:purse 10 
xset var:roundirig 10 
} 
The i action defined above represents the viserne required for the machine readable phonetic 
alphabet (MRPA) grapheme for the i phone. The VMX parsing loop with the action sub-loop 
follows the behaviour outlined in Figure 4.9. 
Encode instruction 
structure 
Action Loop Deode 
Default loop instruction 
Decode and execute Read from file 
instruction 	 Yes Is it a  n action 
Back to default F] 4 ending? 
No Is it an action 
deceleration? 	
N Store in last action on knowledge stack 
Ye to  
IF 
action loo Action n 
Create new action  Action 2 




Figure 4.9: The VMX parsing loops. 
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Each action on the knowledge stack stores a series of instructions. Once a knowledge stack 
containing a series of known defined actions has been created a method of passing actions to 
the execution function is required. To process an action on the knowledge stack a VMX do 
command was added. When the do command is executed the knowledge stack is searched 
until the required defaclion is found. The stored instructions in the tic,  faction are then passed 
into the execution function to be processed. This approach allows a single action such as an 
isolated viseme to be produced. However, for a complete utterance to be lip synchronised a 
sequential series of actions at set precise time frames have to be carried out. In order to 
acheive this a further then VMX command was added. 
do [actiono] [timeo] then [action ii  [time i] then ......etc. 
e.g. 
do 	t to 
then ai ti 
then m t2 
These do/then sequences require delayed execution so that actions can be carried out a key 
frames. Therefore an ac/ion stack is built which references defactions in the knowledge 
stack. The simplest method of building an action stack would be to register each action on 
the stack along with the time it should execute. Therefore. 
Register(2) 	[ action 'm' 1, <parse time> + t2 + ti + to 
Register(1) { action 'ail ] , <parse time> + ti + to 
Register(0) : [ action 't' ], <parse time> + to 
With such an stack each action is registered together with the time the do/then command was 
parsed summed with the delay times of the actions. In this case the UpdateConsirainis 
processing function can traverse the stack before each frame is rendered and process any 
actions that have expired beyond their delay time. 
Such an approach to the action stack introduces excessive processing between each frame. 
The UpdateConstraints function has to check the expiry time of delayed actions even though 
their execution time is known to be after other instructions on the stack. In order to obviate 
the need for this over checking a second level of indirection was introduced. This as 
achieved through the use of an action link. 
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struct action—link *next; 
The second level indirection action links reference each successive action in the do/then list. 
Each action link also stores the corresponding delay (tO, ti, t3, etc.). Now when the 
UpdaleConsiraints function traverses the action stack it only checks the first referenced 
action link to check its execution times. If it has expired the action links referenced action is 
passed on to be processed by the execution function. The execution function will process all 
commands in the defined action which may include further do/then commands. In this case 
the action stack is duly augmented and new action links are formed. The action link that has 
expired is deleted and its referencing action stack is altered to reference the next action link 
in the sequence. If there are no remaining action links to reference then the action stack 
register is deleted and the UpdateConstraints function moves on up the remainder of the 
stack checking for further expiring action links. 
M 	Action 
ai 	Action  
Action Link Action Stack 
4 







Knowledge Stack Indirection Action Stack 
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4.2.7 Linear Interpolation 
The defined viseme actions and the action stack can be used to sequence a series of key 
frames that represent mouth shapes used during utterances. However, the mouth does not 
move from one viseme to another instantaneously. Therefore some provision for 
interpolating between face states is required. Some method for directly interpolating between 
the key frames could have been designed. This would have been a complex approach since 
visemes themselves are not static states. When the phonemes associated withp and b are 
uttered the visernes require mouth closure followed by aspirated or non-aspirated release. 
Therefore a method for describing motion visemes was required that would allow them to be 
concatenated into utterances. Further to this, in order to maintain the genericity inherent in 
the VMX commands, it is desirable to separate interpolated movements from instantaneous 
ones. In order to achieve this a specific move to command was introduced. 
move to <aspectl> <aspect2> <time ms> 
When a tnove to command is executed a definove structure is added to an interpolation 
stack. The interpolation stack is similar in form to the action stack but it requires no 
indirection. 
struct defmove 
aspect *moveto ; 
aspect *movething; 
long *goal time; 
long last time; 
float start pos; 
mt delete it; 
struct defmove *last, *next ; 
Each registered struct in the interpolation stack stores two aspect definitions and the system 
time at which the interpolation should be completed. Each time the UpdaleConsirainis 
function is called it traverses the interpolation stack processing each defnzove such that: 
aspec12 = aspect2 + 
(a.pe1 I —u.specl2)xdl 
where: 
di = ti/ne currefli - iimei, 
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Once each defrnove has been processed its stored lime/0t  is updated to the current time 
(timecurrenü. This function handles inconsistent frame rates since dt can change on a per 
frame basis. Therefore di is calculated every call to the UpdaieConsiraints function. The one 
failure in the calculation of di is when it traverses the goal time when the interpolation 
should have finished. 
dt 
Et 
Last time 	Goal time 	Current time 
Figure 4.11 : di spans the goal time. 
In the case where di spans the goal time there is an error El. One possible resolution would 
be to subtract the error from di before performing the final interpolation step. However, 
since a conditional test is required to delete the expired defrnove from the interpolation stack 
it is simpler to enforce equality within the conditional statement. 
if( GetSystemTime() >= dmove->goal time ) { 




II Adjust aspect2 as per interpolation function... 
An advantage to forced equality is that as the frame rate increases the meandi will decrease 
in size and the margin for compound rounding error in the interpolation function will 
increase. Forced equality will remove this interpolation error. Further to this the aspects 
being interpolated between are evaluated each frame. Therefore aspect I is evaluated every 
frame which allows move_los to be overlapped and still remain consistent. For example, 
with overlapped move los predefined emotion actions such as smiling can be carried out 
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4.2.8 Cosine Lip Movement 
The animation algorithm incorporated into the 3D SAM allows objects, sub-objects, and 
individual vertices to be linearly interpolated between target points in time. Although this is 
sufficient to cover a wide range of general uses and to animate the lips for the Angus base 
facial schema (see Figure 4.6) there are further problems if life-like faces are to be realised. 
The most common manner of building like-like computer generated characters is to collect 
the mesh data from real people. This is usually achieved through the use of a 3D scanning 
laser or more safely by the use of 3D stereo photogrammetry (Foley, 1993). The face shown 
in Figure 4.12 was collected through the use of a 3D photgrammetric scanner. Once the 
basic mesh and texture were extracted from the input data Gouraud VRML model could be 
rendered by a standard viewer (Pesce, 1995). 
Figure 4.12 : Rachel 3D laser scan mesh and solid Gouraud VRML render. 
Utilising either laser scanning or stereo photogrammetry life-like models can be readily 
built. However, the need to animate them usually tends computer graphics programmers to 
build muscle model simulations in order to achieve as life-like animation as possible. Since 
accurate simulation is not the goal of this thesis but simplified dialogue based interaction is a 
method for animating realistic models with large numbers of vertices around the lips was 
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Figure 4.13 : The Pharaoh laser scanned mesh. 
The 3D SAM as described can animate individual vertices explicitly. However, since the 
polygon count in such scanned face data sets is very high (typically larger than 4000 
polygons) lip animation through the use of explicitly moving individual vertices would be 
tedious and coniputationally expensive. Therefore a new VMX command was added that 
could define a set of curved vertices that can be stretched in a sinusoidal fashion in a given 
plane. 
curve <axis>: <name>: <object> <numverts> { V 0 V1 v2 
V, I 
This command sets up a curvedef data structure that describes a sinusoidal curve named 
name with amplitude along axis axis that contains a number of vertices num_verts from 







char name [MAX CHARS+l]; 
float x,y,z; 
struct curvedef *last; 
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The curvedef structure stores all the vertices that are listed in the curve command along with 
their initial positions in the model. This allows a calculated sinusoidal curve to be used as a 
vertex offset in a given plane. Since the original positions of the vertices are stored the 3D 
SAM can animate the lips by offsetting the vertex positions along a sinusoid in a given plane 
that is set at some peak amplitude. The VMX curve definitions for the Pharaoh laser scanned 
sarcophagus model (see Figure 4.13) are as follows. 
curve xset:toplipl:head 11 ( 755 806 845 906 960 1017 1092 1150 
1222 1294 1328 
curve xset:toplip2:head 11 { 746 790 835 892 942 1016 1110 1164 
1245 1300 1360 } 
curve xset:low lipl:jaw 11 { 18 21 33 43 50 60 63 71 80 86 98 } 
curve xset:low lip2:jaw 11 { 18 22 32 40 51 54 62 74 82 94 98 } 
The Pharaoh model has 2361 vertices and 4967 polygons. As a result the lip section is 
relatively densely populated by vertices. Therefore two curves for each of the top and 
bottom lips were defined (see Figure 4.14). As each curve only defines an amplitude axis, in 
this case X, the calculated curve could exist in one of two sinusoid planes, in this case Y and 
Z. Therefore, the sinusoid plane is defined by the VMX command that sets the amplitude of 
the curve offset. 
Figure 4.14 : Triangles forming the lips on the Pharaoh model. 
The sinusoidal curve animation is achieved by the application of an offsetting function that 
is called every frame. The function is applied to all the vertices in the curve with VC being 
the currently processed vertex. A is defined as the amplitude of the sinusoid offset curve and 
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curve's plane axis. The function for offsetting the vertices in the Pharaoh model (using 
radians) is shown below. 
VC< VMidy: VCx+A xs ill (x 
Ifist 
VCx = VCx + 	 VC = VMidy: VCx +A 
VC> VMidy: VCx+A x sin( x 	
+disl 
Each rendered frame the vertices in the curve are reset to their original stored positions and 
then the sinusoidal offsets are applied on a per vertex basis with the above function. This 
gives the impression of the lips arching open as the applied amplitude is increased. The 
viseme set used for the Angus base facial schema can be utilised by simple modification of 
the cue exaggerator variables; 
mlink var:open 
object:jaw:xangle 0.1 
object: jaw: 18 :yinc 0.0001 
object: jaw: 98 :y±nc 0.0001 
mlink var:purse 
curve: top lipi : yset 0.00015 
curve :top lip2 :yset 0.0002 
curve: low lipi : yset -0.00015 
curve:1owlip2:yset -0.0002 
mlink var:rounding 
curve: top lipi :xset 0.0002 
curve: top lip2 : xset 0.0002 
curve: low lipi : xset 0.0002 
curve: low lip2 :xset 0.0002 
The Pharaoh model's jaw section was separated as in the Angus model but the lips were left 
as continuous curves. This resulted in the base model rendered as in Figure 4,15. The jaw 
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Figure 4.15 The Pharaoh model with separated jaw. 
4.3 Summary 
This chapter has described the design decisions involved in producing a viable 3D 
representation of a persona that can operate with low computing power. The system devised 
utilises the subsumption framework in order to both allow the 3D persona to be subsumed 
and also to allow it to subsume further functionality that is required. The system makes use 
of a virtual machine which matches interpolated frame animation to real time. Since it has 
been paramount to design a system capable of operating on low cost hardware a rapid form 
Of surface skinning was devised. This minimised virtual skinning makes use of optimised 
static mesh rendering that is contained with retained mode graphics engines. This type of 
static mesh optimising is fed through by graphics engines to hardware rendering if it is 
available. The remaining dynamic parts of the model are skinned by direct vertex matching 
which minimises the computation required by the 3D SAM. Finally, a common problem 
with animated vertex sets is that they are highly model specific. Therefore a number of 
abstraction layers were introduced that allowed viseine. phatic cues, constraints, and human 
relatable mappings to be separated so that they can be applied to any model with a minimal 







Given the central 3D agent that enables the visual aspect of interface personification a range 
of multimodal modules that allow a flow of interaction between the persona and the user are 
needed. Some of these multimodal modules can be subsumptive module wrappers for 
Microsoft WindowsTM'  functionality. Such wrapper modules include AVI and MPEG 
movie players as well as basic button objects and graphics viewers. In addition to these basic 
wrapper modules, speech synthesis and recognition SAMs are required that can be 
subsumed into further dialogue SAMs. As the range of modules is expanded it is apparent 
that the ability to alter the order in which SAMs are subsumed was a powerful functionality 
since it allowed alterations in optimal system design while maintaining backward 
compatibility. 
5.2 Basic Wrapper SAMs 
Microsoft WindowsTM, like other desktop graphical user interfaces, is largely made up of a 
library of objects that can be utilised to produce a program's interface. Unfortunately, 
WindowsTM forces the programmer to include vast amounts of largely unnecessary code in 
order to achieve even moderate results. Much of this problem is removed by the 
subsumption framework which automatically assigns a window handle to an opening agent 
that requires it. In this way individual agents do not have to include repetitive code and can 
instead be rapidly designed with their required functionality in mind. 
However, even though the main windowing code is encapsulated in the subsumption 
framework there are times when further WindowsTM objects are required. Rather than force 
every SAM that may require these basic objects to include the code to produce them from 
the WindowsTM API it was decided to wrap commonly used objects as SAMs in their own 
right. This enabled any SAM to utilise them without any further compilation as they would 
merely have to request an object of type X from the subsumption framework and the 





5.2.1 The Button Wrapper 
One of the most basic functions that a graphical user interface requires is that of buttons for 
mouse or keyboard selection input. As is usual with WindowsTM the provision of buttons is 
a special case that requires the inclusion of large amounts of code for limited return. The 
core C function required by WindowsTM  in order to produce a single button object is 
detailed below; 
HWND button = Createwindow("BUTTON", title, 
WS—VISIBLE I WSCHILD, 
0, 0, rect . right, rect . bottom, 
hWnd,NULL,mmHINSTANCE,NULL); 
Once the button has been created the parent window's message loop has to contain code 
which activates once it is passed button pressed codes. Such code would be SAM dependent 
and therefore the button SAM was devised so that the action carried out on a user selection 
is parent dependent. This was achieved through the formatting of the mmSetString and 
mmAddString SAM functions. The string messages were set to accept colon delimited strings 
of the form; 
<Title> 	<Action> 
The Title is displayed on the button and the Action string is passed back to the subsumption 
parent. In this way the Action string can contain commands that are internally relevant to the 
subsumption parent (e.g. LISP or expert system commands that could invoke some code). 
Since the susbsumption framework provides all SAMs with a virtual desktop window that is 
irrespective of display resolution and given that the relationship of a subsumed SAM's 
window to its parent's window is controlled by the parent, the button SAM's functionality 
could be usefully extended. Standard WindowsTM buttons can only offer the selection of a 
single item. Since the object of the subsumption framework is to simplify the building of 
interfaces through the active use of dialogue then this it is helpful if this limitation is 
removed. This was achieved by expanding the colon delimited definition passed to the 





<Title 1> : <Action 1> , <Title 2> : <Action 2> , ... , 
<Title N> : <Action N> 
This Title. -Action list was parsed and the requisite number of buttons created and arranged to 
fill the button SAM's window. An example of using the button SAM subsumed within the 
3D SAM is shown in Figure 5.1 along with the VMX code required to create the buttons. 
Any choice then made was passed to the parental subsumption module along with its 
appropriate Action string. 
include angus.vmx 
agent buttons x-winOb/button 
1500 100 450 1100 
message buttons: SetString 
-Option l:do optionl 0, 
Option 2:do option2 0- 
Figure 5.1 : Button SAM used as input to 3D SAM. 
5.2.2 Graphics SAM 
Although the button SAM demonstrated that the standard WindowsTM objects could be 
readily encapsulated and utilised more efficiently than by making direct calls to the API 
there are cases when other WindowsTM functionality requires more explicit coding. An 
example of this is the requirement for dialogues to use graphics, both as an output medium 
and as an input user selection mode. Unlike the button SAM, a graphics display SAM need 
not process button presses since a global subsumed child ,nmChildClicked message is posted 
to the subsumption parent by the engine automatically. Since a string can be assigned to the 
child SAM through minSe/ClickSiring all the functions required for user input are 
automatically dealt with. However, one of the subsumption engine's automatic behaviours 
means that extra code is required for graphics display so that the user interface is consistent. 
GetclientRect (hwnd, &rcclient) 
pEitmapinfo = (LPBITMAPINFO) lpDIB2Display; 
hpBits = (HPSTR) &pEitmapinfo->bmiColors 
[pEitmap Info- >bmiHeader . biClrUsed]; 
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The WindowsTM function GeiClieniReci (as shown above) is required in order for the 
graphics SAM to conform to the subsumption engine's virtual desktop model. This is 
because the graphic SAM's window is sized automatically in line with its parent's changes 
so that the relationship between the two is constant. For the behaviour of the graphic SAM to 
remain constant the displayed image has to be stretched to the actual window size rather than 
the virtual desktop size. Hence the size of the window's client area is first fetched (re. 
GeiClientReci) and then the image is stretched using the StretchDlBits Wi ndowsTM 
function call: 
StretchDlBits (hDC, 0,0, 
rcClient . right-rcClient . left, 
rcClient .bottom-rcClient . top, 
0, 0, 
pBitmapinf 0- >bmiHeader . biWidth, 
pBitniapinfo- >bmiHeader . biHeight, 
hpBits, pBitrnapinfo, DIE RGB COLORS, SRCCOPY); 
By utilising a series of public license libraries the graphic SAM was built to be capable of 
displaying a range of file formats including WindowsTM Bitmaps BMPs. GlFs and JPEGs. 
5.2.3 ActiveX Container SAM 
Although variations on the techniques used in the button wrapper and the graphics SAM 
allowed a wide variety of SAMs to be authored there is an ongoing growth ill the use of 
emergent streamed media over the Internet. Such streamed media utilise a variety of 
proprietary codecs and it is therefore impractical to attempt to provide SAMs capable of 
encapsulating the functionality of each one. Although the profusion of streamed media 
players makes the simplification of a dialogue interface that incorporates such technology 
difficult there is a tendency among vendors to provide Web browser plug-in capabilities for 
their stream technology. Under WindowsTM such plug-in capability is based around 
Microsoft's ActiveX technology. Although ActiveX requires an unfortunately large system 
overhead to be included, and therefore has been largely avoided, the fact that its use is 
widespread among streamed technology vendors means that it is ideal for the inclusion of 
large amounts of otherwise unsupported media. 
A further drawback to the ActiveX approach is that although each control can be associated 
with a MIME type there is little else that can be assumed. The component object model 
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(COM) that ActiveX uses is laborious in its loading approach for exporting functionality to 
its parent container. The method devised by Microsoft is extensible but is biased towards 
compile time specifications. This means that it contrasts directly with the subsumption model 
which is run time based. This limits the subsumptive capability of ActiveX controls. As a 
result of this the ActiveX controls can only be useful placed at leaf nodes in thesubsumption 
hierarchy. 
Since ActiveX controls could only he used in a limited fashion as leaf nodes vitliin an 
given hierarchy an ActiveX SAM could be written as an almost standard generic COM 
object wrapped in a basic subsumptive DLL. This, coupled with the complexity of 
programming ActiveX controls from the direct WindowsTM application programming 
interface (API), led to the adoption of Microsoft's foundation classes (MFC) as the core 
basis for producing a generic COM container. By utilising MFC as a superclass container a 
simple leaf node SAM was written with only the mrnLoadFile message enabled. This basic 
SAM, upon receiving an ,n,nLoadFile message, checks the computer's registry and loads the 
relevant ActiveX control. Once this has been achieved the loaded control is the passed the 
relevant file. If a suitable control is not found then a NULL error is returned and the 
subsumptive parent can take any relevant action that is possible. 
5.2.4 Other SAMs 
A number of other wrapper SAMs were produced that ranged over a core set of user 
interface requirements. The basic range developed during the course of this thesis work is 
listed below. 
Blank SAM 
The blank SAM is the DLL template for all other SAMs. On its own it has no functionality 
apart from serving the requisite function calls from the subsumptive engine in order to be 
assigned a valid I-IWND and be associated with a MIME type "x-ccir/blank". The C code for 







The Text/n SAM provides similar input functionality to that provided by the button SAM. 
However, the Textln agent takes keyboard typed input and passes the entered string to its 
subsumptive parent. It is used for multimedia dialogues that contain a large enough number 
of nodes that some mechanism for choosing between them apart from listing all possibles 
has to be provided. 
TextOut SAM 
The Te.vtOut SAM simply achieves the opposite of the Texthi SAM. It provides the function 
of a textual output information window for dialogues that require supportive text other than 
that uttered by the persona. 
TextTalk SAM 
The TexiTalk SAM provided UNIX talk' program style interaction between two or more 
users so that they could communicate with one another while they interacted with other 
aspects of a networked service. 
Ova 
rem: Hi there Mr Purple. 
tirple: And hello to you too Mr Green. 
teen: I understand this demonstrates the persistent text version. 
urple: Yes, but the non-persistent version is still under development. 
reen: I understand. It's a much more difficult problem. 
Ia. 
Ilgure 	A stonehenge orId with Avatars and a 7ev/Talk SAM. 
Since the subsumption system was devised to be as generic as possible while maintaining 
simplicity it is a logical step to propose that the automated persona system can be used to 





the TexiTalk SAM that allows groups of users to communicate with one another while 
inhabiting a Stonehenge world'. The Text Talk connections between users are set up by an 
initialisation file or string sent to the inniSeiSiring or rnmLoadFile message functions. The 
initialisation commands for the example in Figure 5.3 are shown below. 
Me Purple 
ChatTo Green: harpi . ccir . ed. ac . uk  
ChatTo Red:walrus.ccir.ed.ac.uk 
ChatTo Yellow: topcat . ccir. ed. ac . uk  
ChatTo Blue:benji.ccir.ed.ac.uk 
ChatTo Tan: calvin. ccir. ed. ac . uk  
The Text Talk initialisation commands set out the local user's name and which other users 
they should set-up peer-to-peer connections. The ChatTo commands set the remote user's 
name and the remote machine to which the socket connection should be made. The socket 
connections are managed by the subsumption engine's peer-to-peer connection service 
functions which enable the Text Talk SAM to operate without a central server. 
BubbleOut SAM 
[he BubbleOul SAM was devised so that non-persistent dialogue text could be displayed in 
association with a single avatar or an expert persona. Whereas the Text Talk SAM showed 
past conversational text that may confuse a naive user that is interacting with an on-screen 
persona it was envisaged that there may be times when non-persistent text would be 
advantageous. Such text could be used to support audible persona dialogue with text for 
hearing impaired users. 
Ic:jIxI 
Angus: Hello. 
Figure 5.4: The BubbleOut SAM in operation. 
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The BubbleOui' SAM shown in Figure 5.4 is an extension of the Texi Talk SAM with a single 
added configuration command; 
Bubble x-ccir/vmx angus.vmx 
The Bubble command loads a subsumed SAM and overlays cartoon style bubble text over it 
as information arrives either from the subsumed agents or from other peer-to-peer connected 
SAMs. 
5.3 Pre-recorded Prompts 
In addition to the basic wrapper SAMs a key functionality required of the persona system is 
the playback and lip synchronisation of pre-recorded audio prompts. In order to achieve this 
a basic media player SAM was written that uses the WindowsTM Multimedia API (MAP!). 
Microsoft's MAPI allows programs to issue high level audio and video playing commands 
and leave the operating system to interpret the relevant files with whichever codecs are 
installed. In this way the playing of MPEG, AVI, WAV and AIFF files can be easily 
incorporated into a SAM's capabilities. 
5.3.1 Hand Synchronised Audio Prompts 
With the MAP! media player SAM the 3D agent can easily be used to sequence a set of 
visernes timed to coincide with the playback of pre-recorded speech. Once the VMX 
command to load a new MAPI SAM has been issued the relevant prompt file can be 
included which lip synchronises speech to a pre-recorded utterance. 
Figure 5.5 show a typical pre-recorded utterance of a speaker saying Hello'. In order to 
hand segment the utterance it is viewed both as a standard waveform and as a spectrogram. 
The human segmenter can then listen to sections of the waveform and decide which 
phonemes are present and where they begin and end. 
RK 
0 	23 	 180 	 252 	 360 	 442 
H 	 I 	 ou 
Figure 5.5 : Waveform and spectrogram of 'Hello' utterance. 
Once each phoneme segment is identified a VMX file can be written for the utterance using 
the MRPA action list which is defined in the general definitions for the 3D SAM; 
Module voice sound/x-wav -1 -1 0 0 
Message hello, way Module: voice : load 
do # 0 
then h 23 
then @ 157 
then 1 72 
then ou 108 
then 4* 82 
This set of VMX commands initially creates a new subsumed MAPI module named voice. 
Once the MAPI module has been loaded it is sent a message to load the 'hello. wav' file. The 
MAPI SAM immediately starts playing the media file that it has loaded. Therefore the 
following set of do/then commands offset their initialisation from a zero time interval. The 
viserne states therefore follow a set sequence of discrete lip movements. The transitions for 
the general to specific mappings set of mouth variables described as cue exaggera/or,s 










Figure 5.6 : Cue exaggerator transitions over hello.wav 
The exaggerator transitions shown in Figure 5.6 follow the action definitions that describe 
the viseme list. The VMX viseme action definitions are described in Appendix C. The 
transition graph's most prominent feature is the peak in lip rounding at the onset of the ou 
phoneme which demonstrates how the lip shape changes as the pre-recorded utterance is 
played back. Although the 3D persona system along with the MAPI can playback lip-
synchronised speech there are some psychological issues that need to be taken into account. 
5.3.2 Psychological Issues 
There are several human psychological factors that have to be investigated within the field 
of computer generated interactive persona. However, one particularly important aspect of 
visually cued speech perception is that of the effect of poorly synchronised visual and audio 
cues. It is not satisfactory within a multitasking, multimedia environment to expect a 
particular level of computation power for visual or audio channels or that the relationship 
between them will remain constant. Some degree of asynchronism will occur and therefore 
any animation algorithm devised should encompass the psychological confines involved. 
One such psychological aspect with respect to virtual personae is the McGurk effect (1976). 
McGurk showed that there is a complex interdependency between visual and audio cues 
given to listeners when they observe a talking face. Furthering this work Massaro et al. 
(1996) showed that there is a discrepancy in the level of deterioration of intelligibility 
between leading and lagging visual information with respect to the audio speech. They show 
that the detrimental effect of asynchronous audio visual speech is greatest when the audio 
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precedes the video rather than vice versa. When audio lags behind the video a delay of as 
much as 200 milliseconds remains unnoticed. However, when the video lags the audio a 
delay in excess of 100 milliseconds becomes unacceptable. Therefore, there seems to be an 
acceptable lag window of up to 300 milliseconds within which any lip synchronisation 
animation algorithm should operate. 
With this information, the graph in Figure 5.6 can be re-analysed with respect to this 
psychological window of acceptance. The animation algorithm begins the onset of the 
viserne at the point at which the relevant phoneme becomes audible. The example shown 
completes the onset of the viseme in at most SOrns. This is well within the 100 ms window of 
acceptance for when audio leads video. However, further to this the maximum phoneme 
duration in the 'hello' example is 108 ms. The sustain period after the finalisation of the 
viseme for this / utterance is 58 ms. This is a fraction of the overall 300 ms window of 
acceptance. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that alterations to the animation of a 
detail finer than this will make little difference to perception effects since they are well 
within the perception acceptance window. Since this is the case it was decided that finer 
level elastic modelling of the lips was not required as it would significantly increase the 
computation required with possibly only moderate improvements in perception of quality. 
5.3.3 Overlapped linear visual animation 
There is a further issue to be resolved. Although the sustain periods in a general utterance 
are well within the window of acceptance there is a problem in the way in which the audio 
and video channels are synchronised. Even if the video and audio are synchronised perfectly 
at the zero time interval from which the viseme animation is calculated the visual aspect is 
lagging the audio since the onset of the viserne does not commence until the audible 
phoneme is beginning. If there is any further delay between the playback of the audio stream 
and the beginning of the viseme animation, say through sudden heavy load on the users 
computer system, then it is evident that the visual aspect may slip beyond the 100 ms 
acceptable window for visual lag. However, the window of acceptance provides a method 
for overcoming this eventuality. 
From a phonemically labelled database of 200 sentences of English speech the mean 
duration of the phonemes bounded by their standard deviation is shown in Figure 5.7. The 
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maximum mean phoneme duration is for oi which is 180.03 ms with a standard deviation of 
49.95 ms. This is within the 300ms lag window for audio visual lag. This supports the earlier 
conclusion that the timing of precise closures and sub-phoneme duration movements of the 
lips can be disregarded since they should not greatly affect users' perception of the system 





Figure 5.7 : English Received Pronunciation phoneme durations (ms). 
Once sub-phoneme duration events are disregarded a purely linear interpolation between the 
viseme mouth states can be safely adopted. Since the 3D SAM interpolation algorithm is 
required to operate in a multimedia environment where frame rates will be variable due to 
changing application load no pre-computation of the interpolation is undertaken. At each 
frame the correct interpolated value of each variable is calculated immediately prior to 
rendering. 
However, there is still the problem associated with possible delays between the onset of 
playback of the audio stream and the viseme animation. In order to cover this eventuality the 
initial non-silence viseme onset time is shifted in the time domain by up to lOOms which is 
halfway along the audio lag window of acceptance. This allows a maximum lag between the 
onset of the audio and the onset of the visenie animation of 200ms. In addition it also allows 
for the audio to slip by lOOms and the animation will still remain within the window of 
acceptance. This represents a slip window of 3.3% audio lag error and a 6.6% viseme lag 
error over a 3 second utterance. Such an error margin was considered wide enough to cover 
most animation conditions in even heavily loaded or poor computing power situations. 
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The animation algorithm therefore becomes adapted such that the do/then commands are 
appropriately adjusted to maximise the window of acceptance. When an utterance is output 
the current time in milliseconds is stored (Tbegin) and the audio data is played. The 
phoneme time markers are adjusted such that; 
tPm = (Tbeg i n  + TPm) - 100 ms 
Where tpm is the time marker for the phoneme. This overlaps the visual time marker for the 
phoneme onto the previous audible phoneme. This is done in order that the timing used in 
the animation of the lips is closer to the beginning of the audio visual lag window which 
begins when the visual aspect of the persona dialogue is approximately 200rns ahead of the 
audio. This gives a maximum allowable visual rendering lag of 200ms before the system 
would suffer from asynchronism outside the lag window. During the audio playback, at each 
rendered frame (tFn), the interpolated value of each cue exaggerator lip  state variable (Vs) is 
calculated. 
::zr:°z: t1 
pm_I 	tp 	 m 	
Time 
F 	F 
where 	= tFn - tFn.J 
Vs 	
tFn <tPm : VSrn - 1 + Sv  m tpm+i_tp ) = 
} L tFfl ~!tpm : VS m 1+VS m 1 
where: AVS = AVS - 
Where Vsm is the value of the lip state variable V 5 at phoneme m. 
These adjustments to the animation algorithm are achieved by reducing the delay inserted 
before the first audible phoneme is uttered. In the case of the hello.wav pre-recorded 
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utterance described earlier the maximum shift achievable was 23 ms. In order to achieve this 
the do/then commands were simply re-written as follows; 
do h 0 
then @ 157 
then 1 72 
then ou 108 
then # 82 
In order to analyse the benefits of the overlapped animation approach both objective data 
and subjective data had to be gathered. The system's audio visual lag had to be inspected 
with regard to the psychological confines. User's attitudes also had to be examined in order 
to assess whether the approximations in the animation were satisfactory. The analysis of user 
attitudes is covered in chapter 6. 
5.3.4 Objective System Analysis 
The benchmark system used to test the quantitative aspects of the approach was a 90 MHz 
Intel Pentium based personal computer with a standard (non-accelerated) PCI graphics card 
and 16 Mbytes of memory. This was considered to be very low-end desktop machine which 
would seriously test the framework's capabilities in a restrictive environment. The polygon 
and vertex count for the Gouraud shaded basic schema face model used during the analysis 
is shown in Table 5.1. 






Skull 1 237 257 
Eye 2 180 161 
Eyelid 4 52 38 
Jaw 1 28 27 
Top Lip 1 24 20 
Lower Lip 1 31 28 
Total 888 806 
Table 5.1 : Base facial schema model statistics 
In order to investigate the effectiveness of the animation lip synchronising algorithm 
objectively during playback of pre-recorded prompts frame rate and rendering load data 
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were gathered. Frame rates for the virtual persona at resolutions ranging from 10000 pixels 





10000 	 40000 	 00000 	 6000 	 250000 
Pixels 
Figure 5.8 : Frame rates for Virtual Persona on a 90 MHz Pentium PC 
At 10000 pixels the frame rate measured was 47fps. This is well in excess of film frame 
rates (24 fps) which are considered suitable for showing facial interactions. 22 fps is still 
achieved at 90000 pixels which is still close to film frame rates. Taking the scenario where 
only one frame is rendered per phoneme it is possible to calculate the maximum persona 
resolution allowed. The mean phoneme length in the speech database is 94.34 ms. This gives 
a minimum frame rate of 10.6 fps. This frame rate is still achieved by the virtual persona at 
250000 pixel resolution. At this resolution the virtual persona would occupy half of an 800 
by 600 resolution screen. Such a resolution range is considered acceptable for multimedia 
applications since the persona system would have to simultaneously coexist with other on 
screen media. 
It is not enough to consider the average frame rate alone. In order to avoid the problems that 
asynchronous audio visual information can introduce, the time taken to render the three 
dimensional facial representation after the viseme interpolation has been calculated must be 
less than the audio visual lag window. The time taken for virtual persona animation frames 





















Figure 5.9 : Render times for Virtual Persona 
It can be seen that the render times are relatively stable at any particular resolution. The 
extreme peaks evident at every resolution level coincide with the beginning of a new 
phoneme and audio stream and represent the computation of the phoneme time markers and 
the operating system multitasking between the 3D persona SAM and the MAP! SAM audio 
stream. These peaks effectively occur between vocal prompts and therefore do not degrade 
animation during lip synchronisation itself. The average render time at 250000 pixel 
resolution is less than 80 ms which is well within the 300 ms lag window. 
5.4 FSM Dialogue SAM 
The objective testing of the 3D SAM lip synchronising the base facial schema with pre-
recorded prompts shows that the system is technically capable of presenting an 
anthropomorphised interface to a user. Further subjective appraisal work is covered in 
chapter 6 but before this could be undertaken further capabilities had to be incorporated into 
the subsumption system. 
A finite state dialogue is an interaction that occurs over a predefined set of stable states. 
These dialogues are effectively controlled by a finite state machine and are represented as 





On Completion 	On Completion 	On Completion 
......................... 
Set-up SAMs 	Play 	Welcome 	Play 
LogoAppear User LogoHide 
Figure 5.10 : Simple finite state introduction 'dialogue'. 
The simple finite state dialogue shown in Figure 5.10 describes the introduction sequence 
that could occur at the beginning of a conversation. The begin node sets up the subsumed 
SAMs that are required by the interaction and then moves on to the welcome nodes. The 
LogoAppear and LogoHide AVIs are video sequences of a logo that dynamically appear and 
disappear respectively. Between the two transitions the 3D SAM persona is instructed to 
sequence a VMX file that lip synchronises the base facial schema to a pre-recorded welcome 
prompt. Once the complete three node welcome has finished the dialogue moves onto the 
standard service prompts. 
In. order to achieve this type of functionality a SAM was written that parsed a dialogue 
command file. The command file sets up a series of nodes and describes relevant actions that 
are undertaken within each node and the conditions for the transitions between nodes. The 
command description for the simple introduction shown in Figure 5.10 is shown below. 
node begin { 
Module avi video/avi 0 0 2000 1500 
Module face x-ccir/3D 2100 100 350 350 
ModLoad face AngusVoice.vmx 
Goto a } 
node a 
ModLoad avi LogoAppear.avi 
OnTask b } 
node b { 
SetMod face 0 0 2000 1500 
SetMod avi 2100 10 10 10 
ModString face -include hello.vmx-. 





OnTask d ) 
0 2000 1500 
LogoHide . avi 





This dialogue utilises the 3D SAM which loads a VMX file that loads the base facial schema 
and subsumes the MAP] SAM. Node b instructs the 3D SAM to parse another VMX file 
that plays the pre-recorded hello.wav file along with the viseme action list described in 
section 5.3. Once node c is complete the dialogue jumps to node d where the service would 
begin. The transitions in the dialogue are achieved through the use of an immediate Goto 
command and a task completion transition through the use of the On Task command. The 
OnTask command is activated when a subsumed SAM reports to its subsumption parent, 
which in this case is the FSM dialogue SAM, that it has completed its task. Further 
commands were incorporated into the FSM dialogue SAM so as to increase its multimedia 
functionality. These command descriptors are described as follows. 
Node{ .....} 
Creates a new node in the finite state machine. The first node to be called is always named 
begin. 
ModOpen <Name> <MIME> X Y WIDTH HEIGHT 
Subsumes a SAM of type MIME called Name. It sizes it using the X, Y, WIDTH and 
HEIGHT parameters. 
ModClose <Name> 
Closes the subsumed SAM called Name. 
ModSize <Name> X V WIDTH HEIGHT 
Resizes the relevant subsumed SAM. 
ModLoad <Name> <File> 
Loads the file File into the SAM called Name. 
OnClick <Name> <Node> 
Describes a transition between the current node and a destination node Node that is activated 





OnWord <Word> <Node> 
Describes a transition between the current node and a destination nodeNode that is activated 
when a subsumed SAM reports a string Word to the FSM SAM. 
Goto <Node> 
Describes a transition between the current node and a destination node Node that is activated 
immediately. 
ModAdd <Name> <File> 
Adds a file File to SAM Name using the mmAddFile protocol. 
Bkgnd <Red> <Green> <Blue> 
Sets the FSM Dialogue SAM's window background to a colour defined by the Red, Blue and 
Green values. Each value ranges from 0 to 255. 
ModTop <Name> 
Sets the Name SAM's window to the top of the operating system's Z order. 
OnTask <Node> 
Describes a transition between the current node and a destination node Node that is activated 
when a subsumed SAM reports that its task has been completed. 
ModString <Name> <String> 
Passes a string String to SAM Name through the mmAddString protocol. 
LoadFile <File> 
Loads in new node definitions from file File, deletes the current finite state machine, and 
parses the remainder of the current node before deleting it. If the node activates a transition 
before it is deleted this transition is upheld. If not then the state jumps to the begin node that 
is described in the new file. 
AddFile <File> 
Loads in extra node definitions that are added to the current finite state machine. Transitions 
continue as normal as described by the command descriptors. Any new nodes loaded that 
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have the same identifier name as ones already in the current finite state machine overwrite 
the old node. 
OnAtask <Name> <Node> 
Describes a transition between the current node and a destination nodeNode that is activated 
when the subsumed SAM Name reports that its task has been completed. 
Cat <Var> <String> 
Concatenates string String into variable Var. If the variable Var does not exist it is created. 
Any of the parameters for the command directives can be replaced by variables. Parsing tests 
first for applicable variables and only then parses the parameter as an atom. Therefore, 
variable names should not be written such that they may conflict with possible command 
parameters. 
ItNull <Var> <Node> 
Allows NULL testing of string variables. Describes a transition between the current node 
and a destination node Node that is activated when if variable Var is NULL. 
SpIitDlg <VarCar> <VarCdr> <VarSrc> 
Similar to the functionalities of Car and Cdr in LISP except that due to the general dialog 
nature of the subsumption approach the SplitDlg function breaks the string variable VarSrc 
into atornical sentences. Therefore, the first sentence in the string VarSrc is placed in the 
variable VarCar and the remainder is placed in VarCdr. 
5.5 Speech Synthesis 
With the MAPI media player SAM pre-recorded prompts could be easily arranged by the 
FSM dialogue SAM into verbal interactions with the persona agent. Although this allows the 
persona system similar functionality to many telephone dialogue systems it does not enable 
complete automation of interactive dialogues with the user. In particular it is difficult to 
allow for computer initiative if all possible verbal prompts have to be pre-recorded by the 
system designer. Therefore there has to be some method for enabling machine synthesis of 
speech. 
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5.5.1 Microsoft SAP! SAM 
There are a number of proprietary APIs for text to speech synthesis. Of these the most freely 
available and readily incorporated into a wide range of desktop PCs is Microsoft's Speech 
API (MSAPI). The MSAPI interface has been designed to allow access at a range of levels 
from end users to low level application programmers. The layered approach that they 




















Figure 5.1 1: © Microsoft SAPI interface. 
The voice command, voice dictation and voice text APIs are the highest level and allow 
simple redirection of output or input from or to any WindowsTM application. The sharing 
object can take text output and convert it to synthesised speech. It can also map voice 
commands to standard WindowsTM functions such as closing windows and launching 
applications. The voice dictation functionality will type anyuser spoken input into a directed 
window that takes keyboard input. 
Although the sharing object APIs allow end users to use MSAPI functionality they are not 
ideal for a subsumption approach. With the subsumption framework each SAM should be 
hierarchically controlled in a manner that can be set-up purely by user dialogue, spoken or 
otherwise. They should autonomously decide on the best course of action to fulfil their task. 
Since the sharing object APIs respond with finally processed information rather than low 
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level data with all the certainty factors, they cannot be used within a dialogue management 
system that may alter its level of acceptance of fuzzy data depending on the point in the 
dialogue. Therefore the MSAPI Synthesis SAM was written using the Direct Text ToSpeech 
API. 
The MSAPI Synthesis SAM initially queries the low level OLE speech interface for a 
suitable text-to-speech synthesis COM object. If one is available it is loaded. If not the 
MSAPI Synthesis SAM returns an error to its subsumptive parent. Input files are parsed by 
splitting them up into sentences in much the same way as the SplitDlg function achieves in 
the FSM Dialogue SAM. Each sentence is then fed to the loaded TTS COM object to be 
synthesised into speech. The low level Direct TextToSpeech API returns from function calls 
immediately as it separates the synthesis onto an alternative processing thread. This enables 
the dialogue to be processed in a cycle of fetches and parses as outlined in Figure 5.12. 








Sent 	Send next 
Synthesise 
Request , 	Thread - _______ 
mmFinishedTask 	sentence 
DirectTextToSpeech Subsum ption API API 
Figure 5.12 : MSAPI Synthesis SAM messaging. 
The MSAPI Synthesis SAM produces a simple, fast method for incorporating TTS 
capabilities into the persona subsumption system. However, there are problems. In order to 
lip synchronise a virtual persona with the synthesised speech, phonetic timing information is 
required. Microsoft's speech API allows a speech synthesis engine to pass viseme data back 
to the calling application. This is achieved through event calls from the engine back to the 
calling application as each phoneme is uttered. There is a problem in that few speech engines 
output this information as Microsoft listed it as a voluntary added service. In addition to this, 
the few MSAPI compliant engines that do export phonetic timing data require licenses on a 
per machine basis making them less than pervasive on users' machines. Even if there was a 
suitable engine available there is an intrinsic defect in Microsoft's approach to event based 
phonetic timings. The MSAPI reference document states that phonetic timing events should 
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be fired at the onset of the audible phoneme. This means that any visual movement is forced 
to be lagged after the audio. This is at odds with the audio-visual lag perception window 
which gives preference to the audio stream lagging behind the visual. With MSAPI the 
viseme animation has to guarantee that it will not fall outside the lOOms visual lag window. 
With the onset of this window being determined by WindowsTM  event messages this is 
difficult to guarantee. Especially when considering the passing of events is slowed 
considerably in WindowsTM when the processor is heavily loaded. When these problems 
are viewed in relation to the processing overheads of virtual reality and the importance of 
reducing visual lag to a minimum it is evident that a speech synthesis API that neglects to 
allow optimal visual lead in the perception acceptance window is less than ideal. 
5.5.2 Laureate Speech SAM 
BT's Laureate speech synthesis system (Page, 1996) has been adapted in recent years to 
comply with the MSAPI. Therefore it was easy to extend the MSAPI Synthesis SAM to 
explicitly request the Laureate engine if it was installed. The advantage to this is that the 
Laureate COM engine has additional function calls to pre-synthesise the audio stream and 
write phonetic timing information to disk. The MSAPI Synthesis SAM can then process the 
phonetic timing information and then direct the Laureate COM object to play the synthesised 
audio output at the same time the overlapped viseme actions are sent to the 3D persona. 
Although by processing the phonetic timings file written by the Laureate COM object the 
problem associated with MSAPI in not optimising the use of the perception window could 
be solved, there remains a further problem. In order for the 3D persona to affect a reasonable 
impression of a computer personality the viseme information cannot be examined in 
isolation. Utterances should include a range of phatic information that may occur in mid-
sentence. Such facial phatic cues such as eyebrow raising, nods and smiles can easily be 
incorporated into pre-recorded utterances by inserting relevant actions into the utterance 
action sequence. e.g.; 
do h 0 
then @ 157 
then 1 72 
then smile 0 
then ou 108 
then 4* 	82 
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The above sequence of actions will lip synchronise the 3D persona with the 'hello.wav' 
utterance (see section 5.3.1). In addition to the lip synchronising the action list will make the 
persona begin to smile (a predefined action) as the! phoneme is uttered. The overall effect is 
of the persona smiling as it says "hello". This is a far more natural effect than that which can 
be achieved if the persona can only insert phatic communication 'falsely' in between 
utterances. 
Even with the Laureate extensions to the MSAPI it is difficult to see how this level of 
functionality could be achieved. All MSAPI compliant speech synthesis engines are 
commercial 'black boxes' in that they only export functionality that the provider deems lit 
for use by the application programmer. None of the functionality permitted in the MSAPI 
allows for the insertion of extra actions into the internal processing of a 3rd  party synthesis 
COM object. Therefore a different solution was required. 
5.5.3 Festival Speech SAM 
In order to circumvent the problems associated with commercial 'black box' systems it was 
necessary to examine what open source speech synthesis systems were available. Such open 
systems are unfortunately rare due to the high cost of preparing a wide enough range of 
speaker diphone sets to be useful. The undoubted leader in academic open source synthesis 
systems is Festival developed by Dr Alan Black and Dr Paul Taylor at the Centre for Speech 
Technology Research at Edinburgh University (Taylor, Black and Caley, 1998). The Festival 
open source project provides researchers with a complete text-to-speech synthesis system 
that incorporates a complete SIOD LISP interpreter. Since not only the entire C source code 
is available but as the linguistic processing rules are written in LISP it is an ideal research 
tool. In addition to Festival's usefulness as a research tool it has also been adopted by 
several industrial organisations as the basis for their speech systems demonstrating its level 
of commercial quality. 
The initial problem with incorporating the Festival speech synthesis system into a SAM was 
that it is only available for UNIX platforms. The original source code had to be migrated to 
the PC WindowsTM platform before it could be complied into a SAM compliant DLL. Most 
of the incompatibilities were concerned with WindowsTM incapability to interchange 
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TCP/IP socket identifiers with those for file handles. In all cases where such handles were 
used compiler directives were inserted into the code to distinguish PC source from UNIX 
source. The complete list of incompatibilities between UNIX source and that for the PC was 
passed back to Dr Alan Black so that future releases of the Festival system would be easier 
to translate to other operating systems. 
Once the basic Festival system was translated to run on the PC, adjustments had to be made 
so that it could function optimally within the subsumption framework. The first problem was 
to break the LISP interpreter control model. The traditional model for user input that the 
SIOD LISP system follows waits for input and then acts on it before returning to its wait 
input cycle. This approach is not compatible with an event based model that is required by 
both graphical user interfaces and the subsumption framework. In order to modify Festival 
so that it complied with an event based model the command parser was moved out of the 
interpreter wait loop and into an event processor as shown in Figure 5.13. 
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Figure 5.13 : LISP command interpreter. 
Making the parser event-based allowed the Festival system to be encapsulated in a SAM. 
However, the SIOD LISP system is self-contained and includes no external functionality. 
This meant that subsumption and user interface functionality had to be explicitly included. In 






initsubri (uFinishedTaskht ,agent finished," (ModDone 
STRING) \n\ 
Passes STRING to subsumptive parent inside 
an mmFinishedTask message. 
Returns NIL if it fails, STRING on 
success.") 
The above code installs a new ModDone LISP command into the SIOD interpreter. The 
(ModDone <String>) command passes a mmFinishedTask message to the Festival SAM's 
subsumptive parent along with the ASCII data String. This allows the Festival SAM to 
report that it has completed some semantic task. The further additional newcommands along 
with descriptions of their function is given below in Table 5.2. 
(FinishedTask <String>) Passes 	String 	to 	subsumptive 	parent 	inside 	an 
mmFinishedTask message. 
(ModDone <String>) Parses String on a subsumed agent reporting that its task 
has been completed 
(ModClick <Name> <String>) Put String in module Name's mmClickString. 
(ModOpen <Name> <MIME>) Creates a new module Name of type MIME. 
(ModClose <Name>) Closes subsumed module Name. 
(ModLoad <Name> <File>) Loads File into module Name. 
(ModString <Name> <String>) Adds String to module Name with mmAddString. 
(ModAdd <Name> <File>) Adds File to module Name with mmAddFile. 
(ModSize <Name> X Y 
Width Height) 
Sizes module's window to X, Y, Width and Height on its 
virtual desktop. 
(Sleep <Seconds>) Suspends LISP interpertation for Seconds seconds. 
Table 5.2 : Additional subsumptive LISP commands. 
Each new LISP command is declared with the requisite init_subr_X function where X is the 
number of arguments the new LISP function takes. The LISP interpreter then jumps to a 
stated C function (agentJmnished in the previous init_subr_1 example) when it executes one 
of the new functions. In the case of the new ModClick function the corresponding C code 
that is executed is as follows: 
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LISP click agent(LISP agent name,LISP string) 
switch (TYPE (agent_name)) { 
case tcsymbol: break; 
default: WinPrint("ERROR: ModClick requires string 
name of the module.\n") 
return NIL; 
mt ret=AgentClickString(PNAI'4E(agent name) , PNAr4E(string)); 
if (ret) return agent—name; 
else return NIL; 
In this manner all the subsumptive capabilities were encoded such that interpreted LISP 
programs can be written that make use of all the persona system's capabilities. For example, 
in order to load the base facial schema persona into a subsumed 3D SAM the following LISP 
commands are given to the Festival Speech SAM; 
(load 'sync.scm) 
(ModOpen 'angus 'x-ccir/vmx) 
(ModLoad 'angus 'angus.vmx) 
(ModSize 'angus 0 0 2000 1500) 
With the inclusion of the LISP subsumption extensions the Festival SAM could subsume 
modules including the 3D persona. However, the linguistic rules that Festival uses to 
translate from text to synthesised speech required modification in order to extract the 
phonetic timings so that they could be sent as an action list to the 3D persona. In order to 
achieve this a LISP function was written that would take as arguments a subsumed module 
name and a text string. E.g.; 
(Speak 'angus 'Hello and welcome.') 
The text string was processed by the synthesis engine and the phonetic timing information 
extracted. This phonetic information was then compiled into an action sequence of VMX 
commands. Once the utterance and the action sequence were compiled the VMX command 
list was sent to the named subsumed module and the audio stream played back. In order to 
achieve this the original Festival LISP functions for synthesising speech was modified. 
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(set! putt (eval (list 'Utterance 'Text 'Hello.'))) 
(utt.synth putt) 
(utt.play putt) 
The above LISP Festival code synthesises the utterance "Hello.". In order to provide the 
functionality to lip synchronise the 3D persona, a wrapper function (Speak) was written that 
included persona specific commands. 
(defun Speak (agent text) 
(clear-actions) 





The italicised code relates to the original speech synthesis functions. The new persona 
related functions make up the rest of the Speak function. Firstly the current globally stored 
action sequence is cleared and then the utterance is synthesised as before. Once the utterance 
has been synthesised an utt.lipsync function is called that extracts the phonetic timing 
information and builds the action sequence in a global string. This sequence is then sent to 
the subsumed agent and then the utterance is played as before. The utt.lipsync function to 
build the action sequence depends on extracting the phonetic timings from the Festival 
utterance data structure. The most basic phonetic data extraction function is shown below. 
(defun utt.list.phonemes (utt) 
(map car 
(lambda (info) 
(print (format nil "s %f\n" (car (cdr info)) 
(car info)))) 
(utt.features utt 'Segment '(end name)) 
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This is merely a list of the order of phonemes in the utterance and the time at which the 
phoneme finishes is in seconds. In order to convert this into a VMX action command 
sequence the utt.lipsync function was written as follows. 
(defun utt.lipsync (utt) fill 
(set! xq nil) 
(set! xql nil) 
(mapcar 
(lambda (info) 
(cond ((null xq) 
(action (format nil "do %s 0 \n" (car (cdr info)))) 
(set! xql 0) 
(set! xq (car info)) 
(t 
(set! xql (- (car info) xq)) 
(action (format nil "then 96s 9. 4 . 0 f\n" 
(car (cdr info)) (* (- xq xql) 1000))) 
(set! xql xq) 
(set! xq (car info)) 
(utt.features utt 'Segment '(end name)) 
This set of extended Festival LISP functions along with the new subsumption SIOD LISP 
functions inserted into the interpreter source code allowed Festival to be incorporated with 
the persona system with a similar level of functionality to that obtained with the Laureate 
MSAPI SAM. Phonetic timing information was present and the 3D persona could be lip 
synchronised with the text-to-speech synthesiser's output. The Laureate system though had a 
limitation that it could not insert phatic actions into the viseme sequence and then extract 
timings for when they should occur. Therefore the Laureate system could not, for example, 
be used to automatically insert a raised eyebrow action at the end of a question that occurs 
mid-utterance. In order to achieve this level of functionality Festival's ability to incorporate 
localised token to word translations was utilised. 
As an utterance is being synthesised the parser may come across tokens such as "$2.3 
million ". Festival incorporates a function token—to—words that runs over the utterance and 
can store special cases such as this so that they can correctly be translated into something 
like "two point three million dollars ". In order that Festival can reinsert the new words into 
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the utterance in place of the original tokens the insertion point is stored in the utterance data 
structure. Although this insertion point is not used after the token-to-words function has 
been called, the insertion point in the utterance data structure remains and can be extracted 
later. Since the utterance data structure also contains all the phonetic timing information, 
once the utterance has been synthesised the structure can be analysed to find these insertion 
points and the relative time into the utterance where they occurred can be extracted. 
Since the effective time stamp from a token in the synthesised utterance can be extracted it 
was possible to write a new token-to-words function that maps special phatic action tokens 
to an empty word. The empty words of course have no effect on the final synthesised 
waveform but the time stamp for their effective insertion point into the utterance can be 
extracted. In order to achieve this the original token-to-words function had to be stored so 
that it could be called after the phatic action tokens had been dealt with. 
(set! old—token—to—words token—to—words) 
Once this had been done a new token-to-words function was written that mapped all tokens 
nominally bounded by asterisks to nil and for all other tokens it passed the processing to the 
old-token-to-words function. 
(define (token _to_words utt token name) 
"(token_to_words UTT TOKEN NAME) 





(old—token—to—words utt token name)))) 
This new token-to-words function was used tp process the sentence to be synthesised by the 
Festival code. By defining aliphatic actions that could be inserted into the utterance as being 
bounded by asterisks, the tokens representing the actions were mapped to nil words and the 
phatic actions could be extracted afterwards with a new utt. build. actions function. 
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(define (utt.build.actions utt) 
(mapcar 
(lambda (tok item) 
(if (string-matches (strearn.name tok item)  
(action 
(format nil "do %s 9.2.0f\n" 
(strearn.name tok_item) 
(* (find—corn—time utt tok item) 1000) 
(utt.stream utt 'Token) 
Each asterisk-bound token is found and a corresponding VMX do action command is added 
to the global action sequence string. The time into the utterance is found with a new Festival 
find_corn_time function which returns a time stamp in seconds. This time stamp figure is 
multiplied by one thousand to convert it into milliseconds that the VMX commands require. 
The find_corn_time function required to extract the action tokens is given below. 
(define (find _corn_time utt tok item) 
"Returns time of tok item. Looks backward for first 
token that is related to a word and returns the end 
time of that word." 
(cond 
((utt.stream.rel utt tok_item 'Word) 
(utt . stream. feat 
utt 
(car (reverse (utt.stream.rel utt tok_itern 'Word))) 
'end)) 
((not (stream.prev tok_item)) ;; start of stream 
0.0) 
(t 
(find—corn—time utt (strearn.prev tok item))))) 
The Speak function that synthesises speech from textual input and lip-synchronises 3D 
personae to coincide with the audio output could now be extended to include an 
utt. build. actions function call. 
(defun Speak (agent text) 
(clear-actions) 
(set! putt (eval (list 'Utterance 'Text text))) 
(utt.synth putt) 
(utt.lipsync putt) 
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This Speak function could then be used to synthesise utterances that contain phatic actions. 
For example; 
(Speak 'angus 'Hello *smile* there.') 
This function call would synthesise an utterance of "Hello there." and produce the following 
VMX command list for the 3D persona. 
do # 0 
then h 190 
then @ 55 
then 1 39 
then ou 63 
then dh 140 
then e@ 33 
then # 263 
do *smile* 488 
Although the *smile*  action is separated onto another do sequence all action sequences are 
calculated in parallel by the 3D SAM. Therefore the *smile*  action delay of 488 ms is 
merely the sum of the phoneme delays to place it after the word "Hello" 
(0+190+55+39±63+140). There is a slight rounding error (the previous sum comes to 487) 
of Ims which is due to the phonetic timings that are used to calculate the action sequence are 
rounded to the whole milliseconds when they are converted into string form. This is only 
done at the last juncture and the original precision timings remain in the utterance structure. 
The final change required for the Festival system was to adjust the LISP code such that the 
viseme animation was produced at the start of the perception acceptance window. This was 
achieved through modification of the utt.lipsync function. If the first phoneme, which is 
always silence '#', is longer than 100 ms then it was truncated by 100 ms to bring the 
complete animation forward in front of the audio stream. If the initial phoneme was not 
longer than 100 ms then it was merely removed from the animation and the viseme list 
translated into VMX commands from the second phoneme onwards. The LISP code to 
achieve this is shown below in simplified form. 
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(defun utt.process (info a b) 
(cond ((not (null info)) 
(print (format nil "then %s f\n" (car (cdr (car info))) 
(- b a))) 
(utt.process (cdr info) b (car (car info))) 
(defun utt.setupsync (info) 
(cond ((< 0.1 (car (car info))) 
(print (format nil "do s 0\n" (car (cdr (car info))))) 
(utt.process (cdr info) 0.1 
(car (car info))) 
(t 
(print (format nil "do 9. s 0 \n" 
(car (cdr (car (cdr info)))))) 
(utt.process (cdr (cdr info)) 
(car (car info)) 
(car (car (cdr info)))) 
(defun utt.lipsync (utt) fill 
(utt.setupsync (utt.features utt 'Segment '(end name)) 
To demonstrate the output of the above code the output is shown for the utterance "Hello.". 
In this case the command 
(print (utt.features utt 'Segment '(end name)) 












do # 0 
then h 0.090000 
then © 0.055323 
then 1 0.037179 
then ou 0.063957 
then 4* 0.208305 
If the lessp (<) in the utt.setupsync function is changed to a greaterp (>) to demonstrate the 
initial phoneme truncation case the output becomes; 
do h 0 
then © 0.055323 
then 1 0.037179 
then ou 0.063957 
then 4* 0.208305 
The final simple changes to the above code were to replace the print commands with action 
function calls to place the VMX strings in the global action string rather than print them out 
and to multiply the phoneme times by 1000 to translate them into milliseconds. 
5.6 Speech Recognition 
Once a suitable speech synthesis SAM that could produce overlapped viseme animation 
VMX sequences had been developed a method for allowing voice input functionality was 
investigated. Although there are a range of speech recognisers the choice was limited to 
those that are available free of charge. This limited the choice basically to Sphinx-11 (Huang 
et al., 1993) and Microsoft's Whisper (Huang et al., 1994). 
5.6.1 Microsoft WHISPER Speech Recognition 
Although WHISPER suffers from being a commercial black box approach (Sphinx-11 does 
not) there were differing requirements for the speech recognition SAM than for the speech 
synthesis SAM. The synthesis SAM was a central requirement for the 3D persona system 
and had very specific needs that were outside the normal accepted operation of the 
commercial TTS systems. The speech recognition SAM on the other hand was seen as one 
input mode among several within a multimodal interaction. This is particularly important in 
view of the less than perfect recognition capabilities that desktop speech recognition engines 
exhibit. Therefore, rather than concentrate on encapsulating optimally reduced error levels it 
was decided to minimally incorporate recognition capabilities so that the system could be 
demonstrated in a usable form. This allowed development to continue with the work 
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concentrating on the subsumed dialogue nature, in particular the verbal output, rather than 
being diverted into the vast research area that is speech recognition. Most of the decisions 
made in incorporating recognition capabilities related to broadly minimising the capacity for 
system error rather than optimising projected peak performance. 
5.6.2 WHISPER Speech Recognition SAM 
The development of the WHISPER speech recognition SAM benefited from the fact that 
much of the OLE set-up code overlapped with that developed for the MSAPI speech 
synthesis SAM. Instead of separating the input file into sentences the input format was set as 
a comma delimited string. This comma delimited string is separated into a series of discrete 
words or phrases. Each of these phrases and words were used as recognition targets by the 
speech recogniser. The SAM utilises the DirectSpeechRecognition API (see Figure 5.1 1) in 
a voice command mode. Although the voice command mode, which recognises discrete 
isolated phrases or words, is more restrictive than dictation or word spotting methods its 
recognition rate is superior to other modes the WHISPER engine can operate in. This is 
particularly the case when it is not possible to train the recogniser for a particular speaker. 
Therefore voice command mode optimises the general usability of the system while 
maintaining reasonable genericity for a wide range of users. 
5.6.3 Direct API versus Voice Command API 
Although the DirectSpeechRecognition command functionality that is utilised by the 
WHISPER SAM is equivalent to the capability of the voice command API the low level 
direct API was still used. This was to enable the SAM to detect misrecognised words 
allowing the persona respond to out-of-vocabulary input. The DirectSpeechRecognition API 
allows the WHISPER engine to report to the calling application, in this case the recognition 
SAM, with certainty values for input. This would allow the 3D persona to respond to a user 
input that may be a borderline recognition if there were not negative consequences. For 
instance, it would be expected that the system should require a higher recognition accuracy 
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Figure 5.14: WHISPER SAM message control. 
Although such functionality is possible with the low level recognition API the WHISPER 
SAM was initially limited to responding with a validated input or an out-of-vocabulary 
response that might make the persona system prompt for more specific input. The input 
response that the WHISPER SAM passed to its subsumptive parent is achieved through the 
use of the mmMessage Word message with a string attached of either the word or phrase 
recognised or"?" for an out of vocabulary input. The functional structure of the WHISPER 
SAM is outlined in Figure 5.14. 
5.7 Summary 
This chapter described the development of a series of modules that populate the subsumption 
framework. By populating the subsumption framework a tool set is produced that can be 
used by researchers to investigate aspects of personified interfaces. In addition to the range 
of interactive media encapsulated into the subsumption framework a series of modules were 
developed specifically to provide a personified interaction to the user. The most important of 
these from a research point of view is the overlapped viseme animation that utilises human 
perception tolerance to maximum effect. This improves the maintenance of the lip 
synchronisation of a 3D persona on limited computing hardware. The algorithm devised for 
the animation required a coupled speech synthesiser. The solution arrived at for the 
synthesiser has considerable use within the academic community. 
Although the Festival speech synthesiser is was freely available for academic use it was tied 
to the Unix platform. This meant that it was unavailable for use on the 90% of users' desktop 
computers that run Windows operating systems. This includes may schools and University 





specific source code was identified. These platform specific areas were marked out by C 
compiler directives so that the source code can be compiled under both operating systems. 
The compiler directives and changes to the source code were passed back to Festival's 
developers and now comprise part of the standard release world wide. In addition to the 
porting Festival was also made event based thereby allowing it to be used with GUIs both on 
Windows and Unix platforms. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Social Dialogue Refining Experiments 
6.1 Introduction 
The existence of both a subsumption framework and a viable range of multimodal SAMs 
allows investigation of the bounds for proximal anthropomorphised dialogue interfaces. The 
initial investigation of dialogue system literature demonstrated that the core standards for 
human-machine dialogue interaction are telephone based. This is hardly surprising as 
automatic voice response systems have now been in existence for some years and there has 
been time for standards to develop. Anthropomorphised systems however are only just 
beginning to appear and it is highly relevant to examine how the original standards can be 
mapped onto these new systems. Some recommendations for telephone systems may be 
inherently obvious in their applicability to persona based systems. Others may be at odds 
with a personified approach. Whichever is the case, it is not enough to simply adapt current 
standards that have been arrived at through careful experimentation. Further experimentation 
must be carried out in order to extend research knowledge of the bounds of dialogue systems 
into the persona domain. The bounds of what is acceptable to users and the formal definition 
of constraints for the dialogue are both required in order to provide a useful and consistent 
persona dialogue for online services. Although there are many dialogues experiments that 
could be carried out only a fraction can be contained in this chapter. The main impetus to the 
experiments in this chapter is to demonstrate and prove the technology in the target domain 
that it has been developed for. The conclusions reached from each experiment are examples 
of the type of information that could be gleaned from a greater rage of applied experiments. 
6.1.1 Concentrating the experimental space 
In order to undertake the task of investigating the bounds for proximal persona dialogues it 
is helpful to examine those telephone dialogue standards that relate to persona systems. 
Although this will provide a primary kernel of understanding that can be extended it must be 
recognised that an exhaustive investigation of the bounds of personified dialogues would be 
an immense undertaking. Therefore, upon inspection of the basic kernel of applicable 
telephone dialogue constraints a specific set of key areas to be examined will be identified 





6.1.2 The kernel set of constraints 
The applicable sub-set of telephone dialogue standards (both ETSI and ANSI) is presented 
below. It has been adapted from the telephone specific recommendations (see Tables 2.3 and 
2.4 in chapter 2) and worded in order to apply to persona based systems. 
Ease of learning : The system should not violate user expectations but build on past 
experience. This basic telephone dialogue recommendation is a prime motivator for utilising 
the core telephone guidelines as a kernel for persona systems. 
User control : The user should control the pace of the dialogue. This recommendation 
remains unchanged for persona systems and is partly included in the total dialogue control 
provided for by the subsumptive proximal framework. However, finer level user control 
should be implemented as part of a dialogue initiative engine within the subsumption 
hierarchy. 
Consistency and reliability : The system should be both internally and externally consistent 
with both itself and other dialogues in the way in which it provides prompts and receives 
input. This is partly covered already by the consistency of the subsumption framework but 
requires further rule-based constraints within any dialogue initiative engine constructed. 
Feedback redundancy : It is better for the user to have too much feedback rather than too 
little. Feedback should be given on each user input with any feedback given being possibly 
incorporated into the next prompt. This guideline is difficult to resolve since excess 
redundancy increases expert user fatigue. The possible advantage that a persona system has 
over telephone dialogues is that visual feedback may be given thereby reducing the length of 
verbal confirmation prompts. This would lessen fatigue on expert users while still providing 
valuable confirmation on input for novices. 
Usability testing : It is vital that systems be tested for usability since no matter how 
stringent the guidelines the complex nature of dialogues and human behaviour is such that 
unknown issues can arise or problems be overlooked. This guideline stands equally well for 
personae systems as any investigation undertaken to extend this core set of 
recommendations will undoubtedly be less than exhaustive. 
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Use of defaults : Available information should be collated so that the user is prompted as 
little as possible. This requires careful design of systems and therefore may prove difficult 
for a truly initiative-driven proximal subsumptive system to manage solely through the use 
of finite state machine dialogues. Therefore some allowance for this should be made within 
the initiative engine. 
Multiple languages : Language selection should be the first option available. It seems 
reasonable to apply this to personae systems as well as telephone dialogues. 
Menu hierarchy : Less than four levels should be used If the system uses a finite state 
machine approach then this should apply equally to personae systems. If, however, all  
initiative engine is used then some allowance for adopting dialogue strategies such that the 
menu hierarchy is limited should be incorporated. 
Menus : No more than four context dependent choices. With regard to persona systems this 
recommendation still stands. However, it is not clear how the incorporation of a persona into 
dialogues will affect context dependent choices. 
Skip and scan : If more than 4 context dependent choices are required then present method 
for user selection and then list. There may be better strategies that a multimedia-based 
persona can utilise. A long list of context dependent choices may be better presented as a 
visual list that the user can then choose from rather than verbalising all possible choices. 
Prompt wording: "To achieve X do Y" is preferable to "Do V in order to achieve X" since 
the required action comes once they have affirmation of the prompt. Although this is 
applicable to personae systems it is not clear how a personified agent giving the user help 
should phrase directions and some work will have to be carried out on this. 
The following guideline was dropped from the initial set of applicable recommendations as 
set out in chapter 2. This has nothing to do with the system being persona-based but relates 
to the applicability of printed material to online networked services. If the user is a 
subscriber of the networked service then printed material is applicable. However, if the user 
is passing trade then online services cannot fulfil this requirement. 
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User guidance material : Printed material about the system should be available for the 
rFAYAW 
6.2 Initial subjective appraisal 
Although some objective testing was carried out in chapter 5, extending the kernel set of 
bounds for personae systems requires some subjective appraisal by users. Therefore, before 
a full range of subjective experiments was carried out, and the expense of recruiting 
members of the public for trials was undertaken, an initial trial using volunteers was devised. 
It was decided that it was important to test whether users would be willing to interact with 
the system developed and that the introduction of the persona would not adversely override 
any effects that were being measured. It was also important to test whether the viseme 
overlapped animation adopted was acceptable to users before members of the public were 
recruited. 
6.2.1 Appraisal overview 
In order to test user attitudes towards the virtual persona system a precisely controlled 
usability experiment incorporating this system was carried out. The initial experimental 
benchmarking of the framework was carried out in a laboratory situation so that the 
experimental conditions could be controlled as tightly as possible and the numbers of 
participants kept to a minimum. This reduced the cost of running the initial subjective 
appraisal and allowed a design whereby the volunteers could be used as the participants. 
This approach also enabled a repeated measures design to be used since it would be difficult 
to constrain a fully networked trial under such a methodology. 
The initial subjective appraisal was kept as simple as possible so as to refine the experiment 
procedure prior to incurring the financial and logistic expense of undergoing a full field 
experiment. Prior experiments investigating usability had concentrated largely on telephone 
dialogues and were designed around the five factor analysis devised by Love et al. (1994) 
(see Figure 2.9). This factor analysis work resulted in the production of a set of twenty core 
Likert (Spradley, 1980) questions that were used across a range of telephone dialogue trials 
(Foster et al., 1992) to identify the bounds for automated dialogues. The core twenty 





6.2.2 The core Likert questions 
The core Likert questions used for the telephone dialogue trials undertaken by Love are 
shown in Table 6.1. Each question is related to one of the five usability factors defined in the 
Love et al. (1994) factor analysis of telephone network trials. In order that the questions 
could be used for persona-based systems the questions were reworded to remove references 
to telephone dialogues while remaining similar in intent to the original sentiment. 
6.2.3 Appraisal hypothesis 
In addition to testing the viability of the core Likert questions on persona-based systems and 
the use of the subsumption persona system in an experimental setting, the hypothesis for the 
initial subjective appraisal may be stated thus: 
Users of an anthropomorphised interface will not be so unduly distracted 
from their task that their subjective appraisal of the service drops in 
comparison to an identical service with no persona present. 
6.2.4 Appraisal approach 
User attitudes have to be carefully considered. In order to avoid confounding any dependent 
variables in the experiment, in particular detrimenting attitudes towards the persona system 
through possible intonation inaccuracies in the text-to-speech system, real voice prompts 
were recorded and the initial phonetic timings were marked off-line by phonetic 
segmentation by hand. This produced a series of timed phonetic strings, one for each 
recorded prompt, which were fed to the virtual persona agent as the audio prompt was being 
played back. 
Since such careful attention had been given to the voice, similar considerations were 
required for the speech recognition. This is particularly relevant when gathering empirical 
data on a subjective dependent variable such as general attitude. Poor recognition 
performance could degrade user attitudes to the extent where the dependent variable 
(presence of the persona) was confounded by variations in recognition and no meaningful 
data about the virtual persona system could be gathered. To avoid this problem a Wizard of 
Oz (WOZ) methodology (Jack, 1992) using the basic single machine set-up (see Figure 





Telephone Dialogue Question Persona Dialogue Question I Aspect of Use 
The automated telephone service I found the service easy to Ease of use. 
was easy to use. use. 
When I was using the automated When I was using the service Know what was 
telephone service I didn't always I didn't always know what I expected. 
know what I was expected to do. was expected to do. 
The automated telephone service I found the service friendly. Friendliness. 
was friendly.  
I found the service confusing to I found the service confusing Confusion. 
use. to use. 
I would be happy to use the I would be happy to use the Would use again. 
telephone service again, service again.  
I felt that the automated telephone I though the service was Reliability. 
service was reliable, reliable. 
I felt out of control while using the I felt out of control while Degree of control. 
automated telephone service. using the service. 
I liked the voice. I liked the presenter's voice. Attitude to voice. 
I had to concentrate hard to use the I had to concentrate hard to Concentration 
service. use the service. required. 
I thought the automated service I found the service efficient. Efficiency. 
was efficient. 
I got flustered when using the I got flustered while using the Flustered 
automated telephone service, service. 
The automated telephone service I though the service was too Speed of service. 
was too fast for me. fast for me. 
I felt under stress while using the I felt under stress while using Stressfulness. 
automated telephone service, the service. 
I thought the voice was very clear. I thought the presenter's Voice clarity. 
voice was very clear. 
I felt frustrated while using the I found the service frustrating Degree of 
automated telephone service. to use. frustration. 
I would prefer to give my number I would prefer to talk with a Prefer human 
to a human being. human being. operator. 
I thought the automated telephone I thought the service was too Degree of 
service was too complicated. complicated, complication. 
I enjoyed using the automated I enjoyed using the service. Degree of 
telephone service, enjoyment. 
I feel that the automated telephone I fell the service needs a lot Improvement 
service needs a lot of of improvement, required. 
improvement.  
I thought that the automated I thought the service was Politeness. 
telephone service was polite, polite.  
lable 6.1 : the core set of dialogue questions. 
The core set of dialogue questions were compiled into a Likert questionnaire with each 
question being rated on a 7-point scale as shown in Figure 6.1. In order to avoid type I 
(concluding significance where there is none) errors when carrying out standard statistical 
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significance tests on the subjective questionnaire data a mean response score was taken over 
the full range of general statements about the interface. 
_ PLH_H_H_H_ 
strongly 	agree 	slightly 	neutral 	slightly 	disagree strongly 
agree agree disagree disagree 
Figure 6.1: The Likert questionnaire scale. 
6.2.5 Additional Questions 
Although the core dialogue questions were adapted for use with persona systems the 
interface aspects addressed do not fully cover the dependent variable; presence of the 
persona. This is not unlike the range of previous telephone dialogue experiments which 
added additional experiment-specific questions to the core set in order to closely examine 
key aspects of the dialogue interaction. Therefore, an additional set of dependent variable 
specific questions were devised that could be inserted into the core set for the initial 
subjective appraisal. 
Acceptability of lip  animation 
Although the objective analysis of the animation algorithm showed that acceptable frame 
rates were achievable it was important to establish whether there were any obvious concerns 
among users before a full experiment was undertaken. Any feedback from the initial 
subjective appraisal could then be used to feedback into the animation design. The most 
important aspect of the animation algorithm is the lipsychronisation which if not performed 
correctly may induce negative effects such as the McGurk effect (McGurk, 1976). Therefore 
a question was worded so as not to adversely prime the users to the possibility of lip 
synchronisation errors but still allow them to respond to the quality of animation: 
"I thought the presenter moved realistically" 
Personification of the interface 
One of the main issues in undertaking the initial subjective analysis was to determine 
whether users liked a personified interface or whether they may find it superfluous to 
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requirements. Therefore they were asked whether they liked being able to see the speaker of 
the dialogue: 
"Ifound it helpful being able to see the presenter" 
Since the service was being tested both with and without a visual persona the cells with no 
visible persona were asked; 
"I would prefer to see the speaker" 
Graphical quality 
For this initial subjective appraisal it was decided to use the base facial schema in order to 
gauge user acceptability of non-texture mapped Gouraud graphics. If users are perfectly 
happy with a cartoon-style representation of a human then work can be concentrated on 
perfecting the dialogue rather than the visual aspect. Therefore participants were asked 
whether they thought the persona should look more human: 
"I think the presenter should look more human" 
Acceptability of anthropomorphisation 
Even though a question relating to graphical quality has been included there is a further issue 
to examine. Users may well express a desire for the computer graphics to be more realistic 
without appreciating that anecdotal evidence suggests that increased realism can lead to 
reduced acceptance on the part of users. There may however be a middle ground where 
users may accept the style of the persona as it is while still acknowledging that increased 
realism could be achieved. This is not dissimilar to cartoons which are accepted even though 
they are known to be less than real. Therefore a question was inserted into the questionnaire 
that asked whether the participants liked the appearance of the presenter: 
"I liked the appearance of the presenter" 
User initiative 
It was expected that participants would respond to questions relating to the visual realism of 
the base schema persona reasonably negatively as it is the simplest facial model in the range 
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devised. However, an aim of the research was to provide a method for investigating 
initiative-based interaction throughout the personified interface as it was hypothesised that 
this could make the system truly proximal by encompassing the interface within the social 
dialogue space. Therefore a question was included to determine whether the participants 
were happy playing a passive role in the dialogue or whether they preferred to be able to 
initiate interaction. Although the ETSI guidelines (ETSI, 1996) state that dial through 
(DTMF interruption) and talk through (verbal interruption) should be available if the 
technology allows, it is not clear whether the visual presence of a persona would reduce an 
individual's desire to interrupt through some mapping of human social constraints onto 
computers (see Reeves and Nass' work 1998): 
"I think I should have been able to interrupt" 
6.2.6 Appraisal Design 
The experiment to investigate user attitudes towards the virtual persona agent was based 
around a simple holiday booking service with which the users were comfortable. The system 
prompts requested basic information from the user such as product cost and type. A relevant 
product description was then presented to the user which could then be accepted or not. In 
order to concentrate user attention on the synthetic persona, plain graphical text was the only 
other medium presented on the right hand side of the screen (see Figure 6.2). The text was 
used to show the name of the service on the welcome screen and then for encouraging the 
user to speak words from the recognition system vocabulary once prompting had begun. 
Participant priming consisted of an information sheet describing the context of the holiday 
booking service. 
Figure 6.2 : Welcome screen from Sunrise Travel mock-up. 
The holiday booking scenario was based around the concept of an Internet offer service. The 
service was simplified so as to reduce the length of interaction required to arrive at a suitable 
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holiday. This was to allow a reasonably rapid turnaround for each experiment cell so that 
participants were not excessively fatigued during a repeated measures appraisal. The service 
was therefore based upon four basic parameters for holiday choice; cost, time, style and 
location. In addition to prompts requesting the relevant parameter information a welcome 
prompt was added, together with the ability to repeat the holiday prompts again to make 
changes. These core six prompts are shown in Table 6.2. 
Welcome Hello and welcome to Sunrise travel the travel agent of the future. The 
choice for the last minute traveller 
Cost Are you looking for a luxury or an economy holiday? 
Time How long were you considering for your break, a week, a fortnight, or 
possibly even longer. 
Style How would you like to spend your time? You might want to relax and get 
away from it all. Or maybe a bit of sightseeing. Or an adventure holiday 
might be just the thing your looking for. 
Location We currently have a number of holidays that may interest you. Holidays in 
Europe, Africa and China are all available. Which interests you? 
Again You may wish to consider another holiday. Do you want to look over your 
holiday options again? 
Table 6.2: Sunrise Travel dialogue prompts. 
To measure participant attitude towards the virtual persona a repeated measures group 
design was used with the independent variable (IV) being a binary state representing the 
presence or not of the persona representation. Order effects were adjusted for by presenting 
the IV conditions in one order to a random sample of half the participant population and in 
reversed order to the remainder. The interface without the persona present visually was 
simply a variation where the persona object was moved off screen. Therefore, the 
experimental conditions consisted of one condition which presented the persona visually and 
audibly plus text prompts, and another with the text prompts plus the persona's voice. Each 
user experienced both conditions, with randomised and balanced order of presentation, and 
after each use, a usability questionnaire was completed. To fully define the operational 
conditions without constraining the participant to an unnatural form of behaviour, the 
experimental task was set to allow participant choice and browsing while also maximising 
exposure to the interface. The participants were asked to listen to three holidays of their 
choosing before accepting one. The priming was identical, irrespective of the experiment 






To collect subjective attitude data the 7-point Likert response scale questionnaire was used 
with the core set of persona dialogue questions (see Table 6.1) together with the previously 
described set of additional questions. The questionnaire was designed as a randomised 
sequence of stimulus statements, one for each of 25 features, with associated 7-point Likert 
response scales. The Likert responses were scored from one (strongly disagree) to seven 
(strongly agree) with four being the neutral mark. Any negative Likert question scores were 
inverted about the neutral mark (i.e. scored from strongly agree to strongly disagree) in order 
to provide statistical coherence to the data collected. Participants completed a questionnaire 
after each experiment condition and the mean response across the 25 Likert questions was 
taken as a general attitude scoring for the dependent variable. This gave a quantitative value 
to the experimental effect allowing statistical analysis of the results. 
Apparatus 
In the appraisal the persona subsumption framework was set-up in the single machine 
configuration (see Figure 3.13). The FSM dialogue SAM handled the delivery of 
introductory and interactive dialogues plus with synchronised animation images of the 
talking persona and multimedia presentations. The software also registered keystrokes made 
by the WOZ operator in response to spoken input from the participant. The WOZ operator 
entered the participant's responses into the FSM dialogue SAM via standard on-screen 
buttons. A choice for each possible user response was given thereby allowing the operator 
inputs, on prompting from the participant, to determine the direction that the dialogue 
followed. All data on the experimental operator's inputs were stored and the required 
response prompts were output. 
6.2.7 Participant population 
The possible participant population available to be selected to undertake the experiment was 
limited to the volunteers. Although this is not a representative sample of the population in 
general it was decided that it was a sufficient source of users for the basic initial subjective 
appraisal as further experiments would be used to validate any results, and these would 





appraisal ranged in age from 18 to 38 years of age. Twelve participants were available, six 
male and six female. 
6.2.8 Dialogue design 
In addition to the core parameter prompts the ETSI guidelines require confirmation 
responses so that the user knows if the service understood the input correctly. Therefore a set 
of confirmation responses were devised for each of the core holiday prompts (see Table 6.3). 
RI Okay, let's have a look at luxury holidays. 
R2 Okay, economy holidays. 
R3 A week 
R4 A fortnight 
R5 Okay, let's have a look at long breaks 
R6 I Okay, you want a relaxing holiday 
R7 Okay, you want to go sightseeing 
R8 Okay, you want an adventure holiday 
R9 Africa 
RiO Europe 
RII I China 
Table 6.3 : Sunrise Travel confirmation responses. 
The finite state machine SAM was used to define a dialogue structure that incorporated the 
holiday parameter prompts and their confirmation responses in a simple linear menu 
structure. The menu structure chosen is shown in Figure 6.3. 
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6.2.9 Holiday description 
With the linear structure adopted for the appraisal experiment there is no room for changes 
in dialogue between sessions. The only prompt that has to alter dependent on the user's input 
is that for the holiday description. At each confirmation response node an FSM path 
dependent variable was written storing the user's choice for that particular holiday 
parameter. The holiday description was then simply written such that each holiday parameter 
could be mapped to a prompt sequence. The prompt sequences were then concatenated using 
FSM variable dependent links in order to present a valid holiday description to the user. The 
dialogue structure for the holiday description prompt is shown in Figure 6.4. 
Figure 6.4 : The holiday description dialogue structure. 
The holiday description prompts had to be worded such that the concatenation of any 
sequence of holiday parameter prompts would make sense. The prompts arrived at are 
shown in Table 6.4. 
Hi "While staying in a luxury 5 star hotel..." 
112 "From your self catering chalet..." 
113 "... explore the Swiss Alps for a holiday of a lifetime..." 
114 "... visit Africa the homeland for all mankind..." 
H5 "... see the mystery of the orient..." 
H6 "... and view the architecture and sights." 
117 "... and relax in the beautiful scenery." 
118 "... and trek the countryside with our local guide." 





6.2. 10 Appraisal procedure 
Participants were first handed the priming material that described the scenario as being an 
experimental holiday booking service for last minute bookings. Once the priming material 
had been read the participant was seated in front of a television set that was connected 
through the wall to the wizard PC via a VGA to TV converter. The VGA to TV converter 
was adjusted such that the lower tenth of the computer screen was not visible to the 
participant. This was because the lower portion of the computer screen contained the 
response buttons that the wizard had to press. Once the participant was ready the service 
welcome screen was displayed and the dialogue began. A microphone placed in the 
participant's room relayed their vocal input to the wizard next door. Throughout the session 
the experimenter that welcomed the participant and gave them the priming sat alongside in 
order to provide continuity for the user. After each type of service (persona present or 
persona absent) the participant completed a Likert questionnaire with the 25 questions 
followed by a general question asking for an further comments that they might wish to add. 
6.2. 11 Overall results 
The overall mean values for the Likert questionnaire responses are shown for each of the 
four experimental cells in Figure 8 with their probability values. Taking the core Likert 
questions across the no-personae and persona conditions in order to remove order effects, an 
applied pair-wise sample t-test results in t = 1.232 with 11 degrees of freedom (dot) and a 
probability (p) equal to 0.24. 
Looking at the naive use, an independent pooled variance t-test results in t = 0.667,dof= 10 
and p = 0.52. The second use cases have t = 1.621, dof = 10 and p = 0.14 for an independent 






Niavp 	 2nd Use 
	
Persona Present 	 0 	No Persona 
Figure 6.5 : Mean Likert responses 
Noting that the attitude means of the no persona cells' reduce from the naive to the second 
use an independent pooled variance t-test results in t = 1.257, dof= 10 and p = 0.24. For the 
increase in mean attitude scores from the persona cells an independent pooled variance t-test 
produces t = 1.09, dof= 10 and p = 0.3. These data suggest that cases in which the persona 
was presented tended to score more highly in terms of usability. 
6.2.12 Specific results 
Since the number of participants in the initial appraisal was small and the chances of 
randomly finding a significance from the application oft-tests on data when none exists (1 in 
20 positive results will be due to chance) the remaining additional questions were examined 
to check if they seemed to indicate points of interest. Such points of interest require either a 
full laboratory experiment or field trial to verify. 
: 	
Initiative (interrupt) 
Nave Use 	 2nd Use 
U Persona Present 	 U No Persona 
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Realism of Animation 
Niave Use 	 2nd Use 
Persona Present 
Figure 6.6 : Mean responses for user initiative and animation acceptability. 
The mean responses for the questions relating to user initiative and realism of animation are 
shown in Figure 6.6. Since it was observed that the mean attitudes to the presence of the 
persona rise from the naive use to the second use it was decided to examine the means of the 
individual additional questions in that light. The question relating to user initiative (desire to 
be able to interrupt) followed this pattern of rising attitude to the persona and falling attitude 
to the no-persona system. Whereas both systems initially show a slightly agree result in 
response to the question "I think I should have been able to interrupt", the service with the 
visible persona has an increased level of agreement to this question. This is opposite to what 
was expected. The presence of a face may be imposing and invade the user's space thereby 
restricting their desire to interrupt it. This initial result does not seem to suggest this. It 
seems to suggest that people may have an increased desire to interrupt persona systems. 
With regard to the acceptability of animation, the mean response for the question "I thought 
the presenter moved realistically" fell from a neutral response in the naive case to a slightly 
agree response in the second case. Why this should be so is not clear as the only difference 
between the cells is that in the latter case the participants have also seen a service without an 
animated persona. These means may merely be a statistical aberration that would be 
smoothed out with a larger sample. However, in any case this aspect requires further 
investigation. 
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Helpful to see speaker 
2 
earn I 
Niave Use 	 2nd Use 
Persona Present 
rr"7 Prefer to see speaker L Z11ream t 2  
Iie Us, 	 2nd Use 
No Persona 
Figure 6.7 : Mean responses for preference to see the speaker. 
In the cases where participants experienced the service with the visual persona they were 
asked if they found it helpful to see the speaker. In the cases where the participant had no 
visual persona they were asked whether they would have preferred to see the speaker. 
Although in the naive case the responses are such that the mean for "helpful to see the 
speaker" is higher, the mean falls to neutral in the second use case where the persona is 
present. However, the participants who experienced a service without a persona after first 
using one with a persona agree (mean = 6) that they would "prefer to see the speaker". The 
difference between these results may be attributed to the wording of the questions. Whereas 
participants may not think that it is particularly helpful to see the persona they still prefer the 
persona system over the non-personified system. 
With regard to participants' responses to the appearance of the persona, the mean responses 
to the question "I liked the appearance of the presenter" were relatively neutral in both the 
naive and second use cases. Although the response to "I think the presenter should look 
more human" is relatively neutral in the naive case in the second use case the mean drops to 
agree. The means from these questions suggest that users may be indifferent towards liking 
or disliking the persona's appearance but have a feeling that it should look more human. 
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Should look more human __  
2 
Wave Use 	 2nd Use 
Persona Present 
Liked the appearance 
:i±tri 2 
NIae 	 2nd Use 
U Persona Present 
Figure 6.8 : Mean responses to the appearance of the persona. 
6.2.13 Appraisal Discussion 
The statistical data resulting from the subjective questionnaire responses has to be taken as 
an initial exploratory examination of user attitudes to the virtual persona due to the small 
number of subjects (12) used in the experiment. Therefore, a statistical significance in 
excess of 95% was unlikely due to any effects being tested for not being of such magnitude 
as to be readily observable with such a small participant population. However, significances 
just below this level should not be discounted but could be initial indicators that a network 
based field trial could be worth the effort. 
In order to measure any user attitude influence produced by the virtual persona the Likert 
user response data was inspected. Comparing the no-persona with the persona conditions 
gives an increased level of positive user attitude to the head version but this is not 
statistically significant. This may be due to any attitude experimental effect being small, 
coupled with the relatively small size of the participant population. However, it is interesting 
to note that the attitude towards the system becomes more positive from the naive persona 
use to the second persona use even though the mean user attitude for the naive persona use is 
lower than the naive no-persona use. Also, the 'no head' cells attitude's fall from the naive to 
the second case. This is an interesting finding which is tested in further experiments. 
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The mean attitude from the naive cells show that users were moderately positive towards 
both versions of the service however after the second use, after which they had experienced 
both no-persona and persona versions, the mean attitude score decreased for the service with 
no persona present and increased for the persona version. It seems that on seeing the virtual 
persona interface users were moderately positive but it may be that once they had both 
experiences to compare they preferred the persona to the version with no persona. 
6.2.14 Appraisal Conclusions 
Overall the persona system received a reasonably positive response. Feedback from the 
open question on the questionnaire was concerned with the simplified nature of the service 
dialogue. The desire to interrupt seems relatively constant and the incorporation of the 
persona in the interface does not seem to affect this. Therefore user initiative will not be 
suppressed by the dominance of an on-screen face. Considering the cartoon style of the base 
facial schema it is hardly surprising that the response to the realism of the animation was 
either neutral or slightly negative. It is interesting to note that the desire to exert user 
initiative through interruption is much stronger than any negative response to realism. The 
responses for whether the users found the persona helpful seem to indicate that users are 
perfectly capable of separating visual nuances from functional capabilities. When they were 
asked whether they would prefer to use the persona they responded positively. Examining 
the responses to whether the persona should look more human and whether they liked the 
appearance indicates that users are relatively neutral with regard to its appearance but with 
use they would prefer it to look more human. Overall, the conclusion that can be reached 
with relation to the extended persona dialogue constraints can be stated thus; 
Face Presence: A speaker's face should be present during a multimedia 
conversation. 
These initial results seem to indicate that although people prefer more realistic animation 
they prize functionality more highly. This is of prime interest since it vindicates the adoption 
of a completely dialogue-based subsumption approach that puts the user initiative in control 
of the entire interface. This is quite separate from the approach of other researchers who 
have attempted to build the initial visual quality animation and then include it in a separate 
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dialogue based entity. It is interesting therefore to examine and test these two approaches to 
see which has the most enduring long term potential. Since the initial appraisal confirmed 
the applicability of the WOZ approach and verified the user acceptance of the adapted core 
Likert question set, this same methodology was applied to further studies on persona use. 
6.3 Visual realism versus dialogue capability 
Many persona systems concentrate on providing as visually realistic a personification as 
possible. The reasons given for doing this are largely anecdotal in that many designers 
believe that personae that look 'better' are better for users. However, there is also anecdotal 
evidence that people become more critical of errors the more human-like a computer 
becomes. This dichotomy was discussed in the initial appraisal. It was not clear though if 
optimal gains are achieved by following the visual realism route or whether it is better to 
concentrate computation power on dialogue interaction instead. 
6.3.1 Realism versus dialogue overview 
The initial appraisal raised issues on whether it was more important to develop dialogue 
initiative capability or realism. Although there were indications that the preference for 
increased initiative was stronger than those for realism, the low numbers of participants 
meant that it was difficult to be conclusive. Couple this with the problem that users were not 
presented with an improved realism version in order to correctly judge their response and it 
is evident that further investigation is required. The subsumption persona system was 
therefore benchmarked against a commercially developed system that was visually less 
impoverished than the base schema face. 
There are a number of proprietary persona systems. However, BT's Laureate based talking 
head (Welsh, 1987) has been designed specifically to visually extend telephone dialogue 
systems into the multimedia domain. Since telephone dialogue standards were also used as 
one of the founding concepts in the subsumption persona this was a natural choice for a 
benchmarking system. In addition to direct benchmark comparisons it was decided to test for 





6.3.2 Realism hypothesis 
The hypothesis for the experiment testing the subsumption persona and the BT texture 
mapped system may be stated thus: 
Users' appraisal of an anthropomorphised interface will be more 
positive for a user initiative enabled dialogue than for a visually 
improved service. 
6.3.3 Scope and Objectives 
The primary aim of this experiment was to investigate attitudes to the use of synthetic 
personae in a multimedia service. Two specific aspects were identified for this experiment: 
A comparison of users' subjective attitudes and relative usability assessment between a 
texture mapped facial rendering (as represented by the BT synthetic persona) and the 
Gouraud base facial schema as used in the appraisal study; 
• A comparison of users' attitudes towards a dialogue in which the intelligent agent cannot 
be interrupted and a dialogue where interruption is possible by the user. 	 - 
6.3.4 Realism Experiment Approach 
The experiment approach was similar in nature to that taken for the appraisal study with the 
only difference being that BT's Laureate speech synthesis system was used for the prompts. 
The same Wizard of Oz methodology was used with the basic machine set-up (see Figure 
3.13). The wizard recogniser was used to simulate 100% recognition accuracy to remove 
variations in recognition as a possible confounding variable. 
6.3.5 Realism Experiment Design 
The service used in the experiment was again based around the scenario of a late booking 
facility for a travel agent where the interface involved the use of a talking head with screen 





Figure 6.9: VR and Textured Personae 
Three versions of the service were used in the experiment, each using a different variation of 
persona interface. 
BT persona - photo-textured graphics, not interruptible 
' Base facial schema - surface-based graphics, not interruptible 
Base facial schema - surface-based graphics, interruptible 
In all three cases the speech used was exactly the same: synthesised speech originating from 
the BT LAUREATE Text-to-Speech system (Page and Breen. 1996). A Wizard of Oz 
experimental method was adopted which involved the simulation of word spotting of the 
users' speech input. A repeated measures design was used in the experiment where 
participants used the three versions of the service in turn, the order of exposure being 
balanced across the participant group. Participants completed a usability questionnaire 
following each use of the service and took part in an interview at the end of the experiment. 
Each user experienced all three conditions, with random ised order of presentation, and after 
each use, a usability questionnaire was completed. To fully define the operational conditions 
without constraining the participant to an unnatural form of behaviour, the experimental task 
was set to allow participant choice and browsing while also maximising exposure to the 
interface. The participants were asked to listen to three holidays of their choosing before 






In order to gather objective response data the Wizard of Oz simulator system was set to 
record interruptions and user choices. For subjective attitude data the same questionnaire 
with identical additional questions was used as in the appraisal study. 
6.3.6 Participant Population 
A total of 29 participants recruited from the local population took part in the experiment. 
The group was balanced across gender (14 male and 15 female) and age. The distribution of 
the participants by age is shown in Table 6.5. 
Age Group Count 
18-28years 6 
29 - 38 years 4 
39 - 48 years 3 
49 - 59 years 6 
60+ 10 
TOTAL 29 
Table 6.5 : Distribution of Participants by Age Group 
The 29 participants each completed 3 sessions (one for each version of the service), making 
a total of 87 dialogue interactions on which the analysis is based. 
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6.3.7 Dialogue Design 
The dialogue design was based around the same set of prompts and linear layout that the 
appraisal study followed. However, in addition to the ETSI guidelines BT follows a style 
guide for telephone dialogues in order to provide a consistent user interface to customers. 
The appraisal dialogue was therefore extended in line with the recommendations of the BT 
style guide (see Figure 6.10). 
Figure 6.10 : The extended dialogue. 
The realism experiment dialogue shown in Figure 6.10 illustrates the original appraisal 
dialogue in red and the extended sections in blue. The extended dialogue has a number of 
key features that improve its usability. The main feature is that of the three levels of error 
recovery in order to further constrain the user into the correct vocabulary for the word 
spotter. 
The first level of error prompts merely reiterate the key parts of the initial prompt while 
maintaining the conversational manner to some degree. The second level prompts are 
restricted to asking the user for the exact keywords in the word spotting vocabulary. The 
final error level is to apologise to the user stating that there has been a problem and to pass 







Error S (silence) I'm sorry, I didn't hear anything. 
responses E (error) I'm sorry, I didn't understand that. 
Level 1 El-Cost Please say luxury or economy 
error El-Time Please say a week, a fortnight, or longer. 
prompts El-Style Please say whether you want to relax, go sightseeing or have 
an adventure holiday. 
El-Loc Please say either Europe, Africa, or China. 
El-Interest Please say whether or not you are interested in this holiday. 
El-Again Please say whether or not you want to look over our holiday 
options again. 
Level 2 E2-Cost Could you clearly state luxury or economy. 
error E2-Time Could you clearly state a week, a fortnight, or longer. 
prompts E2-Style Could you clearly state whether you want to relax, go 
sightseeing or have an adventure holiday. 
E2-Loc Could you clearly state either Europe, Africa, or China. 
E2-Interest Answering with a yes or no only please clearly state whether 
or not you are interested in this holiday. 
E2-Again Answering with yes or no only please state clearly whether or 
not you want to look over our holiday options again. 
Level 3 Apologise I'm sorry there seems to be a problem. 
error 
prompts 
Reject If you ask at the help desk someone will help you choose a 
 holiday. 
Table 6.6 : Error level prompts 
In addition to the error level prompts, the service setting was re-appraised so that the 
dialogue could easily pass the user onto a human helper. For this the service was described 
as being an automated teller in a busy travel agency. Therefore, the system could pass the 
user onto a human teller in the case of a problem or, in a successful transition of the 
dialogue, print out a description of the holiday that the 'customer' could then take to a teller 
to finally book the holiday. The extended dialogue prompts required for this change are 
shown in Table 6.7. 
Interested Are you interested in this holiday? 
Print You can take the description of this holiday to 
the reception desk. 
Thank You Thank you for using Sunrise Travel. 
Table 6.7 : Extended dialogue prompts 
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6.3.8 Experiment Procedure 
The experiment to investigate user attitudes towards the virtual persona agent was based 
around a simple travel agent shopping context with which the users were comfortable. The 
participants were handed a priming sheet that told them that the service was an experimental 
auto-teller for a busy high street travel agency which they could use in advance of seeing a 
human teller in order to lessen the time required to book a holiday. The system prompts 
requested basic information from the user such as product cost and type. A relevant product 
description was then presented to the user which could then be accepted or not. In order to 
concentrate user attention on the synthetic persona, plain graphical text was again the only 
other medium presented on screen. The text was used for encouraging the user to speak 
words from the recognition system vocabulary and participant priming consisted of an 
information sheet stating the context of a holiday booking tele-shopping service. 
As with the appraisal procedure, the computer's output was passed through a VGA to TV 
converter so that the participant interacted with a standard television set with which they 
were comfortable. After each session the participants were handed a questionnaire in order 
to collect subjective responses. Once each session had been completed and all the 
questionnaires filled in the participant's were briefly interviewed and asked which service 
overall they would choose to use. This was done to see if the open question response 
matched their subjective appraisal of the system as a whole. 
6.3.9 Objective Results 
There were 15 cases in the 89 dialogue interactions of participants failing to respond to the 
service prompts. A total of three of these were for the service with the textured head and six 
were for each of the two versions of the service using the Gouraud (197 1) shaded base facial 
schema polygonal head. There were no significant differences in the distribution of 
participants failing to respond between the three versions of the service. 
In the interruptible Gouraud shaded polygonal condition 26 of the 29 participants (90%) 
interrupted at least one of the prompts. The maximum number of interruptions by any one 






Figure 6.10 : Distribution of Interruptions 
In the two non-interruptible conditions there were 32 attempts by 19 participants to interrupt 
the service. Inspection of the distribution of interruptions indicated that, having used the 
interruptible version of the service, some participants attempted to use this facility with the 
next service they encountered even when they had been told that the service was not 
interruptible. 
Across all versions of the service there were 16 instances of participants using non-
keywords when responding to service prompts. In all cases a correct keyword was spoken 
after a service prompted them once again. No users dropped beyond the first level of error 
recovery in the dialogue. 
6.3. 10 Subjective Results 
The overall mean attitude scores for the 20 core usability Likert statements are shown in 
Table 6.8. 
Service Mean Attitude 
Texture Mapped Persona 4.79 
Gouraud Non-Interruptible Persona 4.83 
Gouraud Interruptible Persona 4.96 
Table 6.8 : Overall Mean Attitude Scores 
Related subject t-tests showed that there was a significant difference (T = -2.283,df= 28, p 
= 0.03) between the attitudes expressed towards the version of the service using the non-
interruptible texture mapped persona and the version of the service using the interruptible 
Gouraud shaded polygonal head. Comparing the textured persona with the non-interruptible 
polygonal persona gave T = -0.436, df = 28 and p = 0.67. Related subject T-tests between 
the interruptible and non-interruptible versions of the polygonal persona gave T = 1.379,  df 
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= 28, p = 0.18. There were no significant differences between the version of the service 
using the polygonal non-interruptible persona and either of the other two versions of the 
service. It may therefore be concluded that the combination of persona type (graphical 
aspect of the service) and interruptibility (dialogue aspect of the service) produced a 
significant difference in attitude since all other aspects of the service were kept constant in 
the experiment. It is not possible from this data alone to determine which of these 
differences contributed most to the observed difference in overall attitude. 
Associations between age, gender and overall attitude measured via the core usability 
dimensions were also investigated. Table 6.9 shows the overall attitude by age group 














18-28 4.54 4.67 4.77 4.66 
29-38 4.36 4.73 4.51 4.53 
39-48 4.78 4.82 4.83 4.81 
49-59 1 	4.57 1 	4.66 1 	4.83 1 	4.69 
60+ 1 5.25 1 5.07 1 5.38 1 5.23 
'Fable 6.9 : Attitude to service by Age Group 
There was a tendency for the 60+ participants to express a more positive attitude towards the 
service overall, although the differences between the five age groups were not significant. 
There were also differences in attitude between male and female participants, as indicated in 
Table 6.10. 
Gender Textured Polygonal Polygonal All Versions 
Male 4.53 4.53 4.69 4.58 
Female 5.03 5.1 5.22 5.12 
Table 6.10 : Attitude to Service by Gender 
Female participants were significantly more positive towards the service overall than were 
male participants (p < 0.05). Detailed comparisons showed that the most significant 
differences were in attitudes towards the non-interruptible versions of the service. One 
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possible explanation for this is that female participants took a more positive attitude towards 
the appearance of the male textured head than did male participants. 
One way ANOVAs for each of the versions of the service were carried out using age and 
gender as factors. The results confirmed the differences described above and additionally 
showed that there was no significant interaction between age and gender in response to the 
service. These factors were therefore independently distributed in the experiment sample. 
In addition to the core usability dimensions, a total of five further dimensions specific to the 
service were assessed in the experiment. These included four dimensions to the talking head 
and one dimension relating to interruptibility. 
A general attitude to the persona statement worded as 'Ifound it helpful being able to see the 
presenter' gave a mean attitude score of 4.86 for the textured persona, 4.93 for the non-
interruptible polygonal persona and 4.86 for the interruptible polygonal head. There were no 
significant differences between group responses to this dimension, all of which indicated 
that participants found it helpful to see the presenter on screen. 
Comparing the on screen persona with a human with a statement worded 'I think the 
presenter should look more human' gave a mean attitude score of 3.52 for the textured 
persona, 2.76 for the non-interruptible polygonal persona and 2.52 for the interruptible 
polygonal persona. These scores (all below the Likert neutral mid-score of four) indicate 
negative attitudes to this dimension. The difference in attitude towards the realism of the 
textured head and the interruptible polygonal head was highly significant (p <0.01) and the 
difference between the version with the textured head and the non-interruptible head was 
marginally significant (p = 0.05). 
These results suggest that participants thought that both talking personae should look more 
human and that they felt this significantly more strongly for the polygonal persona than for 
the textured persona. 
In order to more strongly identify user's attitudes to the on-screen personae a statement was 
asked to this effect; 'I liked the appearance of the presenter'. The mean attitude scores for 
this dimension were 3.79 for the textured persona, 3.48 for the lion-interruptible polygonal 
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persona and 3.17 for the interruptible polygonal persona. There was a more positive attitude 
towards the appearance of the textured persona, although attitudes to all three versions of the 
service were below the neutral point. The difference in attitude between the service with the 




• 	BT persona ....... VRnon-interruptible persona —&--VRinterruptible persona 
Figure 6.11 :Questionnaire responses 
In regard to the quality of the animation of the talking personae the mean attitude scores in 
response to the statement 'I though the presenter moved realistically' were 3.97 for the 
textured persona, 3.69 for the non-interruptible polygonal persona and 3.57 for the 
interruptible persona. The negative attitudes expressed in response to this statement suggest 
that participants thought that neither of the two persona moved realistically. There were no 
significant differences between the three experimental conditions. 
Looking at participants attitude to being able to interrupt one of the services the mean 
attitude scores in response to the statement 'I think I should have been able to interrupt'/'I 
liked being able to interrupt' were 5.45 for the textured persona, 5.48 for the non-
interruptible polygonal persona and 6.0 for the interruptible polygonal persona. An overall 
positive attitude was expressed by participants when asked if they liked being able to 
interrupt the version of the service that offered this facility. The difference in attitude 
towards the service with the textured persona (non-interruptible) and the version using the 















6.3. 11 Interview Results 
During the interview held at the end of the experiment participants were asked if they had a 
preference for one of the versions of the service. The results, given in Table 6.11, indicate a 
majority preference (59%) for the version of the service using the interruptible polygonal 
persona but a substantial minority (34%) preference for the textured persona. 
Preference Expressed Count 
Prefer Interruptible Polygonal persona 17 
Prefer Textured persona 10 
Prefer Non-Interruptible persona 1 
No Preference 
Table 6.11 Preferences for Service Type 
Participants were also asked their attitude to being able to interrupt the service. 19 
participants said they liked being able to interrupt while only 4 said they did not like being 
able to interrupt the service and 6 had no opinion. This indicates a strong preference for 
being able to interrupt the service. 
6.3.12 Conclusions 
With respect to the objective results there was no significant difference in participants failing 
to correctly respond to the service prompts between each type of persona presented. 
Therefore choice of realism of persona did not adversely affect users' ability to traverse the 
dialogue. When the frequency of interruptions was examined it was apparent that once users 
have gained experience of an interruptible service they expect this capability in all services. 
This has hardware implications since interruption requires both full duplex operation and a 
recogniser that can filter the output channel from the input channel while retaining a 
sufficiently low error rate. Inspection of the subjective data and interview results show that 
users significantly prefer the ability to interrupt. Therefore the additional recommendation 
should be added that; 
Talk Through: When full duplex communication and speech recognition capability 
is available, talk-through should be implemented where applicable in a dialogue. 
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The final objective observation was that the error level prompts successfully allowed for all 
users to complete the dialogue even when they had made an initial error. Therefore it is 
reasonable to conclude that the error level prompts should be introduced in all persona 
dialogues. 
Error Levels: Three successively restrictive levels of error prompts should be 
included to allow for recognition errors with the final level passing the user to a 
human operator if possible. 
Examining the subjective results showed that users found it helpful to see the presenter. This 
confirms the conclusion arrived at in the smaller initial appraisal study. As for the realism of 
the presenter the subjective responses showed that the BT textured persona was considered 
more real. However, when the subjective responses across the full range of the core Likert 
usability questions were examined the non-interruptible persona scored higher (not 
significant) than the textured persona. This may have been due to users' responses that the 
Gouraud persona was 'friendlier' and more 'polite'. This seems to indicate that increasing the 
realism of the persona is not always a positive action and that care must be taken with 
characters to which users may have distinct attitudes before they use the service. This seems 
to support anecdotal evidence that increases in realism lead to a corresponding decrease in 
users' acceptance of faults or errors in the system. Therefore, a further persona 
recommendation can be stated thus; 
Visual Realism : Increases in visual realism should only be undertaken where there is 
evident need and it can be shown that the persona chosen has the desired response 
from the user and that this response outweighs the detrimental effects of the realism. 
Finally, the further exploratory examination of the subjective responses produced a 
surprising finding that there was significant differences in users' responses to the voice 
clarity between the personae even though they all used the same voice prompts. This may 
have implications for services where noise is a factor or where a large quantity of 
information is provided to the user and information overload could exacerbate a user's 
inability to understand the prompts. Although the interruptible persona scored highest it is 
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not evident if this was because the presence of the persona had a negative effect on the 
ability to understand the prompts. If this were the case then a service with no persona 
present, although preferred by users, would in fact be less usable in adverse conditions than 
a service with no persona present. Since there are dangers inherent in texture mapping of the 
face and the fact that the Gouraud face has been demonstrated to be acceptable it was 
decided to use the base facial schema persona throughout the experiments so as to 
benchmark all findings to one particular visual state. This approach removes possible further 
confounding variables when studying conclusions across the trials and allows the set of 
recommendations to be consistent. 
6.4 Verbal menu structures in persona systems 
It has been established that users like the presence of the persona but it has not been 
established whether the distraction of the persona's presence will have a detrimental effect 
on the usability of services. Such a detrimental effect may become evident in cases of 
information overload where the user is trying to assimilate large amounts of information. 
The added distraction of the persona may reduces users' abilities to cope effectively. Such 
information overload could occur during presentation of long complex menus. Visually a 
persona dialogue may present a menu hierarchy in a verbal manner in order to maintain the 
flow of conversation. These verbal dialogue based menu structures, coupled with the full 
multimedia presence of the persona and service, may lead to information overload on the 
part of the user. 
6.4.1 Verbal Menus Overview 
One aspect of utilising personified interfaces is the variable quality of computer synthesised 
speech which affects users' abilities to understand what is being said. Degradation of speech 
perception is not only an effect of poor synthesis and impoverished audio bandwidths but is 
also a major design factor in wide-band services where either background noise is a major 
factor (for example at home or at a busy tele-shopping site) or where the service utilises 
audio based multimedia that can have a detrimental effect on simultaneous speech playback. 
Add to this the problems associated with information overload in an online environment and 
methods for reducing this in the visual-speech domain would be welcome. It is assumed, for 
the purpose of experimentation, that some manner of information overload will be present in 
future services. It is therefore a matter of determining the degree to which various 
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contributory factors should be concentrated on to optimise consumer's perception 
capabilities. 
6.4.2 Verbal Menus Hypothesis 
It is unknown how varying quality of text to speech affects users' attitudes and performance 
abilities in a shopping service. Also, how users' abilities to navigate a multimedia hierarchy 
are affected by the grammar of the instructions they are given. The core hypothesis for the 
experiment though can be stated thus: 
There is no detrimental information overload effect produced by the 
introduction of the base facial schema personae. 
6.4.3 Verbal Menus Experiment Approach 
The verbal menus experiment approach was quite different from that taken with the 
appraisal and the realism experiments. This was due to the requirement to overload the user 
with verbal information and then objectively measure their response. It is difficult to design 
an experiment that could measure the response to an initial verbal prompt while providing 
further verbal prompts as they would confound the measurement. Therefore, after the initial 
information overload prompt the interaction was purely based on a visual menu that was 
traversed through the use of a mouse. 
6.4.4 Verbal Menus Experiment Design 
An Internet shopping service was devised where a number of audible dialogue prompts 
directed the subject to choose a particular item. The prompts were designed to produce 
information overload problems rather than audible confusion since audible confusion 
prompts are more likely to be biased by specific qualities of individual speech synthesisers. 
For example, "Choose the white shirt with the blue stripes and the green buttons." is a valid 
information overload prompt (Broadbent, 1975). 
In order to specifically examine perception effects with reference to text-to-speech systems, 
three qualities of prompts were recorded. Voice A was the lowest level TTS and was 
designed to be purposefully poor in two key respects, namely, random stress based prosody 
to simulate incorrect stress assignment, and no phonetic duration modification. Voice B was 
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a standard commercially available PC based system (TruVoice, Centigram Communications 
Corp.) and voice C was real voice RP English. For synthesis quality effects there were two 
participant groups using voices A and B. To benchmark participants' performance a control 
cell with voice C was used. Although voice A was purposefully designed to be poor it was 
important that such a cell was introduced. If little difference were found between voices B 
and C it could not be concluded that there was truly no differences between the voices. Since 
one of the aspects being tested is the usability text-to-speech synthesis it is important that 
this conclusion could be reached. If responses to B and C are similar, that may be due to the 
measurement used in the experiment being too insensitive to detect the variation. If, 
however, the difference shows up on a third voice known to be poor then it is reasonable to 
conclude that the differences between B and C are small in comparison to that of A and 
therefore equally usable. 
Since the realism experiment had vindicated the acceptance of the persona results found in 
the initial appraisal it was decided to split the cells further into persona and no-persona 
groups. This would identify whether the presence of the persona has an objective effect 
rather than merely a subjective one. 
The experimental design utilised repeated measures analysis where, in order to reduce the 
level of randomisation required and therefore the number of subjects, the same voice was not 
repeated in succession. This should have helped to minimise habituation or learning effects 
on a given voice and so avoid undue degraded opinion of a differing voice in a following 
cell. 
The experiment utilised 48 subjects over the six cells. The participant's ability to correctly 
follow the system's directions was scored and the mean correct response was used as the 
objective measure for the service. Course level lip synchronisation for this experiment was 
defined as viseme based animation that does not incorporate elastic visual co-articulation but 
relies on a direct viseme mapping from a phonetic transcription that contains audio co-
articulation. To further test the limit of simple lip animation viseme state transitions were 





6.4.5 Dialogue Design 
To examine the effect that the wording of the users instructions has on users ability to 
navigate a menu hierarchy three sentence grammars were used. Grammar I was defined 
generally as Put the {colour} {product} from the colour} shop in the {place} in the 
{colour} basket'. Grammar 2 was 'Go to the {colour} shop in the {place} and put the 
(colour) {product} in the {colour} basket'. Finally, grammar 3 was defined as 'Could you 
put in the colourl basket the {colour} {product) from the {colour} shop in the {place}'. 
Each grammar was given in 6 separate prompts to each participant randomised over each of 
the possible 18 instructions. 
6.4.5 Verbal Menus Experiment Set-up 
The experiment was carried out using a Pentium personal computer running NT 3.51 served 
by an NT central server and connected to a Silicon Graphics Indy World Wide Web server 
via a centralised hub. The hub network had a peak bandwidth of 8 Mbits/s giving a 
reasonable representation of high-end future home wide area network capabilities. The 
system was set-up as in the CGI based server experiment layout (see Figure 3.14) but 
omitted the inclusion of a wizard as no speech recognition was required for the experiment. 
Start 
son ,  
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Prodaci Tpe 	 I,dt 	
Baske 
Figure 6.12 : Multimedia Dialogue 
The client system ran under the subsumption framework and was connected to an NSCA 
standard web server running CGI scripts for per-participant service prompting. The service 
itself was constructed as a monocyclic directed graph that was described within the FSM 
dialogue SAM. Once the participant was provided with their information overload prompt 
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their instruction was followed by a simple menu structure allowing the free choice of a 
product with the single restriction that participants could not retrace actions. This was 
imposed to force participants into the rapid completion of each task and to extract from their 
actions their initial choice only. The interaction structure is shown in Figure 6.12. 
Each participant was initially welcomed and their task was described to them. Upon pressing 
start they progressed to the begin screen where either the virtual persona or a simple begin 
button was displayed. Progressing on they received an audible prompt in one of the three 
possible voices after which they clicked okay and moved into the service hierarchy where 
they attempted to put the required item in the correct basket. After placing an item in a 
basket they cycled back to the begin screen for the next prompt, repeating until they had 
completed all 18 tasks. 
6.4.6 Experiment Results 
Data were correlated on the basis of the mean correct response given by the participant to 
any given experimental condition. The results of standard statistical test on the data are given 
below. 
Effect of the presence of the persona 
In order to measure the effect the presence of the virtual persona had on participant's 
abilities to complete the task a related (paired samples) t test across persona / no-persona 
conditions with mean correct menu response as the dependent variable was taken. No 
significance was found between the conditions (T = -0.432, df = 45 and p = 0.668) showing 
that there was no significant detrimental effect on users' capabilities to process the task by 
the presence of the persona. 
Effect of the voice 
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Figure 6.13 : Mean Correct Menu Response for each voice 
In order to test for possible significance in these means a repeated measures ANOVA across 
the three voices with mean correct menu response as the dependent variable was carried out. 
The results of which are shown in Table 6.12. 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Measure: MEASURE-1 
Trnsfrrmed Variahi Avernn 
Type III 
Sum of Mean Noncent. Observed 
Source Squares df Square F Sig. Parameter Powera 
Intercept 2224.162 1 2224.182 6327.927 .000 6327.927 1.000 
Error 15.817 45 .351 
a. Computed using alpha= .05 
Table 6.12 Repeated Measures ANOVA across voice types 
A highly significant effect was found. Therefore paired samples t tests were taken across 
each voice pair to find where any significance lies. The results are shown in Table 6.13 
below. 
Paired Samples Test 
Paired Differences 
95% Confidence 
Interval of the 
Std. Std. Error Difference Sig. 
Lower Upper _______________ Mean Deviation Mean t df (2-tailed) 
Pair 1 	VOIUE U- 
VOICE A 
.1909 .4990 7.4E-02 4.3E-02 .3391 2.595 45 .013 
Pair 2 	VOICE A - 
VO I CE B 
-.1713 .5957 8.8E-02 -.3482 5.6E-03 -1.951 45 .057 
Pair 3 	VOICE C- 
VO I CE B 
2.OE-02 .4755 7.OE-02 -.1216 .1608 .279 45 .781 





Effect of the grammar structure 
The participant's mean correct responses for the three sentence structures are shown in 
Figure 6.14. 
IN Grammar I 
	
4.3 	4.19 	lJ Grammar 2 
4.2 
li Grammar 3 4.1 	 3.98 
3.87 
3.8 	
[ - , 3.7 
Mean 
Figure 6.14 : Mean Correct Responses for the three grammars 
To examine possible statistical significance in these means a repeated measures ANOVA 
across the three grammars is shown in Table 6.14. 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Measure: MEASURE_i 
Trnsfnrmr1 VirihI Avrci 
Type Ill 
Sum of Mean Noncent. Observed 
Source Squares df Square F Sig. Parameter Power' 
Intercept 2222.156 1 2227.156 6347.153 .000 6349.153 1.000 
Error 15.750 45 .350 
a. Computed using alpha = .05 
Table 6.14: ANOVA across the three grammars 
There is a high significance shown. Therefore, to investigate where the significance lies 





Paired Samples Test 
Paired Differences 
95% Confidence 
Interval of the 
Std. Std. Error Difference Sig. 
Lower Upper Mean Deviation Mean t df (2-tailed) 
Pair 1 	UIIAMMAR1 
- -.3196 .6328 9.3E-02 -.5075 -.1316 -3.425 45 .001 
GRAMMAR2 
Pair 2 	GRAMMAR2 
- .2051 .6096 9.OE-02 2.4E-02 .3861 2.282 45 .027 
GRAMMAR3 
Pair 3 	GRAMMAR1 
- -.1145 .7099 .1047 -.3253 9.6E-02 -1.094 45 .280 
GRAMMAR3 
Table 6.15 : T test across grammar pairs. 
6.4.7 Discussion 
Examining the results of the paired samples t test on the presence of the virtual persona 
experimental condition shows a two-tailed p value of 0.668. This is in no way significant, 
showing that there was no attributable difference in ability to complete the task successfully 
between the no-persona and the persona conditions. 
When investigating the effect of the quality of the text-to-speech synthesis the repeated 
measures ANOVA across the three voices showed a highly significant p value (p < 0.01). 
Further paired samples T tests on the voice pairs showed a significance between voices C 
and A (p = 0.013) and a marginal significance between voices A and B (p = 0.057). There 
was no significance shown between the remaining pair, voices C and B (p = 0.781). 
Therefore, in terms of participant's ability to correctly complete their task there was no 
attributable difference between voices C and B but a marked difference between the poor 
performance of voice A (mean correct response = 3.89) and the other two voices (mean 
correct responses> 4.06). 
Looking at the effect the wording of the instruction given to the participant had a repeated 
measures ANOVA across the three grammars gave a highly significant p value (< 0.01). 
Paired samples T tests across the three grammar pairs showed a high significance between 
grammars I and 2 (p = 0.001) and a significance between grammars 2 and 3 (p = 0.027). 
There was no attributable significance between grammars I and 3 (p = 0.28). Therefore, 
grammar 2 had a significant effect on participant's ability to carry out the task successfully 






With regard to the differences shown in the mean correct responses between the three 
different grammars it is difficult to conclude reasons for particular sentences being 
significantly better than others. There are too many unconstrained variables ranging from 
linguistic rules to psychological ordering effects relating to the menu hierarchy. It is evident 
though that careful wording of prompts is of considerable importance to the design of 
multimodal services. The design of which will become increasingly difficult as more human 
characteristics are utilised in the interface. This observation supports the ETSI 
recommendations on the importance of usability testing. 
It is concluded that the use of multimedia adaptive lip synchronisation algorithms, as used in 
the subsumption system, coupled with standard Gouraud shaded graphics, commonly 
available on personal computers, can effectively provide a persona presence without 
compromising usability of the service due to multimodal interactions such as the McGurk 
effect. This is in addition to the earlier findings on the subjective acceptability of personae. 
Upon investigation of the effects of the three voice qualities it is noted that the random 
prosody synthesised speech was significantly poorer than the other two voices. However, the 
difference in participant's ability to complete the task between the real voice and the 
commercially available TruVoice system was not significant. It is reasonable therefore to 
conclude that personal computer text-to-speech synthesisers are of sufficient quality for use 
in tele-shopping services. An increase in speech quality beyond present technology levels 
may improve user's attitude towards a service but will not significantly improve their 
objective ability to understand the voice and complete their chosen task effectively. 
6.5 Multilingual issues for persona systems 
The ETSI standards that have been adjusted for persona use, that are outlined as the kernel 
set of person dialogue constraints in section 6.1.2, references systems that have multiple 
language capability. The multiple language constraint simply states that language selection 
should be the first option available. However, this is not a strict enough definition to 
optimise usability within a multimedia environment. Within a telephone dialogue there is 
little option but to present the menu of possible languages verbally. However, in a 
multimedia environment this restriction is lifted and the user can select a language via a 
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number of available modes. It is possible therefore to select language before any verbal 
contact has been made. What is not clear is whether language selection is so important that it 
should precede any form of verbal contact or whether it is equally user friendly to allow 
language selection post initial conversational contact. 
6.5.1 Multilingual issues oven/low 
In order to investigate user's attitudes to multilingual virtual agent services with an aim to 
improving local language services an experiment was designed to investigate user responses 
to a future Internet style shopping multi-lingual service. In particular, attitude variation to 
incorrect language identification with regard to multimedia interactions was focused on as a 
prime concern for future pan-European multi-lingual services. 
Shopping services on a future wide-band version of the Internet will be in an extremely 
competitive market. Niche specialist shopping will possibly flourish but large departmental 
electronic shops are likely to be extremely common. Considering the ease with which 
potential customers could shop anywhere in the world instantly it is evident that attracting 
potential customers onto a service's site will be an important aspect of commercial design. 
Customers will be able to shop hop in a manner that cable TV viewers channel hop at 
present. The importance of getting the initial user interface correct cannot be overstated. 
Taking into account the perceived projected problems of global shop hopping and the desire 
to maintain a wide language base for a service that has a diverse cultural customer 
population, research into how to minimise the loss of minority services must be carried out. 
However, multilingual aspects are as yet under investigated. 
6.5.2 Multilingual Experiment Hypothesis 
The hypothesis for this experiment could be stated thus; 
Any detrimental attitude effect induced in the consumer by an initially 
incorrect language based service will be increased as services 
become multimedia rich and use speech based interfaces. 
IRDI 
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6.5.3 Multilingual Experiment Approach 
The multilingual experiment approach was similar to that taken for the verbal menus 
experiment. The traversal of the menu was set to be graphical in nature with the persona as a 
secondary sales person that presents information about the products on screen. 
6.5.4 Experiment Scope and Objectives 
Since it is not possible for an Internet commercial site to always correctly identify a shop 
hopping customer's native language an experiment was devised in order to ascertain the 
impact on consumer attitude of receiving a service initially in an incorrect language.ln order 
to examine multimedia effects, in particular the process of being addressed in an incorrect 
language, two types of service were devised; one in which the initial welcome screen was in 
text with graphics and prompted the user to choose their language and another where they 
were confronted with a full multimedia service in a foreign language before they could 
change. To prevent individual nationality bias the experiment was conducted in separate 
trials in three European countries with differing native languages. Also, in order to minimise 
single language effects two foreign languages from, English, French, German or Italian, 
were used in the experiment. The English language trial used German and Italian in addition 
to the native English service. Both the French and the Italian trials used English and German 
for the foreign language services. 
6.5.5 Participants 
A total of between 30 and 45 participants from each field trial's local population were used 
in the experiment. The experiments were conducted in Edinburgh, Paris and Rome. 
6.5.6 Apparatus and Task 
Participants were seated at a multimedia computer terminal capable of presenting aGouraud 
(1971) VRML styled persona (the base facial schema). They were presented with a dummy 
range of services that did not respond in a vocal manner. They were then left to peruse the 
system until they were comfortable with the interface in order to minimise novice user 
effects. Once this initial task was completed they moved onto the trial services and foreign 
languages that were part of the experiment. 
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6.5.7 Design and Procedure 
The experiment was a four cell repeated measures design. The four repeated measures cells 
are listed below. 
- Initial English language multimedia first page service. 
- Initial English language text first page service. 
- Initial German language multimedia first page service. 
- Initial German language text first page service. 
The four repeated measures cells were randomised in order of presentation to the 
participants. Each service in the repeated measures cells was given a name. The four used 
were named as shown below in English. 
- Saturn Net 
- Jupiter Net 
- Pluto Net 
- Venus Net 




Figure 6.15 : Service welcome screen originally in German and then in Italian after the user 
has selected another language. 
In each cell the participants were asked to purchase a particular item. They then accessed the 
shop where upon it presented an initial screen in an (incorrect) language that could be altered 
by the user as shown in Figure 6.15. After each task the service reset in that it "forgot" the 
participant's language. The context for this was that the next task was a separate shopping 
trip to a different department store. After using each repeated measures cell the participant 
was asked to complete a Likert (Spradley, 1980) based (7-point attitude scale) questionnaire 





6.5.8 Multimedia layout 
The multimedia layout of the experiment consisted of a standard multimedia PC. The 
software incorporated standard multimedia capabilities as well as the novel virtual persona 
technology. 
The initial screen consisted of the four basic Internet shops that were to be visited by the 
participant. The experimenter explained that each service would be used in turn to purchase 
a particular item. 
F i eure 6.16a : 'I 'lie department Ie ci screen 	Figure 6.1 6h : l'he tits products screen 
Once the participant was asked to undertake a particular task they were left to enter the 
relevant shop where they were greeted by the service welcome screen (Figure 6.1 5). This 
screen either was presented as is shown with no accompanying audio or was shown together 
with a verbal commentary in the service's relevant language setting. The version used 
depended on the randomised ordering of the repeated measures cells. 
The participant could alter the language state of the service at any time by clicking on the 
relevant flag displayed continuously throughout the service on the right hand side of tile 
screen. Once the participant had chosen their preferred language for the service the initial 
screen would change to that language and on the initial welcome screen the verbal 
commentary would be played. 
The participant then moved on to the next screen (Figure 6.16a) where they chose the 





Figure 6.17: The final purchasing screen (Italian) 
Once the relevant department had been chosen the participant was presented with a small 
range of products. If the relevant product was not present they could move back to the 
department level and browse the shop further. If they found the correct product then they 
could choose to purchase it and they would be shown the final purchasing screen (Figure 
6.17) where the product was shown in more detail and they could opt to decline if they 
wished. 
Once the participant opted to purchase a product on the final purchasing screen they were 
then asked to complete a Likert questionnaire and then move onto the next task. They were 
not asked about specific payment methods as this was not central to the experiment and 
could be viewed as confounding the effects being observed. 
6.5.9 Subjective Response Data 
The subjective Likert response data from the trials was examined using standard statistical 
tests in order to ascertain the significance of any observable effects. 
Italian Experiment Data 
The Italian trial was carried out in Rome and participants were all employees of a high 
technology enabled television station. 
Italian Language Aspects 
An important aspect of the experiment was to determine whether offering the service in a 
foreign language affects participant's attitudes towards the service. In particular, whether 
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particular European languages have an effect. The two foreign languages used in the Italian 
trial were English and German. 
Taking the Likert responses from all four repeated measures cells a paired samples t test 
over the mean Likert scores across all core usability questions for differing language as the 
independent variable was calculated. The data resulted in t = 0.272 with 44 degrees of 
freedom (dot) and a two tailed significance (p) equal to 0.787. This presents no significant 
difference being shown in the mean scores for the core usability questions between the two 
foreign languages. Both were judged to be equally unusable. 
Italian Voice Aspects 
The second aim of the experiment was to examine whether on experiencing the initial 
language setting possibly incorrect it was better or worse to begin communicating with the 
participant through verbal intercourse. Here the two cell states were absence of verbal 
communication on initial contact (No Voice) and the presence of verbal communication on 
initial contact (Voice). 
Taking the Likert responses from all four repeated measures cells a paired samples t test 
over the mean Likert scores across all core usability questions for differing verbal 
communication states as the independent variable was calculated. The data resulted in t = 
0.649 with 44 degrees of freedom (dot) and a two tailed significance (p) equal to 0.519. 
Therefore no overall statistical significance was found on general attitude towards the 
presence of the foreign language voice and indeed there is little difference between the mean 
response scores. Participants seemed to have no overall difference in attitude towards 
English or German based services or whether the verbal communication was initially present 
or not. If the language is wrong, using voice does not make it any more or less usable. 
French Experiment Data 
The French trial was carried out in Paris. The participants were employees of a multi-
disciplinary technology company. 
French Experiment Language Aspects 
The two foreign languages used in the French trial were English and German. A paired 
samples t test over the language independent variable resulted in t = -4.299 with 28 dof and 
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a two tailed significance (p) of less than 0.001. Therefore there is a highly significant 
difference in the mean core Likert responses between the two languages. Both are slightly 
positive but there is a highly significant preference for the German language service over the 
English one. 
French Experiment Voice Aspects 
Paired samples t test over mean Likert scores across all questions for differing voice states 
(voice and no voice) as the independent variable produced t = 3.881 with 28 dof and a two 
tailed significance (p) equal to 0.001. There is a small difference in the mean core Likert 
responses between the two voice states. Both are slightly positive but there is a preference 
for the voiceless service over the foreign language vocal service. This preference is highly 
statistically significant. 
English Experiment Data 
The English language trial was carried out in Edinburgh with participants who were 
members of the general public recruited to reflect age, gender and occupation across the UK 
population. 
English Experiment Language Aspects 
The two foreign languages used in the English trial were Italian and German. A paired 
samples T test over the language independent variable resulted in t = -2.434 with 38 dof and 
a two tailed significance (p) of less than 0.001. There is a small difference in the mean core 
Likert responses between the two languages. Both are slightly positive but there is a slight 
preference for the Italian service over the German service. This preference is highly 
statistically significant. 
English Experiment Voice Aspects 
Paired samples T test over mean Likert scores across all questions for differing voice states 
as the independent variable produced t = 2.987 with 38 dof and a two tailed significance (p) 
equal to 0.005. There is a small difference in the mean core Likert responses between the 
two voice states. Both are slightly positive but there is a preference for the voiceless service 




6.5. 10 Data Analysis across trials 
Statistical analysis of the trial results can be taken over multiple trials where there is a 
commonality of independent variables. This can be used to indicate how a multinational 
European user base might behave towards pan-European services. 
Language Differences for Italian and French experiments 
The varying attitude towards the language basis of the experimental service can be examined 
for both the Italian and French trials since the two foreign language services used in each 
case were identical (English and German). 
Taking the Likert responses from all four repeated measures cells across both trials a paired 
samples T test over the mean Likert scores across all core usability questions for differing 
language as the independent variable was calculated. The data resulted in t = -1.4l2with 73 
dof and a two tailed significance (p) equal to 0.162. There is a small difference in the mean 
core Likert responses between the two languages. Both are marginally positive but there is a 
slight preference for the German service over the English service. This preference is not 
statistically significant. 
Voice presence across all experiments (English, French and Italian) 
The varying attitude towards the language basis of the experimental service can be examined 
for all trials since the voice state variable was used identically in each case. 
Taking the Likert responses from all four repeated measures cells a paired samples t test 
over the mean Likert scores across all core usability questions for differing verbal 
communication states as the independent variable was calculated. This resulted in t = 3.477 
with 112 dof and a two tailed significance (p) equal to 0.001. There is a small difference in 
the mean core Likert responses between the two voice states. Both are marginally positive 
but there is a preference for the voiceless services over the foreign vocal language services. 





6.5. 11 Discussion 
The experiments carried out in Edinburgh, Paris and Rome utilised a varied cross section of 
the European population. The main aim of the experiment was to determine whether future 
multimedia rich multilingual services should attempt to attracttele-shopping customers with 
as much initial interaction as possible or whether it was more important to determine the 
customer's requirements first. This aim resulted in the general examination of the pan-
European trial results concerning user's attitude towards services that spoke to them in a 
foreign language before they had a chance to correct the mistake. A paired samples t test 
over the mean Likert scores across all core usability questions for all three trials for differing 
verbal communication states as the independent variable gave p = 0.001 where t = 3.477 and 
there were 112 degrees of freedom (dof). This is a highly significant result showing that 
there is a distinct preference for the ability to choose language options before verbal 
communication is undertaken. 
Looking at individual trials, the statistical results for attitude towards the use of verbal 
language before the ability to inform the service of the required language differed from 
country to country. Each trial showed a slight preference for not using verbal communication 
before allowing the user to choose a preference. The French language trial gave p = 0.001, t 
= 3.881 and 28 dof for a paired samples t test. The English language trial gave p = 0.005, t = 
2.987 and 38 dof. Both of these results are highly significant. The Italian language trial gave 
p = 0.5 19, t = 0.649 and 44 dof for a paired samples t test. This result is not statistically 
significant. 
In order to examine pan-European attitudes to varying the service language the Italian and 
French data can be examined together since both the foreign languages were the same in 
both these trials. The Likert response data showed a slight preference for the German service 
(mean = 4.1102) over the English language service (mean = 4.0631). A paired samples T test 
over the mean Likert scores across all core usability questions for differing language as the 
independent variable gave p = 0.162, t = -1.412 and 73 dof. This result is not statistically 
significant. However, individual trials can be examined to determine language preference in 
particular countries. 
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Both the French and Italian language trials showed a slight preference for the German 
language service over the English language service. The French language trial gave p < 
0.001, t = -4.299 and 28 dof for a paired samples t test. This result is highly significant. The 
Italian language trial gave p = 0.787, t = .272 and 44 dof. This is not statistically significant. 
The English language trial showed a slight preference for the Italian over the German 
language service. A paired samples t test gave p = 0.02, t = -2.434 and 38 dof. This result is 
again highly significant. 
6.5.12 Conclusions 
Significance in difference in attitudes across foreign language types is reflected onto 
attitudes towards the virtual agent and the service that it provides. Relieving this is a social 
problem which may possibly impact the industrial use of multi-lingual persona technologies. 
It is important therefore to examine how this effect can be minimised. The significance 
shown across voice and no voice conditions demonstrates that cultural aversions can be 
reduced by abstaining from the use of lingual media until as late a stage as possible. The 
result does however raise concern that verbal multimedia usage may damage sales and 
consequently impact the take-up of new persona linguistic technologies in electronic 
commerce. Therefore the ETSI recommendation on multilingual systems is extended to; 
Multiple languages: If possible, language selection should be allowed before there 
is any verbal contact with the user. 
6.6 Summary 
The range of experiments covered in this chapter verify that the subsumption framework 
fulfils the requirements that it was designed for. Experiments were set up on sites across 
Europe and participants were processed without the need for technical assistance to support 
the technology. The conclusions drawn from the experiments are indicative of the type of 
requirements analysis needed to feed into a dialogue bounds system. A method for 







An Initial Foray into Fully Automated Dialogue 
Initiative 
7.1 Introduction 
Since it has been shown that text-to-speech synthesisers are capable of supporting 
intelligible service dialogues even in adverse information overload conditions the possibility 
of fully automated initiative systems arises. Although the subsumption framework, 
incorporating the FSM dialogue and WHISPER speech recognition SAMs, exceeds the 
capabilities of many commercial systems yet more can be acheived. The subsumption 
methodology has allowed a wide range of modes of input and output to be readily 
constructed. In addition, the string-based subsumption messaging eases the translation 
required to map from user input or defining dialogue into formal interface structure and 
functionality. However, the system still lacks the capability to automatically encapsulate and 
apply the knowledge contained in the ETSI guidelines or to utilise the results from the 
experiments in chapter 6. An automated method for intelligently building standards-
compliant dialogues is an ultimate goal. 
7.2 Automated Requirements Design 
Even an automated method for building dialogues requires a formal definition at some stage. 
Section 2.11 in chapter 2 discussed a variety of methods for eliciting intelligent behaviour 
from computers. Of the methods discussed it became apparent that some form of expert 
system inference engine was the most promising. Of course, such systems still require the 
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Figure 7.1 : Dialogue Inference from Service Requirements. 
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The explicit stating of the dialogue inference rules is the main drawback to the use of expert 
systems. However, Figure 7.1 illustrates an approach that eliminates the need for the writing 
of inference rules for each dialogue. If instead of writing the inference rules to define the 
flow of the dialogue they are instead written to extract the dialogue requirements then the 
human designer can input the system requirements alone and a standards compliant dialogue 
can be inferred from this. Since the requirements engine is an inference engine it can be used 
to both design the dialogue within standards and also to actively manage the dialogue so as 
to enable initiative within user sessions. If this were the case then the system cycle would be 
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Figure 7.2 Inference Engine/Dialogue Development Cycle. 
The life cycle of the inference engine and the dialogue development become integrated from 
an overall multi-dialogue viewpoint. On an individual dialogue the two are separated. This is 
achieved by viewing the knowledge engineer and the human dialogue designer as separate 
entities. The knowledge engineer authors the rules (contained in the inference engine) that 
govern both the requirements phase and the active dialogue phase. The human designer is 
then reduced to merely inputing the system requirements though these of course will change 
in line with any alteration in user requirements. Once the dialogue designer has input the 
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requirements, the system can enter the active dialogue phase. In this phase the user inputs 
their requirements and the system uses initiative to alter the dialogue requirements as needed 
and provide the user with feedback. In this way the dialogue design and the inference design 
are separated. Also, both system initiative and user initiative are allowed for. Of course, the 
development of such a system is a thesis in itself but this chapter aims to demonstrate the 
groundwork that will show that the subsumption framework together with the ETSI 
standards and the results from the experiments can form a valid basis for such a system and 
provide the starting point from which further work may be based. 
7.3 The CLIPS SAM 
The development of the CLIPS SAM followed much the same path as the Festival system. 
Firstly the command loop had to be opened up so that it followed an event based model (see 
Figure 5.13). Once this was achieved the subsumption commands could be inserted into the 
CLIPS C source code so that expert systems could be written that took advantage of the 3D 
persona and all the other available SAMs. 
7.3.1 The CLIPS Subsumption Commands 
In a similar fashion to the init_subrX function calls in the SIOD LISP engine CLIPS 
DefineFunction calls were used to introduce a number of subsumption capable commands 
into the interpreter. For example, in order to define a new CLIPS command that can open a 
new SAM the startup code for the CLIPS SAM called the DefineFunction thus; 
DefineFunction("ModOpen", 'v' ,PTIF DefAgentFunction, 
"ModOpen"); 
This DefineFunction call maps any 'ModOpen' command to the DefAgentFunction C 
function. The DeJA gentFunction source is shown below. 
/1 (ModOpen <agentName> <agentType> 
II 	[ <x> <y> <width> <height> 1) 
global void DefAgentFunction() 
{ 
char *AgentName [100]; 
char *dummyid ; 
mt i, argc, x,y,width,height; 
DATA OBJECT argPtr; 
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/* Printout needs at least one argument: a logical name. 
if ((argc = ArgCountCheck("Modopen",ATLEAST,2)) == -1) 
return; 
Rtnunknown(l, &argPtr); 
strcpy (AgentName, DOToString (argPtr)); 
Rtnunknown (2, &argPtr); 
WinOpenAgent (AgentName, DOToString (argPtr)); 
if(argc == 6) 
RtnUnknown (3, &argPtr); 
x = DoTolnteger(argPtr); 
RtnUnknown(4, &argPtr); 
y = DoTolnteger(argPtr); 
RtnUnknown(5, &argPtr); 
width = DoTolnteger(argPtr); 
RtnUnknown(6, &argPtr); 
height = D0Tolnteger(argPtr); 
WinSizeAgent(AgentName,x,y,width,height); 
This function merely calls the subsumption engine via a WinOpenA gent wrapper. After that 
it checks if window size arguments are included and if so resizes the subsumed SAM with 
new virtual desktop co-ordinates. 
The full set of additional subsumptive CLIPS commands is shown below in Table 7.1. 
(ModOpen <name> <type> [x y width height]) Opens a new subsumed SAM. 
(ModLoad <name> <file>) Loads a file into a SAM. 
(ModAdd <name> <file>) Calls mmAddFile for a SAM. 
(ModString <name> <string>) Calls mmAddString for a SAM. 
(ModSize <name> <x> <y> <width> <height>) Sizes a subsumed SAM. 
(ModClose <name>) Closes a subsumed SAM. 
(ModClick <name> <string>) Sets a SAM's click string. 
Table 7.1 Additional CLIPS subsumption commands. 
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7.3.2 Sequential CLIPS processing 
Although the basic CLIPS subsumption commands were readily incorporated, the active 
dialogue phase of the inference system required further functionality. If the dialogue engine 
requires to request a subsumed SAM to achieve some task then it is apparent that rules may 
be written with sequential dependencies in them. This is not a problem with normal CLIPS 
program execution as each function call has to return before the next is processed. However, 
one of the first requirements for producing a CLIPS SAM was to break the command loop 
and substitute an event-based method. This enables subsumed SAMs to continue functioning 
in isolation from the CLIPS subsumption parent but it breaks the notion of sequential 
dependency within a single CLIPS function. In order to allow for sequential dependency a 
new CLIPS command was included. 
(RunOnFinish <bool>) 
This RunOnFinish command sets a global flag within the subsumption engine that is 
checked whenever the CLIPS SAM receives a mmFinishedTask from a subsumed SAM. If 
the global flag is set to true then the CLIPS inference engine is kicked off to check all 
available rules to see if any have been satisfied. This allows any function that depends on the 
successful completion of a subsumed task to be fired once the sequential dependency has 
been satisfied. Particular key facts that define which rules are satisfied when the inference 
engine is restarted can be asserted just before the current rule expires. In order to prevent the 
sequentially dependent rule firing before the task has been carried out the RunOnFinish 
global variable is set to FALSE again when an mmFinishedTask message is received. 
Therefore a sequentially dependent case may be stated as follows; 
(def rule start-sequential-dependency 
?state <- (at-state RunMovies) 
(retract ?state) 
(RunOnFinish TRUE) 
(assert (at-state MovielFinished)) 
(ModLoad MoviePlayer moviel.mpeg) 
(def rule start-after-first-movie-finished 
(RunOnFinish FALSE) 
?state <- (at-state MovielFinished) 
=> 
(retract ?state) 
(ModLoad MoviePlayer movie2.mpeg) 
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This CLIPS code will be fired when the (at-state RunMovie) fact has been asserted into the 
inference engine's knowledge base. Once this has occurred this at-state fact will be retracted 
by the start-sequential-dependency rule and then the RunOnFinish variable set before finally 
sending moviel.mpeg to a previously loaded subsumed SAM named MoviePlayer. When the 
movie has finished the MoviePlayer SAM sends an ,nmFinishedTask message to its parent. 
The CLIPS SAM on receiving this message sets the RunOnFinish flag to FALSE and 
restarts the inference engine. The inference engine then checks that the start-after-first-
movie-finished rule is satisfied which it now is. The rule fires and the second movie is sent to 
the MoviePlayer. 
7.3.3 Interactive CLIPS processing 
Just as the RunOnFinish command allows the CLIPS inference engine to process 
sequentially dependent rules some method for allowing it to process interactive events was 
required. The same method for restarting the inference engine on an event was used. The 
main graphical user interface event of clicking with a mouse was enabled by the following 
command. 
(RunOnClick <bool>) 
This command is used in a similar fashion to the RunOnFinish command but the CLIPS 
SAM asserts a new fact on receiving the click message. Since each SAl can have a 
ClickString associated with it that is passed in the inmChildClicked message this identifying 
string can be asserted in a fact. 
(ModClicked <string>) 
This fact is asserted by the CLIPS SAM before the inference engine is re-engaged. This 
allows the inference rules to identify which subsumed SAl was clicked by the user. 
Since the subsumption framework was designed around dialogue principles an explicit 
mmMessage Word message event function was included. 
(RunOnWord <bool>) 
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Like the RunOnClick command a fact is asserted when the event occurs before starting the 
inference engine; 
(Modord <string>) 
In this way both interactive processing and sequential CLIPS rules can be managed in a 
consistent manner that is event based rather than limited to a traditional command loop. 
7.4 Requirements Phase Example 
In order to examine whether the approach as outlined in Figure 7.2 is viable a demonstration 
CLIPS program was written. This program is not meant to be a definitive knowledge base 
but serves as an example to demonstrate the capabilities of the subsumption framework and 
the validity of the knowledge elicitation approach. For information on CLIPS semantics 
consult the CLIPS Advanced Programming Guide (Haley, 1991). 
7.4.1 Dialogue Style 
In order to examine the validity of the standards-based automated dialogue approach it is 
important to examine the role of the knowledge engineer. The knowledge engineer is 
required to elicit requirements about styles of dialogues and design a set of general rules that 
apply to a wide variety of interactions. Such a task would be a valid goal for an entire thesis 
and therefore this chapter will deal with an extremely simplified style of dialogue. 
For the basis of this example a dialogue style was chosen that centred around the purchase of 
a series of basic products which the customer could choose between. Each of these products 
can have a set of single level simple logically separate dependencies. For example, when 
purchasing a car the buyer can choose on colour, engine size and interior style but each 
choice is independent of the others. Therefore, having a leather interior cannot prevent the 
buyer from choosing a blue exterior. This limit was made to simplify the rule base as will 
become evident as the number of rules required for simple single level dependencies that are 





7.4.2 Requirements Rules 
The rule base required to elicit the dialogue's requirements from the dialogue designer are 
separated from those that actively manage the dialogue. This is to enable the designer and 
the user to operate independently via a set of saved files that contain factual information 
about the dialogue. The designer produces a set of requirement facts that the user rule base 
then operates on. 
The initial rule for the requirements engine begins the dialogue by being instantiated by the 
CLIPS default initial fact. The second rule ties up the dialogue by asking the dialogue 
designer for a filename for the requirements. This final rule has a forced salience of -10,000 
to ensure that it is the last to be instantiated in the dialogue. This is the only case where a 
salience is forced leaving the questions open to the CLIPS inference engine to order as it 
deems necessary. 
(defrule kickoff 
?x <- (initial-fact) 
=> 
(retract ?x) 
(bind ?answer (ask-question "Do you have a product and if so 
what is it?")) 
(assert (product ?answer)) 
(assert (do-finish))) 
(defrule finish 
(declare (salience -10000)) 
(do-finish) 
=> 
(bind ?answer (ask-question "Please enter a filename for this 
dialogue to be saved to.")) 
(save-facts ?answer)) 
Once the dialogue has acertained that there is a product to sell, two rules are instantiated that 
cycle through all possible products for offer until the dialogue designer enters that there are 
no more. 
(def rule anotherproduct 
(product ?x) 
=> 
(if (neq ?x no) then 
(bind ?answer (ask-question "Do you have another 
product and if so what is it?")) 
(assert (product ?answer)))) 
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(def rule nomoreproducts 




Once all available products have been entered the nomoreproducts rule asserts that the 
knowledge base should ask for requirements. If a product has requirements then all possible 
requirements are asked for before the rules assert that definitions for these requirements 
should be made. 
(defrule ask-require 
(ask-require) (product ?x) 
=> 
(printout t "Does your '" ?x " product have any 
conditional requirements?" crlf) 
(bind ?answer (read)) 
(if (eq ?answer yes) then 
(assert (requirements ?x)))) 
(def rule state-requirements ITT 
?l <- (requirements ?x) 
=> 
(retract ?l) 
(printout t "State the type of requirement that product 
has." crlf) 
(bind ?answer (read)) 
(assert (requires-define ?x ?answer)) 
(assert (further-requirements ?x)) 
(assert (requirement-type ?answer))) 
(def rule f state-requirements 
<- (further-requirements ?x) 
=> 
(retract ?l) 
(printout t "Does product '" ?x TIT have a further type 
of requirement and if so what is it?" crlf) 
(bind ?answer (read)) 
(if (neq ?answer no) then 
(assert (further-requirements ?x)) 
(assert (requires-define ?x ?answer)) 
(assert (requirement-type ?answer)))) 
The final two rules in this example dialogue requirements knowledge base elicit the exact 
requirements that products have and asks how the dialogue designer would elicit this 






?l <- (requirement-type ?x) 
=> 
(printout t "How would you ask someone to define their 
?x il  requirement?" crlf) 
(bind ?answer (read)) 
(assert (req-question ?x ?answer))) 
(defrule req-def 
?l <- (requires-define ?x ?r) 
(retract ?l) 
(printout t "State the limitation that requirement " ?r 
has for product IT  ?x 111.11 crlf) 
(bind ?answer (read)) 
(assert (requires ?x ?r ?answer))) 
7.4.3 An Example use of the Requirements Elicitation Rules 
Although the CLIPS rules define the knowledge elicitation behaviour it is useful to provide 
an example of their use for purpose of clarity and to demonstrate that the rules have some 
level of genericity. 
The example given is for a service that offers two styles of holiday; short breaks and charter 
flights. To simplify the dialogue down to the level required for this very basic knowledge 
elicitation engine each holiday type has restrictions on its departure and return flights. 
Customers wanting the short break option have to depart on a Friday and return on a Sunday. 
Chater flights leave and return on a Wednesday. The requirements elicitation dialogue for 
this scenario is shown below. 
Do you have a product and if so 
what is it? 
"short break" 
Do you have another product and 
if so what is it? 
"charter flight "  
Do you have another product and 
if so what is it? 
no 
Does your 'charter flight 
product have any conditional 
requirements? 
yes 
State the type of requirement 
that product 'charter flight' 
has. 
outbound 
Does product 'charter flight' 
have a further type of 
requirement and if so what is 
it? 
no 
State the limitation that 
requirement 'outbound' has for 
product 'charter flight' 
Wednesday 
Does your 'short break' product 
have any conditional 
requirements? 
yes 
State the type of requirement 
that product 'short break' has. 
outbound 





How would you ask someone to 
define their 'outbound' 
requirement? 
"Which day of the week would you 
like to depart?" 
Does product 'charter flight' 
have a further type of 
requirement and if so what is 
it? 
inbound 
How would you ask someone to 
define their 'inbound' 
requirement? 
"Which day of the week would you 
like to return?" 
State the limitation that 
requirement 'inbound' has for 
product 'charter flight' 
Wednesday 
a further type of requirement 
and if so what is it? 
inbound 
State the limitation that 
requirement 'inbound' has for 
product 'short break' 
Sunday 
Does product 'short break' have 
a further type of requirement 
and if so what is it? 
no 
State the limitation that 
requirement 'outbound' has for 
product 'short break' 
Friday 
Please enter a filename for this 
dialogue to be saved to. 
cheaphol . clp 
The two columns show the requirements elicitation session for the example holiday service. 
The items in italics are the responses entered by the dialogue designer with the plain text 
prompts being the elicitation system output. This elicitation dialogue produces a file that 
contains requirement facts about the system dialogue to be built. This fact file is shown 
below. 
(product "short break") 
(do-finish) 
(product "charter flight") 
(ask-require) 
(requirement-type outbound) 
(req-question outbound "Which day of the week would you like 
to depart?") 
(requirement - type inbound) 
(req-question inbound "Which day of the week would you like 
to return?") 
(requires "charter flight" inbound Wednesday) 
(requires "charter flight" outbound Wednesday) 
(requires "short break" inbound Sunday) 





7.5 Standards Rules 
The set of standards that can be included in the active dialogue processing rule base covers 
the ETSI standards as outlined as a set of kernal constraints in section 6.1.2. In addition to 
these telephone-based standards persona initiative can be modelled around the Novick and 
Sutton factors of importance (1997) as described in section 2.9.2. These factors range over 
choice of task, choice of speaker and choice of outcome. 
With this chapter being an initial foray into automated dialogues that is meant as an 
illustration for what can be acheived rather than a definition of a final system the active 
dialogue rules presented here concentrate on the lessons learned from the experiments 
carried out in chapter 6. 
The first conclusion reached from the experiments results from the appraisal conclusions in 
section 6.2.14; the speaker's face should be present during a multimedia conversation. This 
requirement can be complied with by simply including the 3D persona with the additional 
CLIPS subsumption commands. 
(ModOpen pharoah x-ccir/vmt 0 0 1000 1500) 
(ModLoad pharoah pharoah.vmt) 
(ModOpen voice audio/x-wav) 
These CLIPS subsumption commands create a 3D SAM and load the Pharoah persona into 
it. An audio media player is loaded so that pre-recorded prompts can be played back to 
present the output dialogue to the user. 
The next set of conclusions reached were from the visual realism versus dialogue capability 
experiment in section 6.3.13. The recommendations reached form this experiment include 
hardware specific recommendations. The CLIPS SAM cannot have control over whether 
talk-through is enabled as this is dependent on hardware capability. Any talk-through 
capability that is available would have to be handled by the specific speech recognition SAM 
that is loaded. The WHISPER SAM has this capability if it is present and therefore the 
CLIPS active dialogue processing complies with this recommendation. The three error levels 
can be included by incorporating a current error level fact that is modified whenever a 
(Mod Word ?) fact is asserted which relates to a recognition error. A further rule is inserted 
that drops the error level when an (error-input) fact is asserted. In this way any rule can 
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assert an error input to drop the error level or assert a (correct-input) fact whenever the 
dialogue moves on successfully. Any dialogue output can then be easily reworded to the 
correct error level output by inspecting the current state of the (current-error-level N) fact. 
Finally, the dropout error level can be achieved by inserting a rule with the maximum 
salience of 10,000 that apologises and drops out of the dialogue if the error level falls to its 
lowest allowable figure, 3. The final recommendation from the visual realism experiment 
that realism of the persona should be carefully balanced is outside the capabilities of the 
CLIPS SAM. However, the travel example being discussed was set to load the Pharaoh 
persona so that it visually represented the notion of foreign travel. 
The verbal menu experiment conclusions discussed in section 6.4.8 recommend that 
artificial computer synthesised speech can be used safely in consumer dialogues. This frees 
up the CLIPS active dialogue management and allows it to be fully automatic. This is 
achieved through simply altering the CLIPS subsumption commands that open the 3D SAM 
and audio media player so that they open the LISP Festival system with the 3D persona 
subsumed from that. 
(ModOpen pharoah x-ccir/scm 0 0 1000 1500) 
(r4odLoad pharoah pharoah.scm) 
The final recommendation from the experiments relates to multilingual issues and is 
therefore outside the limitations of this chapter's example dialogue. 
7.6 Active Dialogue Processing Rules 
To author a series of dialogue rules that can handle all the constraints and recommendations 
discussed in the last section would be a major undertaking. Therefore, the three error level 
constraint will be explicitly discussed. A rule base for translating from the human dialogue 
designer's input into a valid dialogue output for a user while conforming to the three error 
level constraint will be developed and demonstrated. This demonstration will show that 
prompts that are not readily obvious to the human dialogue designer can be inferred so as to 
make the user's interaction simpler. For reasons of clarity the CLIPS rule declarations are 
written for a text-only interaction rather than for a graphical user interaction. This simplifies 
the code for demonstration purposes but the event based version can be achieved by 
inserting the additional subsumption CLIPS commands as discussed in section 7.3. 
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7.6.1 Determining the product 
This example active dialogue processing rule base is centred around only two rules. The rest 
of the rule base is for dialogue output and constraint checking. These two question rules are 
given below. 
(defrule which-product 
?l <- (ask-require) 
(product ?x) 
=> 
(assert (current-error-level 1)) 
(printout t "Do you want a " ?x "?" crlf) 
(bind ?answer (read)) 
(if (eq ?answer yes) then 




(requires ?x ?y ?z) 
(req-question ?y ?q) 
=> 
(ask-question ?q ?y)) 
These two rules are instantiated by the frisk-require) fact left over by the requirement 
elicitation rule base used for interacting with the dialogue designer. Once the user has 
chosen a particular product the system asserts that this is the product that should be achieved 
by the dialogue if possible and that the relevant questions should be asked of the user to 
attain this. 
7.6.2 Requirements Analysis 
Although in the simplified requirements elicitation dialogue shown in section 7.4.3 each 
aspect relating to a product can only have one possible constraint value this is enough to 
demonstrate how the inference engine can elicit dialogue that is not necessarily evident to 
the dialogue designer. Firstly, the requirements that are loaded from the cheaphoLcip file are 
processed by the following inference rules before any question is asked. This is acheived by 






(slot name (type SYMBOL)) 
(multislot values (type SYMBOL))) 
(def rule reqsl 
(declare (salience 10000)) 
(requirement-type ?x) 
(requires ?a ?x ?b) 
=> 
(assert (rtype ?x ?b))) 
(defrule reqs2 
?l <- (rtype ?a ?b) 
(retract ?l) 
(assert (attribute (name ?a) (values ?b)))) 
(def rule reqs3 
(declare (salience 9000)) 
?l <- (rtype ?a ?b) 




(bind ?d (create$ ?b ?c)) 
(assert (attribute (name ?a) (values ?d)))) 
These three requirements inference rules operate on the following set of facts that were 
saved from the dialogue requirements session. 
	
f-18 	(attribute (name inbound) (values Sunday Wednesday)) 
f-20 (attribute (name outbound) (values Friday Wednesday)) 
These two new inferred facts inform the dialogue processing rule base of each system 
attribute's possible values. These can then be used as the input to the WHISPER Speech 
Recognition SAM for any questions that are attempting to determine particular attribute 
values. In addition to this they can be used in the three level error prompts to direct the user 
towards a valid input. Although yet again this is a simple example, it demonstrates a level of 
functionality that may not be readily apparent to the human dialogue designer. It is likely 
that a human designer would enter possible attribute values for the inbound and outbound 
flights as all the days of the week. However, as can be seen from the above two asserted 
facts, the active dialogue rule base has calculated that there are only two possible values for 
each of the attributes. This tightens the recognition uncertainty space that the speech 
recogniser has to deal with and improves the directing towards a valid prompt that the error 
level dialogue prompts can achieve. Further to this, should this demonstration system be 
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extended, the user could enter which day on which they want to depart and the system could 
infer which holiday products are available with that restriction. Such inference is beyond the 
limits of simple finite state dialogues as the designer would have to work out all possible 
inputs. 
7.6.4 Error Level Handling 
Once all the requirements have been inferred and the target product identified the active 
dialogue processing rules can get down to actually asking the user relevant questions. These 
questions are then couched with the three error level handling as recommended in earlier 
chapters. The ask-question rule and the first error level handler are shown below. 
(def function ask-question (?question ?ans) 
(printout t ?question crlf) 
(assert (ask ?ans ?question))) 
(defrule errorl Till 
?l <- (current-error-level 1) 
?m <- (ask ?x ?question) 
(attribute (name ?x) (values $?y)) 
=> 
(retract ?m) 
(bind ?answer (read)) 
(if (not (member ?answer ?y)) then 
(retract ?l) 
(assert (current-error-level 2)) 
(ask-question ?question ?x) 
else 
(assert (answer-is ?x ?answer)))) 
The error level fact was initially set in the very first which-product rule shown in section 
7.6.1. The ask-question function which is called by the second rule to instantiate sets up the 
knowledge base facts so that the three error level rules can fire. The error levels fire when 
the required error level fact is present and a question about an attribute is being asked and 
when some known values for that attribute have been inferred by the requirements analysis 
rules. The first error level rule shown above merely checks that the user's response is a valid 
one within all possible responses valid for that particular attribute. If it is then an answer-is 
fact is asserted. If not then the error level is increased to the next level and the question is 
asked again. 
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(defrule error2 
?l <- (current-error-level 2) 
?m <- (ask ?x ?question) 
(attribute (name ?x) (values $?y)) 
=> 
(retract ?m) 
(printout t "Please answer with one of " ?y "." crlf) 
(bind ?answer (read)) 
(if (not (member ?answer ?y)) then 
(retract ?l) 
(assert (current-error-level 3)) 
(ask-question ?question ?x) 
else 
(retract 71) 
(assert (current-error-level 1)) 
(assert (answer-is ?x ?answer)))) 
(defrule error3 
?l <- (current-error-level 3) 
?m <- (ask ?x ?question) 
(attribute (name ?x) (values $?y)) 
=> 
(retract ?m) 
(printout t "Speaking clearly, please answer with one of 
?y "." crlf) 
(bind ?answer (read)) 
(if (not (member ?answer ?y)) then 
(retract ?l) 
(assert (current-error-level 1)) 
(printout t "I'm sorry but there seems to be a 




(assert (current-error-level 1)) 
(assert (answer-is ?x ?answer)))) 
The final two error level rules are shown above. These are largely similar in function to the 
first error level rule but they fire when the current error level fact is set to 2 or 3 
respectively. The main difference between the second error level rule and the first is that the 
user is prompted with the precise possibles that can be entered for the current attribute being 
filled. This enables the user to be explicitly directed towards target recognition words within 
the WHISPER vocabulary. The final third error level rule re-iterates this target vocabulary 
and implores the user to speak clearly. If the response is still invalid the user is directed 





7.6.5 Constraint Checking 
The final rule in the example active dialogue processing rule base checks the user input 
against the known valid response for the current processed attribute. 
(def rule check-constraint 
(declare (salience 10000)) 
?l <- (answer-is ?x ?y) 
?m <- (achieve-product ?p) 
(requires ?p ?x ?actual-requirement) 
=> 
(if (neq ?y ?actual-requirement) then 
(printout t "I'm sorry but " ?p " requires a " ?x 




Although in this case the constraint checking is limited since there can only be one valid 
answer in this dialogue this rule demonstrates that the inference engine is capable of 
checking that once the user has traversed the error level inputs checking the request against 
an actual product can be carried out. In a real world system such checking would 
undoubtedly be via a query to a database. The CLIPS system has this capability as the 
constraint check could be sent to an SQL capable subsumed SAM with any response being 
interpreted by further rules. 
7.7 Active Dialogue Processing Example 
The CLIPS facts file cheaphol.clp that was created from the dialogue requirements 
knowledge elicitation session described in section 7.4.3 was loaded into the active dialogue 
knowledge base as outlined in section 7.6. A resulting dialogue with a user is shown below. 
Do you want a charter flight? 
yes 
Which day of the week would you like to depart? 
Friday 
I'm sorry but charter flight requires a outbound of 
Wednesday. 
Do you want a charter flight? 
no 
Do you want a short break? 
yes 
Which day of the week would you like to depart? 
Friday 






Which day of the week would you like to return? 
Please answer with one of (Sunday Wednesday) 
Saturday 
Which day of the week would you like to return? 
Speaking clearly, please answer with one of (Sunday 
Wednesday). 
Saturday 
I'm sorry but there seems to be a problem. 
Please contact an advisor for help. 
The above dialogue demonstrates a user initially asking for a charter flight but wanting to 
depart on a Friday. The system then informs the user that charter flights only depart on a 
Wednesday. The user then asks for a short break instead. The user enters that they want to 
depart on a Friday again. This is inefficient dialogue and in a more fully developed system 
further rules would infer that the user would likely want to depart on Friday as they had 
already stated this for another product. The system accepts Friday as a valid departure day 
for a short break and moves on to determine the return day. The user makes a series of errors 
and the system progressively moves through the error levels producing ever specific 
prompting until finally the user is passed onto a human advisor. 
7.8 Summary 
This chapter has covered an initial investigation of completely automated dialogue initiative. 
The work in this chapter is based on technologies developed by NASA to aid knowledge 
encapsulation within declarative systems. CLIPS, like other knowledge based systems, is 
based around a model where an engineer encapsulates user facing knowledge within a set of 
explicitly declared rules. These rules are then executed through implicit inference processing 
that is dependent on the knowledge input by the user. The difficulty with automating 
dialogue services is that the service provider has expertise in their area of service rather than 
the knowledge required to provide efficient and usable dialogues. Therefore this chapter 
introduced a novel approach whereby the knowledge engineer authors two sets of rules that 
interact with one another. The first set is service provider facing. This set of rules allows the 
service designer to input a set of service requirements. These service requirements are used 
as the seed state ad bounds for a set of user facing rules. The user facing rules contain the 
usability constraints as defined by the background literature review and the basic dialogue 
experiments described in chapter 6. Such a novel approach to dialogue engineering abstracts 
the engineer from the service provider thereby allowing dialogue initiative to become a 
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subsumptive component that is utilised like any other. Just as the subsumption framework 
merges multimedia transparently into a user's dialogue interaction the CLIPS SAM 








The desire to anthropomorphise, coupled with the reduction in the cost of computing power, 
has led to an increased interest in providing artificial personae as interfaces to networked 
services. However, the work so far has largely concentrated on improving the life-like nature 
of such computer characters and less on the incorporating them functionally within the 
interface itself. Chapter 2 covered the general background to computer generated personae 
and identified the need for tackling the problem of artificial personae from a complete 
interface perspective. The chapter identified the problem that research in the area of 
personified interfaces is significantly hampered by the requirement for a grounding across 
diverse regions of expertise. This work has attempted to solve this problem by hypothesising 
a solution and then developing it into a viable toolkit. 
8.2 Subsumption Assessment 
The core technologies required to provide a persona toolkit have been identified during the 
course of this work and issues relating to the underlying control of a complex multi-modal 
interface based around a persona entity were resolved. Chapter 3 presented a novel approach 
to solving the issues raised in chapter 2 by coalescing the complexity required to provide a 
persona interaction into constituent parts. These constituent parts can be readily developed 
as was shown in chapter 5. This novel subsumption technique, that grew out of work in 
robotics, has been shown to have solved three distinct issues more efficiently than standard 
object oriented techniques; reduced complexity, mono-modal dependency conflict resolution 
and user readable flow of control. 
In addition to establishing the subsumption framework this work has presented the design of 
a 3D persona sub-system that allows both immersive virtual reality interaction as well as 
window on world desktop use. This persona sub-system solves a number of common facial 
animation problems faced by preceding systems. A precise set of restrictions were imposed 
ranging from reduced complexity facial modelling to basic linear interpolation for lip 
animation. These restrictions were utilised in a novel manner to enable the 3D system to 
perform well on low end hardware that is readily available to users. By reducing the 
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computation power required in order to provide a 3D persona representation the 3D agent 
module devised has increased the accessibility to persona technology. 
Further to the design of the subsumption framework and the provision of the 3D agent 
modules further modules were designed and described. The additional modules extend the 
basic 3D persona system by populating the framework with a range of modal modules. 
Unlike earlier persona systems these modules enabled the persona to interact with a range of 
media thereby providing a rich toolkit that can be used by researchers to investigate 
personified interfaces. Objective testing of the system was carried out which showed that the 
persona is capable of maintaining sufficient frame rates on low-cost hardware thereby 
vindicating the restrictions placed on the system design. In order to prove that the toolkit 
devised is capable of operating under experimental conditions a range of experiments were 
designed across a range of interaction issues. This work, carried out in chapter 6, supports 
the conclusion that the subsumption framework arrived at, together with the toolkit modules 
built, successfully supports further academic research in the area and thereby satisfies the 
core reason for developing the system. 
8.3 Proximal Assessment 
In addition to the novel subsumption framework and toolkit developed this project aimed to 
adopt a proximal approach to the development of anthropomorphised interfaces. Rather than 
examine the persona as an addition to the interface, the computer character is seen as 
providing a means to move the interface within the user's social space. The experiments 
used in chapter 6 to prove the stability of the system under research conditions also provide 
a initial test set of core dialogue constraints for persona systems. Once this set of persona 
system constraints had been defined a method for automating their application was 
presented. The method for automating dialogue engineering futhered the approach that the 
subsumption framework had provided for incorporating media into personified interfaces. 
Just as the framework enabled a toolkit that encapsulates expert domain knowledge within 
modules the automated dialogue engine encapsulates the expertise required to provide 
dialogue based services. By encapsulating this knowledge, service providers are freed up 
from an extensive service design phase. This capability provides further support for persona 
use in both academic and non-academic circles. 
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In order to separate the knowledge engineering task from the service definition the inference 
engine was used in a novel twinned rule base mode. By separating the constraints rules from 
the service rules a division is made that truly frees the service provider from having to learn 
knowledge egineering skills. Although the examples shown in Chapter 7 are simplified, they 
serve to demonstrate that both the active dialogue rule base and the requirements elicitation 
rules can build a valid dialogue that stems from the application of general definitions 
provided by a knowledge engineer. This shows that it is reasonable to conclude that further 
work on the set of inference rules by a skilled knowledge engineer could lead to a design 
system capable of extracting valid dialogue information from a service provider unskilled in 
dialogue design issues. This set of requirements could then be operated on by an active 
dialogue production engine that could produce standards compliant dialogues for online 
services. 
8.4 Future Work 
The research reported here has highlighted the need to adopt an interface-wide approach to 
the inclusion of computer generated personae. The subsumption framework devised is a 
basic system and would benefit from further refinement. Such work should in particular 
allow the merging of the system with Java capabilities so that Web use would not be limited 
to ActiveX technologies. By porting the subsumption framework to Java, through the use of 
some component technology as Java Beans, the framework could become a truly operating 
system independent architecture. Though Java Beans utilises CORBA and has the 
disadvantage that Java is byte code interpreted ad therefore slower than native code, Java's 
native API could be used to wrap compute intensive native SAMs into Java Beans. Such 
native code could be written in ATL COM which is a newer, faster, implementation of COM 
produced by Microsoft. This newer implementation of COM has recently been migrated to 
UNIX thereby easing the operating system independence of native code. Although such 
work would improve the functionality of the system, the greatest need for further research is 
in experiments to improve the understanding of the constraints required for persona systems. 
Further to this there is considerable work required on the knowledge base to automate the 





8.5 Conclusions Summary 
This chapter has covered the general conclusions reached from the work carried out for this 
thesis. It is the contention of this concluding section that the framework and toolkit 
developed during the course of this work solves the core problem facing research into 
persona systems of individuals having to master a diverse set of skills. The system devised 
thereby enables and positively promotes further research into personified systems. The 
subsumption framework, developed to allow the persona system to be an active part of a 
dialogue-modifiable interface, has been shown to be varied enough to produce the 
interactions required for the experiments into dialogue design. The subsumption framework 
has also proven itself in terms of simplicity in the wide variety of SAMs produced 
throughout the course of these studies. This is particularly valid when the constructive power 
of the subsumption system developed is viewed in the light of recent additions to research 
toolkits aimed at persona investigation. The most powerful of these, the CSLU toolkit 
(available at http://cslu.cse.ogi.edu/toolkit),  has a finite state machine dialogue builder 
included. Although the CSLU system claims to be open, it is actually a black box toolkit in 
that it keeps much of its processing in compiled units for which the source code is 
unavailable. Couple this with the problem that the CSLU system has no inference 
capabilities and runs in isolation from any other interface modules and it is evident that in 
many regards the subsumption system presented here is of superior worth to researchers. 
The CSLU persona system, unlike the subsumption system, is a disparate entity from the 
user interface and is therefore of limited use. It is somewhat interesting to note that the 
CSLU toolkit took between 6 and 10 full time researchers 5 years to develop. Although the 
lip animation is possibly smoother on the CSLU system the subsumption capable 3D persona 
becomes an integral part of the interface, controllable by simple dialogue commands, and 
due to its simplified framework has been capable of being developed by a single researcher 
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APPENDIX A 
External Function and Message Definitions 
A.1 SAM External Function Definitions 
Each MIM is designed as a standard Microsoft Windows DLL and as such contains the 
usual load and exit functions. In addition to these it requires at least some of the functions 
listed below. Any functions not contained in the MIM will not be called by the scenario or 
agent containing program. It is however an advantage to have as many of these functions as 
possible to allow optimal functional usability to be attained by the overall system. 
long mmOpenObject (HWND hwnd) 
This function is called by the MIM loader when a module is to be used. A hwnd is passed to 
the module for message processing purposes or window writing purposes if required. It 
should return a non NULL defined 32 bits of module data that can be used by the MIM 
module as a handle or pointer to the current instance in future function calls. If the function 
returns NULL data then it is assumed that the initialisation has failed. The 32 bit data passed 
back will be refered to as MlMdata. 
void mmCloseObject (long TLMdata, HWND hwnd) 
Function called by MIM loader to inform module that it is no longer required. 
mt mmProcessHwndLink (long TLMdata, HWND, MSG, WPARAM, LPARAM) 
This is the standard message event function of the module. It is important to note that during 
the OpenHwndLink function call the module should not insert itself into the window's 
message queue. All events will be passed to the ProcessHwndLink function. 
mt mmLoadFile (long TLMdata, HWND, LPSTR) 
This function informs the module that a file of a type applicable to the MIM should be 
processed. How the file is processed is soley the task of the MIM. 
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mt mmAddFile (long TLMdata, HWND, LPSTR) 
This functions is an extension of the HLLoadFile in that new information has been recieved 
that should be incorporated into the module's behaviour. 
mt mmAbility ( LPSTR) 
This function is called by the MIM loader application as a request whether the module can 
deal with this data type. The module should return TRUE or FALSE dependent on its 
abilities. 
LPSTR mmAbilityList (void) 
This function is called by the MIM loader as a request for a comma delimited string which 
lists the module's MIME type capabilities. 
LPSTR mmDescription (void) 
This function should return a text description of the module for a user. 
LPSTR mmDefinition (void) 
This function should return a string describing the type of module. For example, if it is an 
agent or a scenario. 
LPSTR mmName (void) 
This function should return the MIM's name. 
void mmCallbackMessage(long udata,int ModuleHandle, void*  (WINAPI 
*MessageFunc)(int,int,int,int,LPSTR)) 
This function is called by the subsumption engine to instruct an agent of its handle and pass 
it a callback function that it can use to send messages. The callback function and the agent's 
handle should be stored until required. 
void *mmMessage(long udata, HWND hwnd, mt FromAgent,int msg, mt paraml,int 
param2 ,LPSTR message) 
This function is called when a message is to be passed to the agent. The nsg parameter 
defines which message is being passed and is defined in the following message section. The 
variables paraini , param2 and message are dependent on the message being passed. 
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A.2 SAM Message Definitions 
Each message ID is stored in the agent.h header file. 
MessageFunc(int Myllandle, mt msg, mt param3, mt param4, LPSTR param5) 
This is the stored function passed to the mmCallbackMessage function. The message sent by 
an agent should be passed as the msg parameter. 
smAddFile 
This message is used by an agent to request a sub-agent gets its mmAddFile function called 
with the file passed as the parain5 parameter of the MessageFunc callback function. The 
parami parameter should be the handle of the agent sending the message. Paran3 should be 
the handle of the sub-agent. If param3 is NULL then the calling agent's mmAddFile is 
called. 
smAgentLoadFile 
This message is used by an agent to request a sub-agent gets its mmLoadFile function called 
with the file passed as the parain5 parameter of the MessageFunc callback function. The 
MyHandle parameter should be the handle of the agent sending the message. Param3 should 
be the handle of the sub-agent. Ifparam3 is NULL then the calling agent's mmLoadFile is 
called. 
smCloseAgent 
This message is called when an agent wishes to close a sub-agent. The sub-agent's handle is 
passed in param3. 
smMessageWord 
This message is used by an agent to pass a string back to its parent agent. The string should 
be passed in the message parameter. 
smMessageNewAgent 
This message is sent when an agent wishes to open a new sub-agent. The MIME-type for the 
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smMessageParent 
This is used by a subsumed child to reference its parent SAM. 
smClickedChild 
This message is passed to an agent if one of it's sub-agent windows has been clicked on. The 
message parameter on the mmMessage function is the contents of the string set for the sub-
agent with the mmSetClickString message. This message is only sent if a ClickString has 
been set for the child-sgent with the mmSetClickString message. 
smSetClickString 
This message is used when an agent wants to associate a string with a sub-agent. The sub-
agent's handle is passed inparam3 and the string is passed inparam5. 
A.3 Subsumption DLL External Shell Functions 
The functions listed below allow WorkBench based shells to be built with all the 
functionality of the WorkBench (WB) specification. 
void FAR PASCAL OpenHandlerLink(HWND hwnd) 
This function should be called by the shell on startup up. It should pass a valid HWND so 
that the control engine can receive windows messages. 
void FAR PASCAL OpenINI(LPSTR IniFile) 
This function should be called immediately after the OpenHandlerLink function if the shell 
requires the WB engine to be aware of MIME types and its cache. This is essential non-local 
disk access functions. The initialisation file is discussed in a later section. 
void FAR PASCAL CloseHandlerLinkO 
This function should be called by the shell on shutdown. The WB engine will clean up any 
open agents accordingly. 
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This function will open a specific MIM agent into a particular window. It returns a non-zero 
handle if successful that identifies the opened agent. On failure zero is returned. 
void FAR PASCAL CloseAgentTLM(int ModuleHandle) 
This function will close down the agent specified by the ModuleHandle. It will correctly 
close any sub-agents opened. This function should be called before the shell opens another 
agent into the same window, particularly if both the former and the new agents are graphical 
in nature. 
mt FAR PASCAL LoadTLMFile(int ModuleHandle, LPSTR Filename) 
This function will inform an agent to load a file from a local disk with itsLoadFile protocol. 
The function returns zero on failure and a positive integer on success. 
mt FAR PASCAL AddTLMF1Ie(int ModuleHandle, LPSTR Filename) 
This function will inform an agent to load a file from a local disk with itsAddFile protocol. 
The function returns zero on failure and a positive integer on success. 
void FAR PASCAL SetLocation(LPSTR location) 
This function can be called to set the base location for future transfers to either a local disk 
or an internet address. 
mt LoadMIMEMode(HWND hwnd, LPSTR MimeType) 
This function will attempt to load a suitable MIME capable agent into a particular window. 
The agent handle is returned on success or zero on failure. 
mt FAR PASCAL HttpLoadTLMFile(int ModuleHandle, LPSTR un) 
This function will attempt to load the file defined by the URL into the agent defined by the 
ModuleHandle. A positive integer is returned on success and zero on failure. 
mt FAR PASCAL HttpLoadMlMEFileMode(HWND hwnd, LPSTR un) 
This function is probably the most useful since it will attempt to load a correctly MIME 
capable agent into a particular window and pass it the file defined by the url to its LoadFile 
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LPSTR FAR PASCAL STRlNGrequestTLMAbilityList(LPSTR MlMname) 
This function returns a comma delimited string on success that corresponds to theMiMname 
agent's abilities. 
LPSTR FAR PASCAL STRlNGrequestTLMDescription(LPSTR MlMname) 
This function returns a textual description of the MIM. 
LPSTR FAR PASCAL STRlNGrequestTLMiDefinition(LPSTR MlMname) 
This function returns a comma delimited string with the agent's definitions listed. The 
definition string is described in greater detail in the MIM specification. 
LPSTR FAR PASCAL STRLNGrequestTLMName(LPSTR MlMname) 
This function returns the agent's textual name. 
void FAR PASCAL SendTo(LPSTR place, mt port, LPSTR Filename, LPSTR note) 
This function will attempt to perform a peer to peer connect and pass a particular file. The 
place should be a valid IP address in either name or number form. The default port currently 
used is 9000 so that should presently be passed to this function. A note can be passed which 
will be passed with the peer connect in order to allow the receiving user to decide on the 
suitability for accepting the call. This function will be converted in the future to return anint 
to indicate success. 
mt FAR PASCAL GetPendingO 
This function should be periodically called in order to enquire whether any incoming calls 
are pending. The number of calls currently pending is returned. 
LPSTR GetPendingFrom(int num) 
This function returns who is calling on pending call num. 
LPSTR FAR PASCAL GetPendingMessage(int num) 
This function returns the caller's message associated with pending call num. If there is no 
message then a NULL pointer is returned. 
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void FAR PASCAL RefusePending(int num) 
This function should be called if a particular pending call is to be refused acceptance. 
mt FAR PASCAL AllowPending(HWND hwnd, mt num, mt permissions) 
This function should be called if a pending call is to be accepted. A valid HWND should be 
passed for an appropriate agent to be placed to receive the incoming call data. The 











This structure defines the instance data for a particular 
II agent loaded into memory. This is the only place global 
data 
II should be placed unless it is required that agents loaded 
from 
II the same DLL can communicate directly with one another. 
Then 
// some method of passing information through true global DLL 
data 
II should be used. This, however, is inadvisable and can lead 
to 
// serious debugging problems at a later date. 
struct vdata 
/1 These definitions should not be touched since they are 
used by macros. 
void* (WINAPI *Message) (int, int, int, int, LPSTR) 
mt MyHandle; 






#define LOAD FILE 1 
#define AGENT—LOAD—FILE 2 
#define CLOSE AGENT 3 
#define AGXPLACE 4 
#define AGYPLACE 5 
#define AG WIDTH 6 
#define AG HEIGHT 7 
#define ADD FILE 8 
#define mmMessageNewAgent 10 
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#define mmMessageParent 11 
#define mmClickedchild 12 
#define mmSetClickString 13 
#define mmFinishedTask 17 
#define mmHalt 18 
#define mmRequestHinstance 20 
#define mrnRequestXangle 21 
#define mmRequestYangle 22 
#define mmRequestZangle 23 
#define mmMyName 24 
#define mmGetSocketToName 25 
#define mmSocket 26 
#define mrnHangUp 27 





#include <windows . h> 
/* 
For the folowing functions these definitions must appear 
in the 






LPSTR WINAPI mmAbilityListO; 
LPSTR WINAPI mmDescriptionO; 
LPSTR WINAPI mmDefinitionO; 
LPSTR WINAPI mmNameO; 
II Macro definitions for agent string descriptors. 
#define MIMDESCRIPTION(X) char 	Description[] = X;\ 
LPSTR WINAPI mmflescription() { return _Description; } 
#define MIMABILITYLIST(X) char AbilityList[] = X;\ 
LPSTR WINAPI mmAbilityList() { 	return AbilityList; } 
#define MIMNANE(X) char _Name[] = X;\ 





#define MIMDEFINITION(X) char 	Definition[] = X;\ 
LPSTP. WINAPI mrnflefinition() { return 	Definition; } 
II Macro definition to allow agent to call agent handler. 
#define MIMCALLBACK void WINAPI mmCallbackMessage(long 
udata,int AgentHandle, void* (WINAPI 
*MessageFunc) (int, int, int, int, LPSTR) ) \ 
{\ 
vdata *data = (vdata*) udata;\ 
if (data) \ 
{\ 
data->Message = MessageFunc;\ 
data->MyHandle = AgentHandle;\ 





#include <windows . h> 
extern "C' 
void WINAPI mmHinstance(HINSTANCE hinst); 
long WINAPI mmOpenObject(HWND); 
void WINAPI mmCloseObject(long,HWND); 
LONG WINAPI mmProcessHwndLink(long,HWND hwnd UINT msg, 
WPARA11 wp, LPARAN ip); 
mt WINAPI mmLoadFile(long,HWND,LPSTR); 
mt WINAPI mmAddFile(long,HWND,LPSTR); 








#define WIN DLL 






Put in MIM DLL description headers here for dynamic 
allocation. 
***** ******************************************************** 
// MIMHINSTANCE requests that the module be passed it's 
Hinstance. 
/1 This is globally stored since for any single incarnation 
of a ]DLL 
II within a single process has once Hinstance and one set of 
global data. 
MINHINSTANCE; 
1/ MIMDESRIPTION("A description") should be used to define a 
textual 
II description of the functionality of the agent for a user 
to read. 
// This can be used in shells to allow interface design in 
real time 
1/ with MIME types that the user may be unfamiliar with. 
MIMDESCRIPTION ( "IRC Style Talk\r\n\r\n" 
'(c) Liam 11 
"Parker\r\nCentre for Communication 
Interface Research\r\n" 
"University of Edinburgh\r\n1996\r\n\O"); 
II MIMDEFINITION("DefinitiOfl String") should be used to 
define what 
// the agent's requirements are. This is used dynamicaly at 
run time 
/1 by the agent handler that loads the libraries dynamically 
to determine 
II what actions should be taken and what information should 
be handed 
1/ to the agent. The string should consist of a comma 
delimited set of 
II characters with one or more of the following 
definitions. 
/1 
II MAIN WIN 	- This is used to request a disntinct window 
handle for 
this agent. Required if an agent wants a 
window to draw to. 
/1 
MIMDEFINITION( "MAIN WIN, SCENARIO\O"); 






II string that defines the MIME types that can be handled. 
This is to be 
II used by shells that can load and store information about 
new agent 
II libraries without any input required from the user. 
MIMABILITYLIST ( uIx_teleshoppe/rwx\OTI); 
II MIMNAI4E("Name string") should define a simple name for the 
agent. 
MIMNANE("RenderWare viewer\O"); 
** ** * * * 
NOTE : These definition macros are provided for ease of 
use. 
It is just as easy to define the functions and what they 
return 
directly. If you wish to do this examine the contents of 
the 
macro definitions in midef.h 
************************************************************* 
******* 
Basic defined MACROS for allowing the agent to recieve 
and post 
messages to and from the agent handler and other agents. 
************************************************************* 
MIMCALLBACK; II This allows this agent to call the agent 
handler. 
******* 
End of basic defined macros 
******************* ****************************************** 
* *** * 
**** * ** 
Main agent functions. 
**** * ****** ************************************************** 
* 	* 
1/ mmOpenObject is called by the agent handler when the 





II opened. This function creates new instance data by 
creating a new vdata 
1/ structure and should also be used to initialise any agent 
specific data 
II or other data before returning. 
long WINAPI mmOpenObject(HWND hwnd) 
vdata *data = new vdata; 
if(!data) return 0; II Failed to allocate instance 
memory. 
1/ Agent specific code should be inserted here. 
II The function should return the new vdata structure 
cast to a long. 
II If any earlier problems have occured it should tidy 
up the structure 
II and then delete it. 
return (long) data; 
II mmCloseObject is called just prior to closing the agent 
down. This 
II function to delete whatever required and generally tidy up 
it's affairs 
II before returning. 
void WINAPI mmCloseObject(long TLMdata, HWND window) 
{ 
vdata *TLMvdata = (vdata*) TLMdata; 
/1 Tidy up whatever... 
/1 Finally delete the instance data. 
delete TLMvdata; 
II mmLoadFile is called by the agent handler when a new file 
situation occurs. 
// The function should delete information from previous files 
that it has 
II loaded and replace it with the new data. It should return 
1 on success and 
II 0 on fail. 
mt WINAPI mmLoadFile(long TLMdata, HWI']D hwnd, LPSTR str) 






II First delete previous loaded data... 
/1 Then load new data.. 
return 1; 
else return 0; 
// mmAddFile is called by the agent handler when extra 
information is required to 
II be added to what the agent has already loaded. The 
function should retain 
II information from previous files that it has loaded and 
append the new data 
II to it. It should return 1 on success and 0 on fail. 
mt WINAPI mmAddFile (long TLMdata, HWND hwnd, LPSTR str) 
vdata *TLMvdata = (vdata*) TLMdata; 
if (TLNdata) 
{ 
/1 Append the new data file... 
return 1; 
} 
else return 0; 
II mmAddString is called by the agent handler when extra 
information is required to 
II be added to what the agent has already loaded. The 
function should retain 
II information from previous files that it has loaded and 
append the new data string 
II to it. It should return 1 on success and 0 on fail. 
mt WINAPI mmAddString(long TLMdata, HWND hwnd, LPSTP. str) 
vdata *TLMvdata = (vdata*) TLMdata; 
if (TLMvdata) 
/1 Append the new data... 
return 1; 
else return 0; 
II mmMessage is called by the agent handler when messages are 





II other agents. For a list of possible messages see the 
Agent Handler documentation. 
void *WINAPI mmrlessage(long udata, HWND hwnd, mt 
FromAgent,int msg, mt paraml,int param2 ,LPSTR message) 
{ 





LONG WINAPI mmProcessHwndLink(long TLMdata, HWND hwnd, UINT 
msg, WPARAN wp, LPARAI'4 lp) 
vdata *TLMvdata = (vdata*) TLMdata; 
if(TLMdata) 
// Return 0 if dealt with... 
return 0; 
} 






MRPA Viseme Action Set 
action # 
move to -10 var:open 20 
move to 0 var:rounding 20 
move-to 0 var:purse 20 
action x { 
move to 60 var:rounding 30 
move to 30 var:purse 50 
move-to 30 var:open 40 
action ii { 
move to -10 var:open 30 
move-to 20 var:rounding 50 
action i 
move to 10 var:open 1 
move to 10 var:purse 30 
move-to 10 var:rounding 30 
action e@ 
move to 20 var:rounding 20 
move to 30 var:open 50 
move-to 10 var:purse 30 
action aa { 
move to 20 var:rounding 20 
move to 30 var:open 50 
move-to 10 var:purse 30 
action e { 
move to 40 var:rounding 20 
move to -1 var:purse 40 
move-to 20 var:open 50 
action a 
move to 60 var:open 50 
move to 20 var:purse 20 
move-to 10 var:rounding 20 
action o 
move to 70 var:open 40 
move to 30 var:purse 80 
move-to 25 var:rounding 50 
action y { 
move to 50 var:rounding 30 
move to 60 var:purse 50 
move-to 20 var:open 40 
action 11 
move to 20 var:rounding 30 
move to 30 var:purse 50 
move-to 60 var:open 40 
action h 
move to 55 var:rounding 30 
move to 10 var:purse 50 
move-to 70 var:open 40 
action 1w 
move to 60 var:rounding 30 
move to 10 var:purse 50 
move-to 20 var:open 40 
action 1 { 
move to 30 var:rounding 30 
move to 45 var:purse 50 
move-to 10 var:open 40 
action m 
move to 0 var:rounding 30 
move to -1 var:purse 50 
move-to -30 var:open 40 
action n { 
move to 30 var:rounding 30 
move to 10 var:purse 50 





action ai { 
move to 10 var:purse 30 
move to 40 var:open 30 
move—to 15 var:rounding 30 
action uh { 
move to 0 var:rounding 30 
move to 15 var:purse 30 
move—to 70 var:open 50 
action 00 { 
move to 55 var:rounding 30 
move to 30 var:purse 50 
move—to 90 var:open 40 
action au { 
move to 55 var:rounding 30 
move to 30 var:purse 50 
move—to 40 var:open 40 
action oi { 
move to 5 var:rounding 30 
move to 5 var:purse 50 
move—to 60 var:open 40 
action uu { 
move to 100 var:rounding 30 
move to 60 var:purse 50 
move—to 5 var:open 40 
action u { 
move to 80 var:rounding 30 
move to 45 var:purse 50 
move—to 15 var:open 40 
action r { 
move to 55 var:rounding 30 
move to 50 var:purse 50 
move—to -10 var:open 40 
action ng 
move to 40 var:rounding 30 
move to 10 var:purse 50 
move—to 30 var:open 40 
action d 
move to 40 var:rounding 30 
move to 10 var:purse 50 
move—to 10 var:open 40 
action f 
move to 60 var:rounding 30 
move to -1 var:purse 50 
move—to -30 var:open 40 
action v 
move to 60 var:rounding 30 
move to -1 var:purse 50 
move—to -30 var:open 40 
action th { 
moyeto 30 var:rounding 30 
move to -1 var:purse 50 
move—to 10 var:open 40 
action dh { 
move to 30 var:rounding 30 
move to -1 var:purse 50 
move—to 10 var:open 40 
action s 
move—to 10 var:rounding 30 
move to -1 var:purse 50 
move—to var:open 40 
action z 
move to 10 var:rounding 30 
move to -1 var:purse 50 
move—to 20 var:open 40 
action u+ 
move to 55 var:rounding 30 
move to 50 var:purse 50 
move—to 20 var:open 40 
action sh 
move to 62 var:rounding 30 
move to 40 var:purse 50 





action @@ { 
move to 0 var:rounding 30 
move to 30 var:purse 50 
move-to -10 var:open 40 
action aa { 
move to 20 var:rounding 30 
move to 15 var:purse 50 
move-to 30 var:open 40 
action @ 
move to 0 var:rounding 30 
move to 15 var:purse 50 
move-to 20 var:open 40 
action ou 
move to 90 var:rounding 30 
move to 40 var:purse 50 
move-to 15 var:open 40 
action u@ { 
move to 95 var:rounding 30 
move to 55 var:purse 50 
move-to -1 var:open 40 
action i@ 
move to 55 var:rounding 30 
move to 25 var:purse 50 
move-to 20 var:open 40 
action i+ 
move to 0 var:rounding 30 
move to -1 var:purse 50 
move-to -1 var:open 40 
action ei 
move to 10 var:rounding 30 
move to 5 var:purse 50 
move-to 25 var:open 40 
action w 
move to 95 var:rounding 30 
move to 20 var:purse 50 
move-to -20 var:open 40 
action zh 
move to 62 var:rounding 30 
move to 40 var:purse 50 
move-to 10 var:open 40 
action p 
move to 20 var:rounding 30 
move to -10 var:purse 50 
move-to -30 var:open 40 
action b 
move to 20 var:rounding 30 
move to 20 var:purse 50 
move-to -30 var:open 40 
action t 
move to 30 var:rounding 30 
move to 20 var:purse 50 
move-to 20 var:open 40 
action k 
move to 50 var:rounding 30 
move to 20 var:purse 50 
move-to 10 var:open 40 
action g 
move to 20 var:rounding 30 
move to 20 var:purse 50 
move-to 10 var:open 40 
action ch 
move to 60 var:rounding 30 
move to 40 var:purse 50 
move-to 10 var:open 40 
action jh 
move to 30 var:rounding 30 
move to 30 var:purse 50 
move-to -1 var:open 40 
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